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Extract of Verses from  

THE ESSENCE OF THE COSMIC WOMB 
  

  
To The Very Heart of Creation I Will Reach! O Mother of Perfection! 

The Nectar of Your Ancient Ocean My Soul Has Drunk! O Goddess of Peace! 

All Mystic Instructions Arrive From Your Ancient Tongue! O Mother of Truth! 

Your Sacred Winds For Eternity In My Soul Have Been! O Mother of Fresh Breeze! 

My Soul Has Peeped Into Your Occult Powers! O Ruler of All! 

With Your Sacred Nectar You Drown My World! O Mother of all the Three Worlds! 

To Herald Your Arrival The Angels Shall Sing! O Goddess of the Harmonies! 

The Fragrance of My Innate Essence To You I Offer! O Mother of Kindness! 

Your Womb Is The Source of All Cosmic Birth! O Mother!  

Eternal Has Been My Quest To View The Divine Face! O Mother of Auspicious! 

The Enchantment of Your Deep Eyes Has Captivated My Spirit! O Enhancer of Beauty 
and Love! 

You Script The Death of Every Creature! O Goddess of Death! 

Let The Melody of Silence Satisfy My Soul! O Mother of Silence! 

In The Meadows of Heavens My Soul Waits To Absorb Your Vibrational Energy! O Mother 
of All Bodies! 

Let Your Grace Penetrate My Mortal Bastion! O Mother of Humble! 

With Deep Silence My Soul Waits For Your Divine Kiss! O Mother of the Worthy of Worship! 

Let Me Dive Deep In Your Mystic Blue Lake! O Mother of Calm! 

Let The Sacred Tears of Your Divine Celebration Fall On My Cheek! O Mother of Pride! 

For Long The Smoky Mist Has Blown! O Giver of Mist! 

Your Bright Golden Horse Let My Soul Ride! O Bestower of Kingdom! 

Your World Is Sacred, Lovely and Vibrant! O Queen of World!   

Invite Me To Your Sacred Universe! O Mother Earth!  

I Silently Watch the Ancient River Flow Down Your Mystic Valley! O Mother of Nature! 

The Hollow Thumping of the Hooded Serpent My Soul Has Witnessed! O Destroyer of All 
Demons! 

Perfections of the Full Moon I Can See in the Magical Waters of Your Mystic Lake! O 
Mother of the Full Moon! 

With Our Creativity We Can Search the Right Cosmic Order! O Mother of Infinite Wealth! 

Our Souls Are Witness to the Magnificent Flowering of Creativity! O Creator of Divinity! 
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Our Cosmos Pushes Our Soul to Transcend Continuously and Enjoy Creativity! O Provider 
of Joy! 

I Have Enjoyed The Mystical Energies of the Abyss! O Creative Energy! 

Silently Whisper The Sweet Prophesies In My Ear! O Mother of All Devotees! 

Let Me Understand The Secrets of Your Dark World! O Secretive Remover of Darkness!  

Your Deep Secret World Let Me Encounter! O Protector of the Three Worlds!  

For A Starry Fiesta The Heavens Are Preparing! O Mother of Prowess! 

The Space Around You Vibrates With Mystic Lightening! O Mother of the Lightening!  

In My World Usher In Your Mystic Light! O Mother of Light!  

With Sheer Abandonment The Currents of Your Mystic River I Ride! O Protector of 
Travellers! 

A Gentle Swan Separating Milk From Water Is Our Soul! O Mother of the Splendour! 

A Unique Gift to Earth Is Our Soul! O Mother of the Absolver of the Universe! 

A Momentous Choice of Liberation Our Soul Can Make After Death! O Mother of 
Eternal! 

My Soul Is Wet With the Drizzle from the Mystic Cloud! O Provider of Cloud! 

Your Mystic Sun Plays Hide and Seek With My Soul! O Mother of the Rising Sun! 

The Winds of Heaven Shall Dance With My Soul! O Mother of the Celestials! 

Remove The Mystic Veil that Surrounds My Soul! O Vanquisher of Ailments! 

The Whispers of Your Quivering Golden Tongue My Soul Shall Hear! O Eternal Mother of 
Great Time! 

The Ethereal Glow of Your Mystic Rocks Takes My Soul Directly to Heaven! O Mother of 
the Abode of the Ethereal Universe! 

Your Shining Rocks and the Mountains Open the Secret Doorways to Heaven! O Mother 
of Mystic Fire! 

In the Waters of Your Mystic Spring My Soul Shall Sprout! O Giver of First Rain Drop! 

Caress My Tender Branches that Quiver in the Sun! O Provider of Sunshine! 

Your Immortal Eyes Have Haunted My Soul For Eternity! O Eternal Bliss! 

The Innocence of Divine Wilderness Has Seeped Into My Soul! O Mother of Politeness! 

Into Your Womb of Eternity Shall Grow My Soul’s Roots! O Mother of the Beginning!  

In You Resides The Absolute Void! O Mother of the Vedas!  

You Are The Conduct of All Divine Revelation! O Graceful Lady!  

Every Soul Has Drunk The Divine Sap of Your Cosmic Tree! O Spirit of Dreams! 

The Winds From Your Cosmic Mountains Carry Pure Exhilaration! O Possessor of Ultimate 
Wisdom!  

I Have Discovered Your Dance in the Cosmic Void! O Giver of Happiness! 

Death as a Divine Mystical Reality Every Creature Shall Face! O Destroyer of Death! 

The Sounds of Your Temple Bells Chime for Me! O Mother of the Deity! 
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About Author : The mystic writings and poems of author Shree Anand Krishna 
helps us in dealing with everyday issues such as the strength of will power, the 
creativity to see beyond problems, importance of positivity and the true meaning 
of success. For all who feel that stress and nervousness are an unavoidable fact of 
modern life, the mystic poems of Shree Anand Krishna reminds us that within 
each of us is an inner core of universal peace and harmony that we can learn to 
access at will. The mystic poems and writings of Shree Anand Krishna shows us 
how to overcome fear, worry, anger, nervousness and moodiness. His writings 
also teach us how to stay calmly in the present and to stay actively focused, no 
matter what is going on around us and also teaches us to Experience the mystic 
and expansive timelessness and beauty of each moment. The spiritual and mystic 
poems of the author caters to the deepest needs of the human heart and soul. 
These poems reveal how we can meet the daily challenges to our physical, 
psychological, emotional and spiritual well-being - by awakening our divine 
nature, the neglected reality at the core of our being. 

Through his writings the author succeeds in dispelling the myth that God is 
beyond our reach and beyond our self. He points out that it is not only possible to 
converse with God but to receive definite responses to our prayers and also 
converse with our divine self. The author Shree Anand Krishna helps us to realize 
how close that infinite and all-loving Being is to each one of us. He also explains 
how we can make our prayers and thoughts so powerful and persuasive that they 
will bring a tangible response from the mystic universe. The books written by 
Shree Anand Krishna motivates the readers how to be devoid of a harsh, 
materialistic life and live a life of peaceful serenity governed by quality and not 
quantity. The spiritual poems written by the author deal with complex issues in a 
very easy-to-understand and simple manner, inviting the readers to explore their 
inner selves through meditation and contemplation. The teachings of the author 
alters the perspective and attitude that people approach life with, changing one's 
thought process to invite and draw true material and spiritual success and 
prosperity .The books written by the author also highlights the key to dissolving 
obstacles both physical and spiritual while dealing with natural feelings of fear 
and the feeling of being lost. The author has been greatly inspired by the mystic 
philosophies propounded in the Geeta, Upanishads, Vedanta, Sufi literature and 
other ancient mystical works. The author Anand Singh (Pen Name: Shree 
Anand Krishna) has written on various spiritual aspects of human existence in 
this world and beyond. 

Copyright © 2021 [Anand Singh (Pen Name: Anand Krishna)]. All Rights Reserved. 
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Chapter - 1 
 

THE MYSTIC INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE SACRED 
TONGUE 

 

 
 

(Artist: Nicolas Bernard Lépicié Date: 1735-84) 
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        (Artist: Warwick Goble Date: 1862-1943) 

 
Poem on Heart of Creation 
 

To The Very Heart of Creation I Will Reach! O Mother of Perfection! 
 
To the very heart of creation I will 
reach! O mother of perfection! 
The difficulties of many lifetimes my 
soul has faced. 

By your celestial blessings all my 
darkness can be erased. 

You are the supreme enthroned in 
the seat of all powers. 

The splendour of your supreme 
divinity will overwhelm my soul with all 
its powers. 

Behind all the forces of nature lies 
your grace. 

Darkness of my soul only you can erase. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

All my afflictions by your grace is removed. 

My cosmic goal only by you can be approved. 

You are the annihilator of difficulties for every soul. 

You are the benevolent protectress that shields my soul. 

Your forceful and aggressive form this cosmos has witnessed. 

By your light the darkness of this world has been addressed. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

Your sweet smile shall drive away all my sorrow. 

Your stainless light every creature shall borrow. 

For guidance and protection I have earnestly invoked your being. 

Removal of all my perils and dangers by you I have been seeing. 

Your blessings of strength and tranquillity every soul will receive. 

A world free from perils and dangers I will perceive. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

The strains of your magical trance every creature has witnessed. 

By the aura of your divinity every soul has been addressed. 
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For the whole cosmos you are the only source of nourishing. 

By your compassion every soul has been flourishing. 

Before you the whole cosmos bows in deep reverence. 

To the meek and humble you show preference. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

Sometimes you are merciful and sometimes harsh and severe. 

Full of compassion is your behaviour. 

You are the bestower of all liberation. 

You are the supreme abode of all compassion. 

Your grace and abundance every soul has tasted. 

In this darkness no soul will be wasted. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

The divine beauty of your three worlds before me has been unfolded. 

The beauty of your pure perception before every creature has been 
unfolded. 

All the hurdles of trial and tribulation I will cross. 

With a calm demeanour and inner grace I will face every loss. 

Your grace will weave its benevolence through all my life’s experiences. 

The ecstasy of your love and triumph shall dominate all my experiences. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

My soul you have crowned with your power of absolute splendour. 

Before your supreme consciousness completely I surrender. 

Let your grace penetrate my three states of waking, dreaming and deep 
slumber. 

Before the darkness let me no more surrender. 

Let me appreciate the kaleidoscope of all my experience. 

With calm demeanour and inner grace let me handle all my experience. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

The process of the transformation of this cosmos is filled with your beauty and 
enchantment. 

With the help of your grace I will bear all the sorrow and resentment. 

Beyond outer forms, events and objectives let my soul rise. 

With the help of your grace I will claim the heavenly prize. 
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(Artist: John William Waterhouse Date: 
1900) 

The magical waters of your island of paradise my soul has witnessed. 

By your sheer mystical magic every soul has been addressed. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

The flow of your divine nectar will pervade my 
subtle being. 

The power of your absolute splendour for 
eternity I have been seeing. 

Into your vast and blissful realms every soul has 
been. 

The profound quest for inner joyousness every 
soul has seen. 

Your spiritual path will guide me to an inner 
beauty and happiness. 

You are the only source of all delight and 
happiness. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O 
mother of perfection! 
 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk. 

Into the depth of your cosmic world my soul has sunk. 

In your eyes I can see the brilliant reflection of the three worlds. 

You are the ruler of all the three worlds. 

The intense feeling of your great blessings in my soul I can feel. 

Before your sheer mystical magic every creature shall kneel. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

Let the darkest and the purest aspect of my life merge into one. 

Let the static and the transient aspect of my life merge into one. 

Dynamic unity of all existence in you I find. 

In leading me through the labyrinth of my life’s experiences please be kind. 

A conscious awareness in my life you have brought. 

The purest and the darkest soul you have sought. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

A holistic vision of life you will give. 

In the darkness my soul will no more live. 

Every aspect of my life you control. 
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                  (Artist: Nicholas Roerich Date: 1942) 

All the transient and static event of my life you control. 

The pure spirit of your motherhood the whole cosmos has tasted. 

In your splendour, loveliness and eternity every soul has rested. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

Yours is the spirit of sheer attractiveness. 

This dark world let me face with boldness. 

Beyond mere sensuality reaches your beauty par excellence. 

Beyond any limitations shines your brilliance. 

From you I seek my soul’s transformation. 

From you I seek resurgence and resurrection. 

To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection! 
 

 
 
The medallions in the Aztec: The medallions in the Aztec symbol for creation 
represent: Creation, Vitality, Life, Astrology (cosmos), these spiraling seeds of life 
are all moving together in perfect harmony. The Aztecs understood human life 
works in the same kind of rhythmic pattern this symbol depicts the flowing nature 
of life in all its perfection. Each of the spiral medallions also represent a symbolic 

seed of the Universe and a unique phase of life: Birth, Childhood, Adulthood, Death, Afterlife. 
(Source: http://tattoosymbolism.blogspot.in/2012/03/aztecmaya-tattoo-symbolism.html) 

 
 
Poem on The Ancient Ocean 
 
The Nectar of Your Ancient Ocean My Soul Has Drunk! O Goddess of 

Peace! 
 

The nectar of your ancient 
ocean my soul has drunk! O 
goddess of peace! 
A deep transformation within I 
seek. 

The currents of your electrical 
force shall enter the soul that is 
meek. 

You are the eternal essence that 
fills every soul. 

Let the divine transformation of 
my soul be my only goal. 

A clear understanding of your manifold truths only you can give. 
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With the help of your light in the darkness I can live. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

In my life supreme is your cosmic play. 

Your lightning bolt shall brighten my dark way. 

To the spiritual heights you shall lift my striving soul. 

Your lightening force shall brighten my goal. 

Through the complexities of mortal dilemmas you will guide my soul. 

All the energies of the cosmos will work to define my goal. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

You are the supreme force that guides the whole cosmos. 

It is your light that shall remove all my soul’s dross. 

All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue. 

Your secret songs by every soul has been sung. 

Into deeper ancient knowledge my soul you will initiate. 

The controlling of my wavering mind you will initiate. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

Your subtle truth shall be known by intuitive mind. 

Only your grace can control my wavering mind. 

Your whisper shall calm every soul into serenity and bliss. 

Every creature shall get a taste of your divine kiss. 

A personal relationship I have developed with the greater powers of universal 
consciousness. 

With the higher forces extremely intimate has been my experiences. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

The subtle truths of your cosmic play to my soul has been revealed. 

The divine powers of universal consciousness are no more concealed. 

Every force in the cosmos is pervaded by your consciousness. 

True reality of my inner being I will face with boldness. 

Beyond me and against me there are no cosmic powers. 

Hidden inside me are all your divine powers. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
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(Artist: Frederic Leighton Date: 1830-
1896) 

You have changed the very nature of my perception. 

I have understood all the darkness and deception. 

Beyond the maze of worldly illusions my soul has travelled. 

The mystery of your cosmic world finally has been unraveled. 

My soul carries all the memories of events in time and space. 

The memory of eternity to me has been given with the help of your grace. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

I have witnessed your divine essence in every form. 

The very nature of all my perception only you can reform. 

The impermanence of my earthly existence by the help of your grace I have 
realized. 

By the darkness of this world my soul is no more surprised. 

All the cosmic intelligence is embodied in your being. 

Your great wisdom the whole cosmos has been seeing. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

The supreme lustre of divinity’s purest light is 
radiated from your face. 

Divine blessings every creature gets with the 
help of your grace. 

Through intuitive awareness I will realize your 
supreme self. 

Showering of your fondness and favours gives 
me all the power and pelf. 

In you the seer and the seen merges into one. 

Your divine effulgence by every soul shall be 
won. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has 
drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

You are the space between all things that my 
soul perceives. 

The shower of your fondness and favours every 
creature receives. 

Only through your will I can get your divine power. 

Only by your grace I can bathe in your divine shower. 

With you let me move into deeper communion. 
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With you I seek the divine union. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

All your lotus feet let my heart rest. 

Let your eternal love fill my mortal chest. 

Into the sanctify of your mystic realms my soul shall journey. 

The heavens have given me the power of attorney. 

Your special powers shall guide my conditioned mind. 

This world of darkness can no more make me blind. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

Your pure light and love flows through every form. 

Mystical insights I have had of your transcendental form. 

My heart’s calling boldly I shall follow. 

With a deep intense fervour your nectar I shall swallow. 

A certain daring and confidence you have given to my soul. 

With intense determination I shall pursue my goal. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

In all my exalted experiences help me remain grounded. 

Only through your grace all the blessings shall be unfolded. 

With strong determination let me pursue my inner voice’s direction. 

In me you have triggered the quest for higher revelation. 

An unfathomable resolve and firmness to my soul you have provided. 

On the path of light my soul you have guided. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
 

Your nature’s play of polarities every soul has witnessed. 

The darkness of every creature has been addressed. 

The flamboyant energies of the sun let my soul absorb. 

The cooling rays of the mystic night moon let my being absorb. 

Your mysticism within the fire and waters I have seen. 

Your play of energies in the cosmos I have seen. 

The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace! 
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           (Artist: Karl Bryullov Date: 1799-1852) 

 
 

Tiamat (Chaos): Tiamat (“Sea,” in Akkadian) was the ancient Sumero-Babylonian 
personification of the primordial salt waters of chaos. With her consort Apsu, the 
‘sweet’ water, Tiamat mothered the first generation of the gods. Tiamat took the form 
of a gigantic winged dragon, whose body was split in two by the hero Marduk to 
create the heavens and the firmament: her upper body became the vault of heaven; the 

lower, the earth; her blood, the oceans. (Source: http://symboldictionary.net/?p=2973) 

 
 
Poem on The Ancient Tongue 
 
All Mystic Instructions Arrive From Your Ancient Tongue! O Mother 

of Truth! 
 

All mystic instructions arrive from 
your ancient tongue! O mother of 
truth! 
The steadfastness of the ancient 
mountains my soul shall absorb. 

Your flowing streams of grace my 
heart shall absorb. 

With your divine energies my soul 
will resonate. 

With the tall shadows of the past I 
will no more relate. 

In the vividness of your divine light 
all my darkness will fade. 

Your cosmic tree shall give my soul the cooling shade. 

All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth! 
 

With complete detachment to all the worldly experiences I shall relate. 

With a sharp intuitive awareness my soul shall resonate. 

In the inner direction of your mystic world my soul shall move. 

All the darkness from my soul you shall remove. 

A deeper clarity to my soul you will bestow. 

Your unfolding cosmic drama finally I shall know. 

All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth! 
 

On the path that I am following only you can throw the light. 

By lifting your veil let me see the heavenly sight. 

The true nature of duality my soul has seen. 
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A deeper clarity of your unfolding drama my soul has seen. 

Through intuitive visions and voices my soul you have guided. 

Awareness, discrimination, concentration and tolerance to my soul you have 
provided. 

All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth! 
 

Enigmatic has been my tryst with your mystic world. 

Lift your veil so that I can see your world. 

With brilliant stars of the cosmos I have come in contact. 

Through chance meetings with your angels I have come in contact. 

Visits to the celestial places has provided me the solace. 

Enlighten my soul with your awareness and grace. 

All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth! 
 

The difference between the unreal and true reality let me understand. 

This world of darkness let me withstand. 

Silently I have watched your inner play unfold. 

A deeper experience of your magic finally my soul shall behold. 

In the glamour of this world let your divine message not be lost. 

Salvage my soul at any cost. 

All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth! 
 

The divine wisdom of earlier life let in my soul flow. 

With your ancient light let my soul glow. 

In the celestial magic of divinity let my soul live. 

To every creature ancient wisdom you shall give. 

On the wall of divinity my soul shall find its place. 

Finally I have discovered the true reality of your grace. 

All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth! 
 

Let my tongue speak the ancient language and utter the most auspicious 
words. 

You are the divine power behind all speech and words. 

You are the lightning force which sets in motion all the vibrations of light. 

The source of all cosmic existence is your energy and light. 

Only you can provide me the real mental clarity and ecstatic delight. 
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	To The Very Heart of Creation I Will Reach! O Mother of Perfection!
	/To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	The difficulties of many lifetimes my soul has faced.
	By your celestial blessings all my darkness can be erased.
	You are the supreme enthroned in the seat of all powers.
	The splendour of your supreme divinity will overwhelm my soul with all its powers.
	Behind all the forces of nature lies your grace.
	Darkness of my soul only you can erase.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	All my afflictions by your grace is removed.
	My cosmic goal only by you can be approved.
	You are the annihilator of difficulties for every soul.
	You are the benevolent protectress that shields my soul.
	Your forceful and aggressive form this cosmos has witnessed.
	By your light the darkness of this world has been addressed.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	Your sweet smile shall drive away all my sorrow.
	Your stainless light every creature shall borrow.
	For guidance and protection I have earnestly invoked your being.
	Removal of all my perils and dangers by you I have been seeing.
	Your blessings of strength and tranquillity every soul will receive.
	A world free from perils and dangers I will perceive.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	The strains of your magical trance every creature has witnessed.
	By the aura of your divinity every soul has been addressed.
	For the whole cosmos you are the only source of nourishing.
	By your compassion every soul has been flourishing.
	Before you the whole cosmos bows in deep reverence.
	To the meek and humble you show preference.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	Sometimes you are merciful and sometimes harsh and severe.
	Full of compassion is your behaviour.
	You are the bestower of all liberation.
	You are the supreme abode of all compassion.
	Your grace and abundance every soul has tasted.
	In this darkness no soul will be wasted.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	The divine beauty of your three worlds before me has been unfolded.
	The beauty of your pure perception before every creature has been unfolded.
	All the hurdles of trial and tribulation I will cross.
	With a calm demeanour and inner grace I will face every loss.
	Your grace will weave its benevolence through all my life’s experiences.
	The ecstasy of your love and triumph shall dominate all my experiences.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	My soul you have crowned with your power of absolute splendour.
	Before your supreme consciousness completely I surrender.
	Let your grace penetrate my three states of waking, dreaming and deep slumber.
	Before the darkness let me no more surrender.
	Let me appreciate the kaleidoscope of all my experience.
	With calm demeanour and inner grace let me handle all my experience.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	The process of the transformation of this cosmos is filled with your beauty and enchantment.
	With the help of your grace I will bear all the sorrow and resentment.
	Beyond outer forms, events and objectives let my soul rise.
	With the help of your grace I will claim the heavenly prize.
	The magical waters of your island of paradise my soul has witnessed.
	By your sheer mystical magic every soul has been addressed.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	/The flow of your divine nectar will pervade my subtle being.
	The power of your absolute splendour for eternity I have been seeing.
	Into your vast and blissful realms every soul has been.
	The profound quest for inner joyousness every soul has seen.
	Your spiritual path will guide me to an inner beauty and happiness.
	You are the only source of all delight and happiness.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk.
	Into the depth of your cosmic world my soul has sunk.
	In your eyes I can see the brilliant reflection of the three worlds.
	You are the ruler of all the three worlds.
	The intense feeling of your great blessings in my soul I can feel.
	Before your sheer mystical magic every creature shall kneel.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	Let the darkest and the purest aspect of my life merge into one.
	Let the static and the transient aspect of my life merge into one.
	Dynamic unity of all existence in you I find.
	In leading me through the labyrinth of my life’s experiences please be kind.
	A conscious awareness in my life you have brought.
	The purest and the darkest soul you have sought.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	A holistic vision of life you will give.
	In the darkness my soul will no more live.
	Every aspect of my life you control.
	All the transient and static event of my life you control.
	The pure spirit of your motherhood the whole cosmos has tasted.
	In your splendour, loveliness and eternity every soul has rested.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	Yours is the spirit of sheer attractiveness.
	This dark world let me face with boldness.
	Beyond mere sensuality reaches your beauty par excellence.
	Beyond any limitations shines your brilliance.
	From you I seek my soul’s transformation.
	From you I seek resurgence and resurrection.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach! O mother of perfection!
	The Nectar of Your Ancient Ocean My Soul Has Drunk! O Goddess of Peace!
	/The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	A deep transformation within I seek.
	The currents of your electrical force shall enter the soul that is meek.
	You are the eternal essence that fills every soul.
	Let the divine transformation of my soul be my only goal.
	A clear understanding of your manifold truths only you can give.
	With the help of your light in the darkness I can live.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	In my life supreme is your cosmic play.
	Your lightning bolt shall brighten my dark way.
	To the spiritual heights you shall lift my striving soul.
	Your lightening force shall brighten my goal.
	Through the complexities of mortal dilemmas you will guide my soul.
	All the energies of the cosmos will work to define my goal.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	You are the supreme force that guides the whole cosmos.
	It is your light that shall remove all my soul’s dross.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue.
	Your secret songs by every soul has been sung.
	Into deeper ancient knowledge my soul you will initiate.
	The controlling of my wavering mind you will initiate.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	Your subtle truth shall be known by intuitive mind.
	Only your grace can control my wavering mind.
	Your whisper shall calm every soul into serenity and bliss.
	Every creature shall get a taste of your divine kiss.
	A personal relationship I have developed with the greater powers of universal consciousness.
	With the higher forces extremely intimate has been my experiences.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	The subtle truths of your cosmic play to my soul has been revealed.
	The divine powers of universal consciousness are no more concealed.
	Every force in the cosmos is pervaded by your consciousness.
	True reality of my inner being I will face with boldness.
	Beyond me and against me there are no cosmic powers.
	Hidden inside me are all your divine powers.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	You have changed the very nature of my perception.
	I have understood all the darkness and deception.
	Beyond the maze of worldly illusions my soul has travelled.
	The mystery of your cosmic world finally has been unraveled.
	My soul carries all the memories of events in time and space.
	The memory of eternity to me has been given with the help of your grace.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	I have witnessed your divine essence in every form.
	The very nature of all my perception only you can reform.
	The impermanence of my earthly existence by the help of your grace I have realized.
	By the darkness of this world my soul is no more surprised.
	All the cosmic intelligence is embodied in your being.
	Your great wisdom the whole cosmos has been seeing.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	/The supreme lustre of divinity’s purest light is radiated from your face.
	Divine blessings every creature gets with the help of your grace.
	Through intuitive awareness I will realize your supreme self.
	Showering of your fondness and favours gives me all the power and pelf.
	In you the seer and the seen merges into one.
	Your divine effulgence by every soul shall be won.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	You are the space between all things that my soul perceives.
	The shower of your fondness and favours every creature receives.
	Only through your will I can get your divine power.
	Only by your grace I can bathe in your divine shower.
	With you let me move into deeper communion.
	With you I seek the divine union.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	All your lotus feet let my heart rest.
	Let your eternal love fill my mortal chest.
	Into the sanctify of your mystic realms my soul shall journey.
	The heavens have given me the power of attorney.
	Your special powers shall guide my conditioned mind.
	This world of darkness can no more make me blind.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	Your pure light and love flows through every form.
	Mystical insights I have had of your transcendental form.
	My heart’s calling boldly I shall follow.
	With a deep intense fervour your nectar I shall swallow.
	A certain daring and confidence you have given to my soul.
	With intense determination I shall pursue my goal.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	In all my exalted experiences help me remain grounded.
	Only through your grace all the blessings shall be unfolded.
	With strong determination let me pursue my inner voice’s direction.
	In me you have triggered the quest for higher revelation.
	An unfathomable resolve and firmness to my soul you have provided.
	On the path of light my soul you have guided.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	Your nature’s play of polarities every soul has witnessed.
	The darkness of every creature has been addressed.
	The flamboyant energies of the sun let my soul absorb.
	The cooling rays of the mystic night moon let my being absorb.
	Your mysticism within the fire and waters I have seen.
	Your play of energies in the cosmos I have seen.
	The nectar of your ancient ocean my soul has drunk! O goddess of peace!
	All Mystic Instructions Arrive From Your Ancient Tongue! O Mother of Truth!
	/All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	The steadfastness of the ancient mountains my soul shall absorb.
	Your flowing streams of grace my heart shall absorb.
	With your divine energies my soul will resonate.
	With the tall shadows of the past I will no more relate.
	In the vividness of your divine light all my darkness will fade.
	Your cosmic tree shall give my soul the cooling shade.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	With complete detachment to all the worldly experiences I shall relate.
	With a sharp intuitive awareness my soul shall resonate.
	In the inner direction of your mystic world my soul shall move.
	All the darkness from my soul you shall remove.
	A deeper clarity to my soul you will bestow.
	Your unfolding cosmic drama finally I shall know.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	On the path that I am following only you can throw the light.
	By lifting your veil let me see the heavenly sight.
	The true nature of duality my soul has seen.
	A deeper clarity of your unfolding drama my soul has seen.
	Through intuitive visions and voices my soul you have guided.
	Awareness, discrimination, concentration and tolerance to my soul you have provided.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	Enigmatic has been my tryst with your mystic world.
	Lift your veil so that I can see your world.
	With brilliant stars of the cosmos I have come in contact.
	Through chance meetings with your angels I have come in contact.
	Visits to the celestial places has provided me the solace.
	Enlighten my soul with your awareness and grace.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	The difference between the unreal and true reality let me understand.
	This world of darkness let me withstand.
	Silently I have watched your inner play unfold.
	A deeper experience of your magic finally my soul shall behold.
	In the glamour of this world let your divine message not be lost.
	Salvage my soul at any cost.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	The divine wisdom of earlier life let in my soul flow.
	With your ancient light let my soul glow.
	In the celestial magic of divinity let my soul live.
	To every creature ancient wisdom you shall give.
	On the wall of divinity my soul shall find its place.
	Finally I have discovered the true reality of your grace.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	Let my tongue speak the ancient language and utter the most auspicious words.
	You are the divine power behind all speech and words.
	You are the lightning force which sets in motion all the vibrations of light.
	The source of all cosmic existence is your energy and light.
	Only you can provide me the real mental clarity and ecstatic delight.
	Your spiritual joyousness shall restore my immortal sight.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	/Let me gain a clarity that transcends the world of thought.
	Let me overcome the darkness that this world has brought.
	In all the creatures you are the eye.
	You are the spiritual joyousness of the golden sky.
	Only your grace can keep my mind completely still.
	Only your mercy my darkness can kill.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	Among the inspired you are the power of speech.
	Your light to every creature shall reach.
	Of every great soul you are the mind.
	Energized by your awareness my soul will no more be blind.
	Through you shall be revealed the golden light of the spiritual sun.
	By your grace my spiritual journey has already begun.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	The abundance of your beauty and grace every creature has seen.
	Beyond al worldly changes and vibrations my soul has been.
	An idyllic and harmonious state of mindfulness I shall achieve.
	Your true nature of ultimate reality finally I shall achieve.
	Let the awareness that enters my soul be enduring and peaceful.
	Let me only be content with a world that is graceful.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	Every individual soul manifests through the breath.
	It is your light that carries me beyond darkness and death.
	The only true reality is your consciousness and bliss.
	The deeper nuances of your mysticism finally my soul shall no more miss.
	Your energies and vibrations shall guide my soul.
	Enduring and peaceful shall be final goal.
	With your sacred water I will purify my breath.
	Open my inner vision so that I can see beyond death.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	Auspiciousness and good tidings your grace shall bring.
	Manifold blessings your mercy shall bring.
	The fiery power of your sacred ash my soul has known.
	The sacred winds for eternity in my soul have blown.
	With great discretion and reverence I approach your being.
	The rhythmical vibrations of your cosmic sound for eternity I have been seeing.
	All mystic instructions arrive from your ancient tongue! O mother of truth!
	Your Sacred Winds For Eternity In My Soul Have Been! O Mother of Fresh Breeze!
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	The deeper essence of nature’s elements finally I shall know.
	Before your divine consciousness every creature shall bow.
	Finally my subtle being shall experience your divine presence.
	Finally my soul shall taste your divine essence.
	The unison and harmony of all the energies in you I have seen.
	The undivided light of consciousness my soul has seen.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	/Your luminous energy shall finally concentrate in my soul.
	With your light of consciousness I shall reach my goal.
	You are the will of the divine forces that creates the cosmos.
	From my heart your luminous energy shall remove all the dross.
	The subtle essence of your cosmic sound my inner ears have heard.
	Your undifferentiated and incomprehensible primal sound my soul has heard.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	Behind every movement in the cosmos your divine repose and tranquillity I have seen.
	To a world of deeper awareness my soul has been.
	My inner fires and energies by your grace shall be awakened.
	By your lightning bolt my whole world shall be shakened.
	The safest way to approach your benevolence is to seek your mercy and grace.
	The root of all ignorance from my soul only you can erase.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	My evolving nature only your inner power of consciousness can guide.
	On your mystic horse my soul shall ride.
	To their highest goal all my energies shall be directed.
	From this darkness my soul will be resurrected.
	Through all the obstacles and negative influences my soul shall cross.
	The darkness can no more cause any loss.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	Both outwardly and inwardly guidance you will provide.
	With your grace on my heart will flow your heavenly tide.
	Your electrical current will awaken my inner fires and energies.
	To my physical, emotional and mental state you will provide all the synergies.
	Like a sword your lightening will cut through everything in its way.
	In all your beautiful charm my heart will sway.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	At the root of my ignorance your light will strike.
	Your deeper philosophy and ancient lineages and traditions my soul shall like.
	You are the mysticism hidden in every soul.
	To decipher the sacred syllables of your wisdom and devotion is my soul’s goal.
	Only you can reveal the ultimate reality of your hidden truth.
	Only you can create the space for higher energies of pure devotion and truth.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	Let my soul reside in the flame of spiritual heart.
	Only you can open the energy of my spiritual heart.
	The whole cosmos you create and protect.
	From the darkness every soul you will resurrect.
	Your power of consciousness is the force of all my energy and willpower.
	You are the real source of all light and fire and all the grace you shower.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	/You set into movement the primary impulse of life.
	Let me rise to your seat of exaltation from the darkness and strife.
	The energy for all activities only you provide.
	The cosmic force that cuts through the knots of my heart only you can provide.
	You kindle the fire of my heart within.
	Help me rise above the world of darkness and sin.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	The sword of your cosmic force shall strike through my heart.
	Your sacred fire you shall kindle in my heart.
	I have witnessed the explosion of the solar radiance of your being.
	Your lightning bolt for eternity my soul has been seeing.
	With your infinite sweetness you fill my world.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	You give birth to every new soul.
	Awareness of life and death you create in every soul.
	Take me into the infinite space of your eternal reality.
	With your sacred nectar fill my mortal personality.
	It is your lightening that ignites my inner fire.
	In my soul you awaken the sacred desire.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	The blazing of your sacred fire has purified my body and mind.
	You are the lightening that ignites the inner fire of every soul that is blind.
	From you arises all the primal power of expression.
	My soul you shall save from all the darkness and regression.
	Your flowing nectar shall purify every heart and mind.
	To the bliss of your higher awareness I shall no more be blind.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	Like purified gold make my eternal essence shine.
	In the universal rays of the sun let every creature shine.
	You are the abode of liberation for every soul.
	With the bliss of your higher awareness make me whole.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers.
	Your blessings have bestowed me with all the spiritual powers.
	Your sacred winds for eternity in my soul have been! O mother of fresh breeze!
	My Soul Has Peeped Into Your Occult Powers! O Ruler of All!
	/My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	The adverse effects of malefic planets only you can remove.
	The negative influences of the dark world only you can remove.
	To every soul blessings in abundance you provide.
	Fulfilment of desire and longevity to every soul you provide.
	Only you can rescue me from the circle of ignorance.
	In your pure consciousness shall dissolve all my ignorance.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	All my mortal space your grace shall sanctify.
	The darkness of my heart only you can rectify.
	Through my vital breath I shall draw you into my heart.
	The ultimate transformation you shall bring in my heart.
	All the vehicles for specific energies are within your control.
	With your cosmic vibrations all my living space you control.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	To your inner reality let my soul connect.
	Reverberating with your sacred force let my soul resurrect.
	Through knowledge, will and sacred action I can liberate my soul.
	Your special energy shall take me to my goal.
	In my heart infuse your sacred energy.
	Your sacred force will provide me all the synergy.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	Let me draw from your reservoirs of maternal love and nurturing.
	With your grace all my knowledge shall be flourishing.
	Your unceasing motherly attention my soul has drawn.
	Darkness on my soul can no more frown.
	You have never turned away your child.
	You have rescued me from the world that is wild.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	Your fiercer forms has been seen by the mortal souls.
	Your benevolence has also been tasted by all the souls.
	Your mystical energy permeates my world.
	Only you can teach me the deep secrets of the world.
	The forces of nature and the elements hide your deeper secret.
	In the darkness let my soul no more regret.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	Teach me to look with the inner eye of divine perception.
	The heavens are waiting to give me a divine reception.
	Only you can control and direct all my energies.
	Only your grace can provide me all the synergies.
	The various crystalline, rock and water formations are filed with your grace.
	The vastness of the universe I can see in your face.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	Contemplating into your vastness let me draw into your void.
	The world of darkness let me avoid.
	Your divine energy in its full and steady state my soul has seen.
	In your world of ancient light every creature has been.
	The nurturing power of your womb every creature has witnessed.
	All the planes of existence my soul has witnessed.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	With sharp focus and concentration I shall meditate on your being.
	Your powerful tool of grace every creature has been seeing.
	The pulsations of your cosmic energy has reached my soul.
	The flow of your energy will help me to reach my goal.
	Your cosmic vibration has moved through the central point of my being.
	The vibrations of your sacred cosmos for eternity I have been seeing.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	/The minute drops of your nectar will flow from the corner of my eye.
	Ecstatic experience of your bliss I shall get of your golden sky.
	You are the source through which the highest form of creation moves.
	It is your world of divinity that every soul loves.
	All my vital energies your grace can release.
	All my senses you shall control and put at ease.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	Your power of speech and fire every soul has witnessed.
	The darkness of every soul has been addressed.
	The earth hides your cosmic power deep within.
	In my psyche hides your sacred will deep within.
	Out of the depths of darkness propel my soul.
	To its highest potential shall reach my soul.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	The upward movement of your energy in my being is energizing and stimulating.
	Your movement of your divine cosmic energy is striving and motivating.
	It is your life force that sets all cosmic expressions in motion.
	You can propel my soul to its highest devotion.
	Your grace, beauty and creative force in my being shall enter.
	Your heavenly nectar shall flow in my heart’s centre.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	The flood of your grace has arrived from your cosmic expanse.
	The heavenly nectar I have drunk of your divine romance.
	Break down all my limitation, rigidity and sorrow.
	The darkness of this world let me no more borrow.
	Inward movement of your grace is calming and nourishing.
	Your divine mercy for my heart is stabilizing and softening.
	My soul has peeped into your occult powers! O ruler of all!
	With Your Sacred Nectar You Drown My World! O Mother of All the Three Worlds!
	/With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	It is your grace that unites all time and space.
	An irresistible power I can see on your face.
	The unbounded attraction of your grace the whole cosmos has seen.
	The awakening of your mystic inner energies my soul has seen.
	Into the vast space of divinity my soul will go.
	I will travel far beyond the realms of the worldly ego.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	All my worldly disbelief, uncertainty and sceptical reservation your light will remove.
	All my mortal doubts your grace shall remove.
	Your unfathomable truth finally I will realize and experience.
	To your sacred world I will show my obedience.
	All my doubts only you can remove.
	My creative and spiritual power by your light shall improve.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	Only you can pave the way for my liberation and transformation.
	You control the movement of all pain, suffering and destruction.
	Only your grace can guide me through the mayhem of this physical and physiological world.
	Only your mercy can guide me through the darkness of this personal and emotional world.
	Finality of death of every creature you control.
	Darkness can no more take its toll.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	Reveal to my soul the eternal presence and beauty of the universe.
	With your bright world let me converse.
	In your eyes I can see the universal play.
	Your gentle hues of beatitude my soul shall display.
	The flow of your nectar is carried by the currents of the waters of life.
	Only you can free my soul from all the darkness and strife.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	I have seen your mysticism that transforms darkness into light.
	For eternity I have sought for your blissful sight.
	My darkness, fears and sufferings into your fold I surrender.
	My soul has been struck by your cosmic thunder.
	The mirage of my existence reflects the mystical colours of your divinity.
	Your light shall lead me to a world of certainty.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	By your higher force the enlightenment of my soul has been triggered.
	The timing of my every inner experience by your grace has been configured.
	To a higher calling my heart you have opened.
	The awareness of your bright world before my soul has been opened.
	Through your deeper mysticism let me transverse.
	Through the subtle channels of your cosmic energies let me converse.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	From you I seek protection from the vagaries of life.
	The waters of your dark womb shall save me from all the darkness and strife.
	The warmth of a mother’s breast for eternity you shall provide.
	Your affectionate lover’s embrace to every soul you shall provide.
	The higher power of your hand protects me in my mortal journey.
	Your magical world has given me the power of attorney.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	/I can see your mystical form silently unraveled by nature.
	Your divine protection shall enhance my soul’s stature.
	From the boundaries of worldly afflictions my soul you have secluded.
	From the world of darkness my heart you have excluded.
	From supernatural, human or natural forces no harm can come.
	In your own image I shall become.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	As a mother embrace me as a child.
	Save me from this world that is wild.
	For me you stand at the doorway of death and destruction.
	Open the way for my soul’s resurrection.
	Watch over my mental, physical and emotional well being.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	Let every portion of my body be consecrated to your energy.
	As an armour against the negative forces you provide me all the synergy.
	Let me move beyond all the trails, tribulations and limitations of this dark world.
	Let your protective powers fully cover my world.
	Finally I have realized my deeper self.
	Finally I have discarded all power and pelf.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	All the cells and organs of my body are sustained by your cosmic vibration.
	Your grace is the source of my heart’s palpitation.
	In the very physical fabric of my being let all your cosmic energy enter.
	For the whole universe let my heart be the centre.
	Let your cosmic vibrations enfold my subtle body.
	Let your cosmic sound energize my physical body.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	All the realms of the cosmos shine with your effulgent light.
	All the darkness you eliminate from every creature’s sight.
	The supreme and beauteous energy of happiness is concentrated in your being.
	Only you can eliminate all the darkness from my being.
	Through deep awareness my life shall turn into a magical marvel.
	In every surge, impulse and force of my being your grace shall travel.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	Your cosmic energy has awakened the force within my soul.
	You have set your power and grace in motion within my soul.
	A wonderful inner armour from my soul only you can provide.
	The lightening power of transformation only you can provide.
	Your lightening, fire and solar powers the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	The darkness of every soul you have addressed.
	With your sacred nectar you drown my world! O mother of all the three worlds!
	To Herald Your Arrival The Angels Shall Sing! O Goddess of the Harmonies!
	/To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	All that is most auspicious only you can grant.
	Extend your grace to my inner heart so that my soul can chant.
	With the fragrance of sandalwood your lotus feet I adorn.
	Darkness on my soul shall no more frown.
	As a highest offering to you I offer my inner fire.
	Into your sacred fire I offer all my desire.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	Along with flowers, incense and sweet I offer myself.
	To your sacred fire I offer myself.
	Into your whirlpool my whole world has been drawn.
	Your most revered and beautiful face I shall see in the sacred dawn.
	The reflection of the darkness of the night I can see in the moon.
	The infinite space of your being I can see soon.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	The luminescent glow of the water lily I can see in your face.
	The mystical magic of the starry night I shall catch with the help of your grace.
	You script the death of every creature.
	In the starry night I can see your mystical nature.
	You hold the eternity of time and all the colours of infinite space.
	All the manifestation of your majestic form I shall see with the help of your grace.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	The death of every transient being by you is scripted.
	To the mystical magic of the starry night sky my soul will be lifted.
	My incarnations can no more bind me to the cycle of rebirth and death.
	Annihilate the ego of my existence and free my every breath.
	You have power over all my actions and deeds.
	In your soil of eternity shall generate all my seeds.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	Your symbolism and mystic imagery my soul has deeply understood.
	All the darkness my soul has withstood.
	Your pure sweetness and wisdom every creature has witnessed.
	The beauty of your pure perfection the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	The illumination of the blossoming blue lotus every creature has seen.
	In the land of the thousand moons my soul has been.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit.
	Your beauty of pure perfection every soul shall inherit.
	The golden rays radiating from your being every creature has seen.
	To the land of thousand suns my soul has been.
	Every creature shall bask in your golden sunshine and splendour.
	Before your divine luminescence all the darkness shall surrender.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	To you I completely offer my body, mind and soul.
	Paying obeisance and deeper respect to your being shall make me whole.
	The powerful winds of heaven have finally blown.
	Your bright kingdom to every creature has been shown.
	Your swiftness and unpredictability no soul can comprehend.
	In the darkness I shall no more descend.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	Your gentle transformative spirit every soul has tasted.
	In the storm of life my soul will no more be wasted.
	The most radical changes in my existence only you can bring.
	In your subtle breeze let every soul sing.
	Your mystifying dark rain clouds shall finally burst into rain.
	Your force of lightening shall remove all my pain.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	/With your splendour and beauty every soul you surprise.
	With your majestic vision from the darkness every soul shall rise.
	The mesmerizing hills hold my soul captive.
	To your sacred vibrations my soul is receptive.
	Your dance of lightening has captivated my soul.
	By touching your lotus feet I will reach my goal.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	To the heights of divine transformation your pure consciousness shall take me.
	With your light of perception and divine truth you shall awake me.
	Your force of lightening has pierced through my darkness.
	Let every creature ascend to your world of brightness.
	The grace of my own inner power I have realized.
	By the darkness I am no more surprised.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	Only you can restore the deeper supremacy of my higher being.
	In the gentle breeze of the heavens my soul shall sing.
	Behind all the workings of the cosmos lies your mystic magic.
	The descent of your divine race shall rescue me from the world that is tragic.
	Your transformative power every creature has tasted.
	In your pure consciousness every soul has rested.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	Let me harness the energy lying dormant within my deeper self.
	My soul has heard the mystical rhythms of your magical self.
	The powers and vibrations of my inner divinity only your grace can reveal.
	The sacred meanings of the heavenly chant to my soul you will reveal.
	As an offering of flower I offer to you my own heart.
	By your grace the darkness can no more assert.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer.
	In the absence of your light my soul shall no more suffer.
	My inner and outer purity only you can nurture and sustain.
	My higher consciousness only you can maintain.
	Beyond the reality of spirit and matter take my soul.
	Beyond the duality of pain and pleasure lies my goal.
	To herald your arrival the angels shall sing! O goddess of the harmonies!
	The Fragrance of My Innate Essence To You I Offer! O Mother of Kindness!
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Every conceivable duality in my being your light shall destroy.
	Your higher consciousness every soul shall employ.
	For you I shall let go all the delights of the known.
	Before me unfold the bliss of the unknown.
	No more I seek to quench the mortal thirst of love, happiness and comfort.
	To completely abandon myself to your unpredictable will be all my effort.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	/Let my soul silently enter into your cosmic dance.
	For eternity I have enjoyed your cosmic romance.
	For wealth, power and happiness I will no more worship.
	The flowers of my own heart to you I offer in worship.
	You control my deeper wishes and desires in life.
	Let your inner motivation and will power control what I attempt in life.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	My intensions and resolves controls my fate.
	With your higher powers and forces let my soul relate.
	In me create the inner resolve to reach your abode.
	Let your bright light in my soul explode.
	It is the desire of my soul to achieve the eternal realities and your higher consciousness.
	Let me travel beyond my ordinary desires of happiness.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	In my soul you have set the inner goal of liberation.
	Let me not waste my time to achieve the outer goal of life and its preparation.
	Only your grace can further the eternal wishes of my soul.
	To give up the desires born of time is my goal.
	Your higher truth I truly seek in my heart.
	The will and power of the eternal within me shall give my soul a divine start.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Give the inner motivation to pursue my spirit.
	Let your higher truth my soul inherit.
	Let your grace push aside all my lesser goals and the dark forces.
	With your divine force and determination let me gather all the resources.
	Every soul desires for liberation and immortality.
	My deeper intention and sacred wish is to reach your divine fraternity.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Let your grace annihilate the ephemeral nature of my worldly wishes.
	Help me remove my time bound deep seated intentions.
	Energize your eternal grace within my soul.
	Putting an end to the play of darkness is my goal.
	Cultivate within me the wish for eternal bliss.
	Let every soul get a taste of your heavenly kiss.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Help me overcome the transient nature of my egoistic mind.
	Let the forces of darkness not make my soul blind.
	For the eternal results let my soul promptly act.
	To your world of light let me react.
	Let me not seek what is impermanent.
	Let my soul fit into your divine firmament.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	/All my desires are bound by the ephemeral nature of time.
	Let my soul transcend to your world sublime.
	The root of all my worldly intentions is my time bound ego.
	This world of darkness let me forego.
	Cut away the head of my mortal ego.
	To your world of light let me go.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Ignite within me the supreme desire for the ultimate bliss.
	Let me have a taste of your divine kiss.
	With you I have entered into an eternal pact.
	With the heavens my soul is committed to interact.
	The motivation for all I do is your divine liberation.
	My soul waits for your humour and affirmation.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Let all the grace of the universe descend upon me.
	The highest wellbeing you shall shower upon me.
	The desire of my soul is my deepest desire.
	To gain your eternal light this whole cosmos shall conspire.
	Both the ages of light and darkness my soul has seen.
	From one world age to another my soul has been.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	As the great power of time you create the different world ages.
	You are the source of inspiration of all the sages.
	Through the long cycles of cosmic evolution my soul has passed.
	By your light all the darkness has been surpassed.
	The spiritual energy of the cosmos only you can sustain.
	The light in my soul only you can maintain.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	For the whole cosmos you are the goddess of eternity.
	Watching over all my temporal changes take me to your world of certainty.
	With your grace promote my inner growth and stability.
	You are the great ruler of the whole humanity.
	Your dark, mysterious and transcendental world let me understand.
	Your real power and presence let my soul withstand.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Of all your manifestations let me have a glimpse.
	Of your magic and awe let my soul have a glimpse.
	It is your grace that brings about all the planetary transformations.
	It is your grace that controls all my heart’s palpitations.
	The greater planetary consciousness only you can arouse.
	My souls individual awareness only you can arouse.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Help me break through my divine belief.
	To my soul provide the divine relief.
	My destructive behaviour only you can end.
	My soul to the world of divinity only you can send.
	All the natural and human catastrophes let me overcome.
	In your own image let me become.
	The fragrance of my innate essence to you I offer! O mother of kindness!
	Your Womb Is The Source of All Cosmic Birth! O Mother!
	/Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Pay heed to my sweet and gentle trembling.
	In the heavens all the angels are assembling.
	Let me taste the truth of your higher order.
	Let your light cross the cosmic border.
	In you I seek purity and mysticism.
	Expose my darkness to every criticism.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	You are the essence of my being.
	Let your light pull my soul’s string.
	I see the light of your eternal presence.
	Illuminate my cosmic awareness.
	Let me wear the rich hues of your mystic nature.
	Let your deep experiences by my teacher.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Channel my sufferings into sheer bliss.
	Let me taste your cosmic kiss.
	In you there is deeper love and joyousness.
	From your heart deep love I will harness.
	Shift my energy to the higher world.
	Let your ancient flag be unfurled.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Let me play my cosmic dice.
	Watch the ancient sun rise.
	Unfold the deep secrets of the stars and the sun.
	The cosmic dawn has already begun.
	The secrets of the heavens will soon be unfolded.
	By your light my soul will be moulded.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Let me unravel nature’s wonder and beauty.
	Let me do my cosmic duty.
	There is no religion of Mother Nature.
	Witness the abundance that pervades nature.
	The scripture of mother nature is open to all.
	Living with nature my soul will not fall.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Let me witness the abundance of my inner consciousness.
	Let me witness my inner preparedness.
	Let me peep into the beauty of nature’s world.
	Flag of divinity will soon be unfurled.
	Let me speak to the divine spirit of the trees.
	Before the heavens I shall bend on my knees.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Let me speak to the spirit of the mountain rock.
	To his kingdom every creature shall flock.
	In the darkness silently flows the ancient river.
	The winds have picked up the whispers of the ancient giver.
	Let my soul pick up the whispers of the mystic flowers.
	Down shall stream the mystic showers.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Listen to the cosmic messages that stream down the mountain streams.
	Look at the mystic light of heaven that beams.
	Let me bask in the meditative energies of the cosmos.
	From my heart let nature remove all the dross.
	Let me hunt my inner teacher.
	Let the powerful currents submerge my earthly feature.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Witness the powerful currents carried by the cosmos.
	Nature as teacher will remove from me all the dross.
	Travel beyond the threshold to experience the other world.
	Let the ancient flag before the whole cosmos be unfurled.
	O nature read my soul.
	Inject sweetness and mystic powers into my goal.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	O nature unravel the deep secrets within your heart.
	Let the ancient dawn immediately start.
	Show me the path of deep introspection and observation.
	Let me indulge in self-inquiry and contemplation.
	Show me the true nature of universe at large.
	Let the heavens be my in charge.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Let me search my true nature.
	Let me see my true feature.
	Let me truly seek from my heart.
	Over the darkness let me assert.
	Purity of devotion let my heart capture.
	Let my soul burst with divine rapture.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	/O mother teach me the magical technique.
	Show me the reality of existence that is unique.
	Unite my being to the reality within.
	My deep consciousness through divinity I can win.
	Let me search the limitless and the timeless.
	The whole cosmic energy let me harness.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Let me delve into the deep symbolism of the divine union.
	I shall let the heavens mould my opinion.
	Let me tread the path that leads to the great awakening.
	Darkness to me will no more appear frightening.
	Let my heart be her ultimate dwelling place.
	All our darkness nature will erase.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Soon shall I invoke the mystic forces.
	Let me understand my divine resources.
	Let me tune into the cosmic silence.
	Let me rid my soul of all its violence.
	The intuitive voice within will be my guide.
	Solace to my heart the heavens will provide.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Let the prayers of the angels resonate within my heart.
	Let infinite, eternal and pure existence be my soul’s part.
	O mother bestow on me your consciousness and bliss.
	Let me taste your cosmic kiss.
	In all existence let me seek the divine.
	Let my inner self unfold and shine.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Let me taste tolerance and compassion.
	Let the heavens undo my soul’s partition.
	Ignite O mother my discrimination and insight.
	Let your spiritual path give me foresight.
	To the worldly existence I cannot turn a blind eye.
	Let me search for a place is the golden sky.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	With deep reverence I witness every moment.
	The happiness I seek is permanent.
	In my lip there is continuous celebration.
	For a joyous life I have made the preparation.
	Thoroughly I can comprehend my life’s ways.
	Graceful and abundant are my days.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	I have cultivated the awareness of depth and maturity.
	The heavens have provided me a surety.
	An effusive life I have so far lived.
	In purity and clarity so far I have believed.
	Taste the fruits of abundance which the universe provides.
	Take the cosmic path that heaven decides.
	Your womb is the source of all cosmic birth! O mother!
	Eternal Has Been My Quest To View The Divine Face! O Mother of Auspicious!
	/Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Let your mercy lend to my soul grace and poise.
	Let my ears no more hear the mortal noise.
	Let my soul no more hide behind the veils of trepidation.
	Let your grace help my soul in its preparation.
	Transport me to the blissful state of your cosmic reality.
	Let me rise above the darkness and fatality.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother you represent the universal divine love.
	Carry me to your eternal home above.
	For eternity you have dwelled in the cavern of my heart.
	Let the ancient dawn immediately start.
	Your nurturing presence will strengthen my soul.
	Open all the doors of my heart so that I reach my goal.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Free me from all the darkness and ignorance.
	Let your divine light enhance my tolerance.
	My soul has seen the flash of your sword.
	The darkness of this world I can no more afford.
	Release me O mother from my mortal mind.
	Give me a heart that is kind.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Awaken my soul to the cosmic reality.
	Let me no more succumb to fatality.
	Let my every atom be infused with your awareness.
	Let your divinity help in my preparedness.
	Enhance the fragrance that exceeds from the flower of my heart.
	Let the darkness no more assert.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother take me to your exalted state of divinity.
	Awaken my soul to your cosmic reality.
	Let all my matter be transformed into divinity.
	Take me to your world of certainty.
	Through your compassion carry me beyond life and death.
	Let your exalted state enhance my every breath.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother take me beyond all joy and sorrow.
	Form the world of darkness I will no more borrow.
	Let me rise above all pleasure and pain.
	Only your grace can my world sustain.
	Let your compassion enhance the essence of my deep consciousness.
	Introduce me to your world of brightness.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother help me reckon with your mystical force.
	Let your infinite grace be my resource.
	My soul has seen your sheer magic in all existence.
	My soul has been confounded by the sheer divine experience.
	Let me meditate on your magical essence.
	Let me open the window of my soul to your divine presence.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother open the eyes of my spiritual heart.
	Make my world of darkness inert.
	O mother open up the vistas of your divine beauty.
	Help me perform silently my divine duty.
	Transport my soul to your realm of infinite silence.
	Help me negate and dissolve all the violence.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Usher in the ultimate peace within my soul.
	To know your silent truth is my goal.
	O mother help me work through my outer emotions.
	Help me overcome all the noises and commotions.
	Let me overcome all the sensory hurdles of existence.
	Help me comprehend the silent truth of your presence.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	/O mother guide me through all of life’s transformations.
	Let your divine beauty guide me through all life’s changes.
	Help me grasp the eternal essence of every moment.
	Help me fit into your divine firmament.
	You are the infinite that resides in my finite being.
	Manifestations of your pure light my soul has been seeing.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother lure my soul to your majestic world.
	Let your sacred flag be unfurled.
	In this dark world help me achieve peaceful existence.
	To the darkness help me develop resistance.
	O mother help me to search your formless being.
	For long this mortal world I have been seeing.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Let me experience your true state.
	With your divine brush clean my slate.
	Your image is enshrined in every soul.
	To witness your true state is my goal.
	Mother you are the unspeakable truth of the whole cosmos.
	From my heart remove all the dross.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother let me comprehend your indescribable beatitude.
	For your ineffable reality there is no substitute.
	My soul is enmeshed in your all pervading presence.
	You are the source of all my essential essence.
	You are the ultimate expression of divinity.
	In you lies my world of certainty.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Let me comprehend the indomitable power of your blessing.
	Your web of divinity is all pervading.
	Let your warm flow of sacred blood flush into my heart.
	Let your grace give me a divine start.
	Stroke my cheeks and cup my chin in your hands.
	In moments of tender expression let the angels hold my hand.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother draw me into your deep magical trance.
	Let me taste your captivating enchantment and magical romance.
	Let me see your night play of cosmic dance.
	O mother give me a sacred chance.
	Let my soul not draw into the deep shadows of darkness.
	Let me taste your world of brightness.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Let me step out of my dark confinement.
	With your grace my soul has undergone the sacred refinement.
	I have heard the sound of thunder in your form.
	With your light let me reform.
	My soul is fond of your sacred lightening.
	The darkness is no more frightening.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	O mother I have tasted your spiritual intoxication.
	Help me in my soul’s fortification.
	I have seen your dance of intoxication.
	Let your play of lightning show all its ramification.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant.
	With your light my soul’s shine is brilliant.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	/Let the gentle hands mould my mortal form.
	With your light let my soul reform.
	Let your strong energy with its vibrations play on my being.
	Your blessings coming alive I have seen.
	Let me witness the various hues of earth’s brilliant display of abundance.
	With your grace there is no cause for any repentance.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Drape my soul in your soft woven garment of silk.
	From your breast let me drink the sacred milk.
	I have seen you glisten and shine in all your glorious wonder.
	To the darkness let me not surrender.
	I have seen the twinkling of the heavenly golden lights.
	I have witnessed the magical illuminations of your sacred nights.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	Let me drink your cosmic wine of divine love.
	I have seen the lightning flashes of your kingdom above.
	I have scented the honeyed sweet aroma of your love.
	Let your grace descend from the heavens above.
	My soul has been seized by your divine intoxication.
	Through your breath my soul has done its fortification.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	I have experienced the throes of your deep devotional fervour.
	O mother send the angels to do me a favour.
	I have tasted the intoxication of your being.
	You are the all powerful universal mother I have been seeing.
	I have seen the various aspects of your magmatic and divine incarnation.
	Your grace has helped my soul’s fortification.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	For eternity I have sought your invisible ultimate reality.
	O mother from the whole cosmos you command loyalty.
	Help me remove all the traces of my ego.
	In the world of absolute reality let my soul go.
	O mother show me my absolute and pure existence.
	Against the darkness let me develop resistance.
	Eternal has been my quest to view the divine face! O mother of auspicious!
	The Enchantment of Your Deep Eyes Has Captivated My Spirit! O Enhancer of Beauty and Love!
	/The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let the darkness not threaten all life on this planet.
	I shall give up all my destructive attitudes and actions on this planet.
	Without your grace the whole humanity shall perish.
	Without radically changing myself your light cannot inherit.
	To control the outer world I shall give up all my effort.
	To understand myself first shall be my effort.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	You are the ruler of all time and transformation.
	Let the darkness not upset my soul’s calculation.
	Into a new and spiritual era let my soul enter.
	Into a new world age of higher consciousness let my soul enter.
	The power and competence of the higher forces let my soul possess.
	The sincerity and the grace of the spiritual forces let my soul possess.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	A new descent of the spiritual power my soul shall witness.
	The darkness of my mind and heart only you can address.
	The shocks, rhythms and transformative vibrations of your cosmic forces for eternity I have known.
	The pure cosmic winds from the heavens have finally blown.
	Let there be a birth of new higher consciousness in my world.
	At the planetary level let the flag of your divinity be unfurled.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let pain and anger no more burn me from within.
	Let my heart no more be stoked by greed, ambition and sin.
	All of your forms let my soul recognize.
	Transformative manifestations of your form let my soul recognize.
	Your grace, gentleness and kindness every creature has witnessed.
	The pain and anger of every creature you have addressed.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Beyond the vagaries of human passions and needs let my soul move.
	Ignorance from my being only you can remove.
	Open up my heart to your divine force.
	No more let me suffer from darkness and remorse.
	Your full expression let me feel and experience.
	Something meaningful for the soul let me experience.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Once again powerfully shall rise your mystical force.
	In my soul this unsettled transitional era shall no more cause any remorse.
	Your benign wishes let me gladly carry forth.
	Purity of my heart let me gladly carry fourth.
	Let the truly new come into being.
	The work of your divine force every creature has been seeing.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	First let the old pass away to give way to the new.
	By destruction of evil all the good only you can renew.
	In a grey zone no more my soul shall live.
	Purity of heart to me only you can give.
	There is no soul that in essence is evil.
	Only you can assure the destruction of the evil.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	/All my weakness and blame only you can drive away.
	All my pettiness and narrowness only you can sweep away.
	The negative forces can only momentarily prevail.
	The darkness my soul can no more fail.
	Worry not O soul as the darkness is greatest before the dawn.
	Soon the dark night shall give way to the mystic dawn.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	All my negativity you shall totally sweep away.
	The dark night shall give way to the bright day.
	There is no evil force or power that you cannot match.
	There is no dark force that you cannot catch.
	All my darkness you can consume and dissolve into a higher peace.
	Only you can put my soul at ease.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	In times of strife and chaos let your higher divine force prevail.
	The cosmic powers my soul shall no more fail.
	Your benevolent and powerful cosmic forms every creature has witnessed.
	Surge of benign energies every soul has witnessed.
	On the greater universe and its divine essence every soul is dependent.
	Take me to your world that is permanent.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let me drive into the shelter of your powerful cosmic form.
	Let my dark soul reform.
	From you peaceful existence of my soul I seek.
	Surge of your benign energies shall be witnessed in every soul that is meek.
	In the flame of my spiritual heart resides your grace.
	Your purifying fire all my darkness shall erase.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	To uplift every soul you have the power.
	To control my future as a divine being only you have the power.
	A new resurgence and a greater descent of your grace I have witnessed.
	My destiny let the soul level only by you can be addressed.
	A new light to the world let me bring.
	In harmony with the eternal truth let my soul sing.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	Let my soul endure and carry your cosmic fire.
	Universal harmony is all that I desire.
	The vision of my cosmic future let me discover.
	With eternal truth and universal harmony my soul you can cover.
	Your purifying fire can raise me into the higher light.
	Only you can take me into the world that is bright.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	In your realm there is no divergence or difference.
	Soon my soul shall witness the great night of providence.
	You are the primary force that can unite me with the supreme self.
	Let there be no play of duality within myself.
	Between light and shadow let there be no distinction.
	Your bright world is no more beyond my apprehension.
	The enchantment of your deep eyes has captivated my spirit! O enhancer of beauty and love!
	You Script The Death of Every Creature! O Goddess of Death!
	/You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	The stillness of your night my soul has experienced.
	The power of endless sleep my soul has experienced.
	In the throes of darkness your nameless form I explore.
	The eternal silence of your being in the darkness I explore.
	In your dark night the world of relativity will fade away.
	The dark night shall give way to the bright day.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Bathed in the light of your cosmos my soul will shine.
	Finally I will experience your world divine.
	Let my being permeate your infinite space.
	Through the darkness of the night let me walk with grace.
	Deep creative contemplation let every soul witness.
	Deep awareness and full consciousness let every soul witness.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	The splendour of your infinite consciousness I have tasted.
	Not a moment of my soul has been wasted.
	Your supreme grandeur and opulence I have finally seen.
	Obscured to my mortal mind your world has been.
	Ambiguous as the dark night your world has been.
	Your all pervasive divine power every creature has seen.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Only through your grace your divine power is revealed.
	Your grandeur and opulence can no more be concealed.
	In the captivating rays of your mystic sun let every soul get its warmth.
	Your mystic rays will clear away my darkness of ignorance.
	Your supreme consciousness will enhance my soul’s performance.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Between the eternal and the transient let my soul discriminate.
	By your supreme consciousness my soul you shall consecrate.
	Eternal solitude my soul has tasted.
	No more in the darkness my fate shall be wasted.
	With the supreme spirit let me identify.
	The darkness of this world let me defy.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	From the influence of darkness let me isolate my soul.
	Removing myself from outer attachments and identities is my goal.
	To your sacred aloneness let my soul return.
	In the consciousness beyond all forms let my soul churn.
	The supreme glory of my won being I have realized.
	By the darkness of this world I am no more surprised.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Throughout life I have journeyed alone.
	I have entered and shall leave this world alone.
	To my sacred aloneness let me return.
	Sin the ocean of divinity let my soul churn.
	From every force of nature let me be independent.
	Liberate my higher self and on this dark world let me not be dependent.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Let my soul reach the void of your divine solitude.
	For your divine light there is no substitute.
	Let me traverse beyond the sounds of clamour, the din and the noise.
	Let my tongue regain your sacred voice.
	Within the mortal energy fields my existence is sheathed.
	With the forces of darkness my soul is besieged.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	/From the fetters of the mortal existence liberate my higher self.
	Let peace and happiness be the expression of my deeper self.
	Let success, joy, pain and failure not affect my spiritual freedom.
	Take me beyond all time and space into your divine fiefdom.
	Through deeper awareness let me manifest all the happiness within the flame of my heart.
	Create a higher consciousness so that my spirit has a divine start.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Let me emerge out of the layers within layers.
	Let me silence the outer noise and say my prayers.
	Let me emerge out of the veil within veil.
	In the darkness let my soul not fail.
	Let the darkness not obscure the truth of your divine reality.
	Still all the vibrational energies to enhance my divine personality.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Energize my being with your primal power.
	Let my soul bathe in the cosmic shower.
	The subtler vibrations of the cosmos let my soul pick up.
	Your divine cosmic pulsation and throb let my soul pick up.
	Finally my soul shall reach the ultimate point.
	In the void of the cosmos my soul you shall anoint.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	To pick up your subtler vibrations let me silence the outer noise.
	Let me hear the mystical magic of your cosmic voice.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul.
	To understand the symphony of my divine existence is my goal.
	It is your life force that animates my being and illumines my soul.
	To destroy all the negativity is my goal.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Most fiercely my soul you protect.
	From this darkness my soul only you can resurrect.
	Your highest supreme transcendental form let me witness.
	All the negativity of my soul only you can address.
	Beyond every limitation let my soul move.
	Back to my original being let my soul move.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Remove all that is petty, trivial or limited from my soul.
	To travel beyond all the outer manifestations of duality is my goal.
	Let there be deep pathos in whatever I feel.
	Darkness in my soul let me no more conceal.
	Grant me the sharpest perception in whatever I see.
	Beyond every limitation let my soul be.
	You script the death of every creature! O goddess of death!
	Let the Melody of Silence Satisfy My Soul! O Mother of Silence!
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Divine abundance at your lotus feet every creature has witnessed.
	My soul’s deepest yearnings you have addressed.
	The most fragrant, sensuous and alluring flowers to your feet I offer.
	The gentle flowers of my soul to you I offer.
	I silently seek refuge in the lap of your maternal love.
	I surrender to your supremacy and your mystical powers of love.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	/Unfold all the energies within me so that with you I can become one.
	Let my soul bask in the light of the mystic sun.
	Let my soul awake to the resounding and powerful vibrations of your cosmic sound.
	The effect of your beautiful sacred dawn is profound.
	The thunderous beckoning from the heavens my soul has received.
	Your amazing current in the cosmos my soul has perceived.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Your sacred vibrations shall cause my entire being to quiver.
	In the darkness my soul shall no more shiver.
	Let the walls of my heart reverberate with your sacred vibrations.
	Let your grace control all my heart’s palpitations.
	I can see your arm outstretched towards my soul.
	To overcome the shock and fear of your presence is my goal.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Your splendorous form every creature has witnessed.
	Darkness of every soul by you has been addressed.
	In the darkness I have seen your image glow.
	Your sacred space to me you shall show.
	Before your immense presence silently I kneel.
	A quaint trembling in my body silently I feel.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	With a trembling hand I wipe the wet sweat from my neck and breast.
	Let your divine grace fill my mortal chest.
	Igniting the incense of sandalwood I pray in silence.
	Let my soul avoid the darkness and violence.
	With your grace my life has begun to metamorphose into your magical world.
	Your mystic grace has made its mark on my inner world.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	The heavens have fallen in love with me all over again.
	I have begun to experience the ecstasy the passion and the pain.
	My soul seeks the guidance from the divine powers.
	Finally let me bathe in your sacred showers.
	Let my sacred journey to the heavens begin.
	Let my soul witness the cosmic spring.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Let me hold your hand while walking the dark street.
	In the warmth of your bosom let my soul meet.
	Your reassuring ling let me get.
	Nature’s gentle embrace let me get.
	Cold chill of darkness shall no more crawl up my spine.
	In your divine presence in close proximity my soul shall shine.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Against all the powers of darkness you have made me fearless.
	All the dark forces before your light are powerless.
	From all external harm protect my soul.
	To remain fearless against all powers of darkness is my goal.
	You are the ferocious tigress and I am your cub that you guard.
	The vibrational amour of your grace my soul shall guard.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Colour my soul with your passion, energy and love.
	Vigour, velour and intensity of devotion give me from above.
	All the attachments of my material nature you will destroy.
	All my opinions, belief and identities you will destroy.
	Allow my spiritual self to evolve.
	In your divine energy let my soul dissolve.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	My ego before your lotus feet I sacrifice.
	For the darkness in my heart I have paid the price.
	Beyond every bond of ignorance and suffering deliver my soul.
	To accept your divine offer willingly is my soul’s goal.
	Your divine peace, abundance and bliss my soul has tasted.
	Your fertility, love, devotion and beauty my soul has tasted.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	/In the darkness my soul will no more be covering for shelter.
	Fear of an impending assault from the evil forces in me shall no more enter.
	Your protective force will shield my soul.
	To overcome the sense of fear is my goal.
	To your divine grace I turn for protection.
	Let all my fears gradually fade away and prepare my soul for resurrection.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Your divine grace and love in my soul will blossom.
	Your mercy will penetrate my whole microcosm.
	You remind my soul of the never ending life.
	Your grace shall remove all the darkness and strife.
	Permanence of the soul I have realized.
	By the darkness I am no more surprised.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Detachment from worldly power you will provide.
	Wealth and abundance of the heavens you will provide.
	Mother earth shall give me full support.
	To your world of divinity my soul will report.
	Laying down my mortal tool I seek your higher benediction.
	Your spiritual knowledge shall free my soul of all its affection.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	Final farewell and thanksgiving let this world give to my soul.
	From the forces of the material world free my soul.
	The deeper forces of the cosmos let me invoke within.
	Your spiritual energy and power let me invoke within.
	My entire world you have made sacred.
	Rid my soul of all its hatred.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	By you this world is redeemed.
	By your intense passion and ardour every soul is redeemed.
	To your sacred space let my soul be confined.
	By divine isolation and silence let my heart be defined.
	To you I silently pray throughout the day and night.
	It is your grace that will restore my immortal sight.
	Let the melody of silence satisfy my soul! O mother of silence!
	In The Meadows of Heavens My Soul Waits To Absorb Your Vibrational Energy! O Mother of All Bodies!
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	My higher intuitive powers has been stimulated by your snow capped mountain.
	Soon my soul shall drink from your divine fountain.
	With your divine world I have sustained my contact.
	With your subtle world I shall constantly interact.
	Deep concentration and higher levels of patience by your grace I shall build.
	A world of higher intuitive level my soul shall build.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	/Gazing at your mystic moon has calmed my body, mind and soul.
	Let the fragrances and the aromas uplift my spirit and take me to my goal.
	Let the different incenses awaken and energize my spirit.
	Let the incense of sandalwood and lavender expand my spirit.
	To my soul your divine grace is purifying and soothing.
	On your divine incense every soul shall be feeding.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	Silently I pay my obeisance to the deities, angels and the spirit world.
	Silently I say my prayers to appease my ancestral world.
	With your grace I shall commune with your other world.
	Your mercy shall help me unravel my deepest experiences of the other world.
	My inner subtleties I offer to the higher echelons of your immortal world.
	Uplift my spirit so that I can experience the transcendental world.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	The incense of the mystic rose shall open up my heart.
	The darkness can no more tear my soul apart.
	The incense of jasmine has created in me the sensuous mood.
	The scent of mint has awakened and energize my mood.
	Everything I offer to your world of divinity.
	To your higher world I offer all my inner subtleties.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	Let your divine vibrational energy be absorbed deep into my every tissue and cell.
	Let praying, chanting and meditations take me out of this mortal hell.
	The transformation of my consciousness shall energize my being.
	Your benevolence, beauty and divine bounty for eternity I have been seeing.
	With the sprinkles of your sacred water let me purify and energize my soul.
	In the rivers of your blessings I shall bathe my soul.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	With your divine life force let my inert body be filled.
	With your grace let all the darkness be killed.
	It is your primordial water energy from which the whole creation has evolved.
	It is your divine life force around which the whole cosmos has revolved.
	On the break of the sacred dawn I salute to the rising star.
	My journey to the sacred heavens has finally begun.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	My offerings made to the divine has enriched my soul.
	Your vibrational energies has helped me reach my goal.
	The flower of your divinity radiates beauty, joy and tenderness.
	Your sweet aroma surrounds all the wilderness.
	There is a deep connection between the cosmos and my psychic world.
	Only your grace can absorb all the negativity, pain and stress of my mortal world.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	Let me be aware of the consciousness of your mystic flowers.
	Your flowers have awakened in me the psychic powers.
	My heart needs your mystic sunlight to live.
	Supreme consciousness to me your sacred light shall give.
	My heart has made every effort to reach for your light for its survival.
	My soul has aspired intensely to catch the rays of your mystic sunlight for its revival.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	/The sacred beauty of the flowers is the joyous offering of nature.
	The sweet aroma of the flowers enhances my soul’s stature.
	In the flowers I can see the expression of silence, stillness and beauty.
	Every flower seeks your light that contains divinity.
	My deep love of the flowers awakens in me the heart consciousness.
	To touch the strains of your mystic sunlight is every flower’s consciousness.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	The flowers of nature have made me receptive to my higher self.
	My whole life is truly a worship of light itself.
	It is your light that contains divinity.
	Only your supreme consciousness can take me to a world of certainty.
	You give consciousness to the flowers and their intense aspiration to live.
	You give every soul the very will to live.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	The dynamism of your divine nature is reflected the blossoming of each beautiful flower.
	With your promise of bounty every soul you empower.
	Growth with an affirmation in my soul you have encouraged.
	The rise of intense burning heat of divinity in my being you have encouraged.
	In the strands of marigold and red roses my naked being I shall cover.
	I shall wonderfully wrap my naked soul with your mystic flower.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	In your realm of your subtle and sensuous aromas let my soul be drowned.
	With your bright light let my soul be crowned.
	Into your poetic mystical realm you have taken my soul.
	Beyond the boundaries of my senses lies my true goal.
	The consciousness of your pristine sacred water has entered my being.
	The sensitivity of your mystic flowers has permeated my being.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	In every mock and corner of my soul your grace has permeated.
	With your divine affirmation my soul has been satiated.
	In the shallow bowls of water no more my boat shall float.
	In the floods of your grace you shall keep my soul afloat.
	Intolerable is the intense burning heat that arises from my soul.
	To dissipate all the mortal heat is my true goal.
	In the meadows of heavens my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy! O mother of all bodies!
	Let Your Grace Penetrate My Mortal Bastion! O Mother of Humble!
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	You are my soul’s power in its most intense form.
	By your light my world can reform.
	Forever I have immersed in your divine consciousness.
	Forever I have shined in your ancient brightness.
	I have found my rest in your supreme state.
	Your grace is the source of all my fate.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	O mother open up my native spirit.
	Your serene harmony let me inherit.
	Your symbols for my mind are extremely subtle.
	Before your vastness my world is very little.
	Perfect rest I will find only in your will.
	Only your light can my darkness kill.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	/You are the inner meaning of all my visualization.
	In you I find deeper awareness and realization.
	O mother open the mortal certain of my being.
	For long the darkness I have been seeing.
	O mother let me walk in the garden of your consciousness.
	You are the embodiment of all brightness.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	In your divine being my whole soul has been sculpted.
	In your consciousness my heart has erupted.
	O soul taste the pure and the sacred moment.
	Brightly gleams the divine firmament.
	O mother listen to the murmurs of my heart.
	Let the eternal moment start.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	I have finally understood the depths of time.
	With the cosmos finally my soul shall rhyme.
	Let me breathe in the eternal moment.
	Let me occupy the divine firmament.
	Finally I have understood the many colours of your meaning.
	Darkness to my soul will no more be demeaning.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	In you lies the pure perception of my being.
	Both behind and front I have seen.
	Your body is my sacred space.
	I will merge with the supreme with help of your grace.
	I have seen the beauty and bliss of your being.
	Your unending dance I have been seeing.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	Your majestic presence pervades my universe.
	In every corner of the universe I will traverse.
	Unfathomable reaches of my vitality let your grace permeate.
	With red blood your heart I will satiate.
	I have seen your profound depth.
	In the cavernous depth my soul has slept.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	/No more mysterious is your divine energy.
	To my awakened soul you provide the synergy.
	The unfathomable no more disturbs my psyche.
	Darkness my soul can no more strike.
	No more my emotions will be perturbed.
	No more by the darkness I will be disturbed.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	I have risen beyond my fearful apprehension.
	I have given up all my pretention.
	O Soul look beyond the manifest universe.
	Play not with the darkness that is perverse.
	Your forms and powers are extraordinary.
	Supernatural and versatile is your imagery.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	Your divinity current feeds the forces of light and fire.
	You have made me dress in your sacred attire.
	Your divine current pervades time and space.
	All my darkness your grace shall erase.
	Finally I have understood the cosmic revelation.
	Finally I can accept my annihilation.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	You are a personification of the infinite cosmos.
	Life, death and rebirth will no more be a source of loss.
	Ignite the yearnings of my spiritual heart.
	Let the whole cosmic game now start.
	Let me move through the entire gamut of existence.
	There is no more any sign of resistance.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	No more I will be afraid of the dark.
	On my soul darkness will not leave its mark.
	Upon me O mother draw your veil.
	Because of the dimness of my mind let me not fail.
	Let my emotive self not be clouded and hidden.
	Let my imperfections not be hidden.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	Let existence not draw me into its inertness.
	Let his light enhance my alertness.
	Soon will be gone all my fallacies and erroneous belief.
	From the illusory web of existence give me relief.
	Let me comprehend your awesome power.
	Let me bathe in the cosmic shower.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	From deepest level arises your mystic energy.
	To the whole existence you provide the synergy.
	I will understand soon the mystery of the dark night.
	Soon I will confront the bright light.
	Your cosmic energy is the source of my inner blossoming.
	In motion you have kept everything.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	Often the darkness has thrown me off balance.
	Let my soul discard all its pretence.
	No more my soul shall be floundering for answers.
	Soon will be known all your secrets and revelations.
	The heavens have stirred a cataclysm in my being.
	Deepest levels of existence I have been seeing.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	/I have been stabbed with the sharp daggers of reality.
	I have witnessed the sacred trinity.
	You powerful vibrations will no more perturb my being.
	Too intense is the energy you bring.
	Coerce my soul back into your fold.
	Your mystic powers do not withhold.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	O mother approach my soul with gentleness.
	Let me not fall to the mortal madness.
	Only your grace can sustain my existence.
	Only your mercy can remove all resistance.
	For long your mystery has captivated my soul.
	With your mystic wonders I can reach my goal.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	Let me be heroic, valiant and fearless.
	The entire cosmos has treated me with gentleness.
	Let me worship be both internal and external.
	The courage that I have shown is eternal.
	You are the fountain of supreme power.
	For me you will sent the cosmic shower.
	Let your grace penetrate my mortal bastion! O mother of humble!
	With Deep Silence My Soul Waits For Your Divine Kiss! O Mother of the Worthy of Worship!
	/With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	Remove all the darkness that attacks my soul.
	Free me from all the worldly forces and make me whole.
	Guide me beyond the realms of this mortal world.
	Into your mystic world let my soul be hurled.
	Detachment and transcendence only you can provide.
	Deep into the heavens my soul you can guide.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	All the emotional negativity with your grace I can circumvent.
	With conflict and turmoil my soul shall no more relent.
	Before your cosmic power every creature shall surrender.
	In the darkness save my soul from all the storm and thunder.
	O mother bless me with your intuitive vision.
	Save my soul from darkness and treason.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	O mother let my heart merge with my soul.
	Remove all the variance and inconsistency and make me whole.
	In my mind let conflicting thoughts cease to move.
	All the fear and darkness from my soul you can remove.
	To your exalted state every soul shall be taken.
	All the barriers of this mortal world shall be broken.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	Let your innate desire and impulse soak into my soul.
	Let your divine will make me whole.
	Wish fulfilling dreams and beliefs only you can provide.
	Into the dark world let my soul no more slide.
	Divine composure and serenity to my soul you can provide.
	The heavens shall always be on my side.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	O mother provide me a clear perception and insight of your mystic love.
	Let the higher messages flow from your kingdom above.
	Remove all the fearfulness that arises from duality.
	Give me a clear insight of your benevolent personality.
	Let my soul rise above all the conflict and human turmoil.
	With your divine heat let my frozen world boil.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	Let your mystic light bring stability to my mortal mind.
	To this whole universe O mother you have been kind.
	Bless me with your clear insight and benevolent vision.
	Let me rise above all the darkness and treason.
	Allow the higher messages to flow within my heart.
	Let my journey into your bright world soon start.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	Let my heart be a deep cavern of your mystic love.
	Let your sweet nectar flow from the heavens above.
	Deep nurturing to my soul only you can provide.
	Let your compassion, empathy and kindness be on my side.
	With you let my soul be in a continuous state of revered union.
	To the power of your divine thought I surrender all my opinion.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	/Within me let there be enrichment and expansion of your divine beatitude.
	Let my soul reach the summit of your purity and fortitude.
	The nature of my consciousness let me understand.
	The intense darkness of this world let me withstand.
	The divine form of your eternal bliss my soul has seen.
	Deep into your mystic universe my soul has been.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	My heart is the core centre of your divine magic.
	Let me travel beyond the realms of this world that is tragic.
	Your deep love shall guide me to your beatitude and bliss.
	I shall get a silent taste of your divine kiss.
	The sweet nectar for my soul you have prepared.
	My dark world silently you have repaired.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	Your sweet nectar shall nourish the lotus of my being.
	Behind the symbolism of this mortal world the real truth I have been seeing.
	Power of true knowledge and contemplation only you can provide.
	Real beatitude and bliss only your heavens can provide.
	Eternal love and beatitude is your essential nature.
	I have understood the subtle mystical magic of your divine nature.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	Your deeper love shall guide me to the land of beatitude and bliss.
	Let me have a taste of your divine kiss.
	The subtle mystical magic of your soul I have seen.
	In the unfathomable caverns of your divine mystery my soul has been.
	Let my heart be the abode of your mystical love.
	Incessant flow of bliss shall come down from the heavens above.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	Consciousness of transcendental reality resides in my soul.
	Only your incessant flow of bliss can make me whole.
	In my won free spirit I have tasted the essential nature of your divinity.
	Your deeper love has provided me a world of certainty.
	Within the defined limits the darkness cannot confine my heart.
	O mother remove all the darkness from the deeper recesses of my heart.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	The chosen path of my soul only you can show.
	Before the boundaries of religious dogmas let my soul not bow.
	In the search of the mystic divine I have travelled inwards.
	Let the darkness not make me travel backwards.
	Let me dive into your mystic deep blue lake.
	With your sheer delight let my soul shake.
	With deep silence my soul waits for your divine kiss! O mother of the worthy of worship!
	Let Me Dive Deep In Your Mystic Blue Lake! O Mother of Calm!
	/Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	Your mystic blue lake holds the waters of supreme awareness.
	O mother only you can help in my soul’s preparedness.
	From the bank of your mystic lake let me quench the thirst of my soul.
	Only your heavenly serenity can make me whole.
	Above the cesspool of this dark world let my soul rise.
	With the help of your grace I can claim the heavenly prize.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	The stillness and depth of your mystic lake my soul has witnessed.
	My dark world your light has addressed.
	From my cesspool of darkness O mother churn out the truth of your divine reality.
	I have seen the waters of your mystic blue lake reflect the heavenly serenity.
	Endurance and persistence to my soul you can provide.
	Devotion and resilience to my heart you can provide.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	The crystal clear blue waters of your mystic lake I shall drink.
	My soul you shall save from the brink.
	Soon shall be the union between my soul and the supreme reality.
	Only you can bring a balance between my inner and outer personality.
	Beyond the worldly influences my soul you shall lead.
	For the supernatural union my soul shall plead.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	In my life let your grace sustain a balance.
	In my every aspect of my existence let there be a balance.
	All the irrational and unfounded emotions let me discard.
	The divine world has played its card.
	Give me a logical and coherent understanding of your universal energies.
	To my soul only you can provide the required synergies.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	Help me break through all my worldly boundaries and limitation.
	Your lightening dance let me join without hesitation.
	From dependency O mother free my soul.
	From all limitations free my goal.
	O mother you are the essence of time.
	Let me ripen and harvest your world sublime.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	You are the insight born out of my catharsis, pain and suffering.
	To you my dark world I am offering.
	The glance of your eyes shall reveal to me its deeper meaning.
	O mother transform my life and all its meaning.
	The seasons of spring and summer to my soul you bring.
	Death and decay on my soul shall no more cling.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	Your power of divine transformation is inherent in my every moment.
	Reveal to me the deeper meaning of your divine firmament.
	Let my heart enjoy and resonate with my transformation.
	Let me whole heartedly embrace the power of your divine transformation.
	From the most ordinary to the most extraordinary has been my journey.
	The heavens have given me a power of attorney.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	O mother to your deeper beauty let my soul connect.
	With your mystic light let my soul resurrect.
	Your beauty and energy is not limited to any form.
	With a deep transformation my soul you can reform.
	In every circumstance hides your divine opportunity of transformation.
	The whole cosmos is waiting for your deep transformation.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	/O mother to your universal power connect my soul.
	Only you can deliver me my cosmic goal.
	Let the darkness not draw me into inertia and mediocrity.
	Let the darkness not isolate me from the true reality.
	Your whole universe I shall embrace at the moment of death.
	Your grace shall penetrate my every breath.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	To my every life’s moment a deeper meaning you provide.
	Your universal power is always on my side.
	From all the suffering you deliver my soul.
	Your universal power shall help me reach my cosmic goal.
	O mother you personify the power of time.
	Before me unfold the energy of your world sublime.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	Your divine reverberations resonate through the whole mystic space.
	O mother unfold the energy of your divine grace.
	You are the source of the primal fire and light.
	With my darkness only you can fight.
	You are the source of all the primal round.
	The nature of your divine energy that unfolds is profound.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	Both light and sound arise from your supreme lightening.
	I have heard the powerful thunder that is frightening.
	The thunder of your primal sound echoes through the darkness of space.
	O mother you manifest the universal energy and its grace.
	The resonance of your lightening in the cosmic void my soul has captured.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	You are the radiance of my body, mind and spirit.
	Your power of light my soul shall inherit.
	My ray of innate intelligence is your supreme light.
	You are the radiance behind all that is bright.
	Guide me through the darkness of my earthly existence.
	Let your radiance illuminate my innate intelligence.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	The shadows of the approaching dark night shall mingle with your brilliant light.
	Your light is the source of all my immortal sight.
	Silently I witness the drama of your mystic hour of dusk.
	O mother let not the darkness run amuck.
	Teach my soul the art of being agile and graceful.
	Only you can make me radiant and resourceful.
	Let me dive deep in your mystic blue lake! O mother of calm!
	Let The Sacred Tears of Your Divine Celebration Fall On My Cheek! O Mother of Pride!
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	Unique manifestation of your grace this whole cosmos has witnessed.
	My dark world by your light has been addressed.
	In a simple gesture of surrender I throw up my hands.
	Finally my ship has entered your shore with golden sands.
	In your divine intoxication I have lost my soul.
	Your powerful vibrations shall help me reach my goal.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	/In the centre of my heart stirs up your powerful vibrations.
	Mesmerized by your magical aura I can hear my heart’s palpitations.
	The magical aura of your blue light the whole cosmos has seen.
	Into the space beyond this mortal world my soul has been.
	A heavy silence and a deep calm pervades my sacred space.
	Let my cosmic void be filled with your grace.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	The mystical magic of your divine grace my soul has witnessed.
	By the clarity of your blue light my soul has been addressed.
	Mesmerized by your magical aura I have lost track of all time and space.
	Your mystical blue light pervades my sacred space.
	Deep imprint your grace has left in the mind of my eye.
	Let me move into the space beyond the golden sky.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	O mother you embody the beginning, middle and end of all time.
	In my ears let the heavenly bells chime.
	Let the darkness no more bind my soul and remove the fear of time.
	O mother it is you who wields the power of time.
	Let the darkness no more bind me to this mortal world.
	Let your mystical and spiritual existence in my soul be unfurled.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	My veil of illusion your light shall pierce.
	Let me fight the darkness that is fierce.
	Let the darkness not delude my higher intelligence.
	Let every creature witness your divine magnificence.
	Through wisdom, action and devotion I can pierce your illusory veil.
	Attacked by the evil darkness let my soul not fail.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	Through this dark world guide my soul.
	Provide me the energy and power to reach my cosmic goal.
	Let me no more use force to gain my goal.
	Let the darkness no more harm my soul.
	No creature I shall harm along my way.
	In your heavenly world let me have a say.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	Let the malevolent influence of darkness on my mind not create destruction and strife.
	Let your mystic powers energize my life.
	To protect the universal existence the divine weapon you shall use.
	The darkness for destruction let me no more use.
	Sense of propriety let me no more loose.
	For the sake of destruction alone your force let me no more use.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	From the mortal bondage every creature you shall release.
	My pure self the darkness can never tease.
	To achieve my inner freedom let me trace your sacred path.
	Complete everlasting peace and freedom I shall get from your cosmic bath.
	Your higher reality exists for every creature to experience.
	Before your cosmic might the whole cosmos shall show its obedience.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	/Let me delve consciously into the purity of your cosmic being.
	Distortions of a biased mind I shall no more be seeing.
	It is your supreme mystic power that revolves the circle of time.
	From all bondages release my soul and let me enter your world sublime.
	Beyond all time, space and action lies my pure self.
	No more let me hanker after power and pelf.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	It is your grace that creates the path of the sun.
	Through your mercy this whole cosmos has begun.
	In the time frames of day and night you have bound my world.
	With your grace before me your mystic world shall be unfurled.
	Your purity in the sun, moon and the fire I have seen.
	In your triangle of primordial energy and creativity my soul has been.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	The concentrated energy points of your cosmos my soul has seen.
	In the heart of your central supreme energy my soul has been.
	The trinity of your cosmic forces this cosmos has witnessed.
	Your primordial energy and creativity my soul has harnessed.
	You are the divine consciousness that permeates my waking, dream and deep sleep.
	In the darkness my soul shall no more weep.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	Your mystic configurations of triangles and lotuses my soul has witnessed.
	By your divine light my soul has been addressed.
	O mother you represent the full circle of eternity.
	My soul has delved into your deep timeless beauty.
	Your divine power is behind time’s every transformation.
	The darkness can no more produce any frustration.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	As divine power of all time to you I shall honour.
	In all the three worlds you dwell with honour.
	The earth, sky and the heaven by your graces is ruled.
	In your full circle of eternity all my energy is pooled.
	With deep reverence I worship at your feet.
	Deep into your cosmos every creature shall meet.
	Let the sacred tears of your divine celebration fall on my cheek! O mother of pride!
	For Long The Smoky Mist Has Blown! O Giver of Mist!
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	In your stillness lies the power of your inherent transformation.
	Let me see the lightening face of your pure awareness.
	You are the fullness that arises from emptiness.
	You are the only source of pure awareness.
	From the void strikes forth your brilliant lightening.
	This dark world to me is no more frightening.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	It is form within you that all the cosmic force originate.
	It is with you that every creature shall relate.
	Let all the cosmic forces move within my soul.
	It is your light that strikes and makes me whole.
	Let me embrace your nakedness that does not hold on to anything.
	Purely naked is your flash of lightening.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	/I have seen your unveiled and untainted display of energy and light.
	The whole cosmos has seen your cosmic might.
	You are the still point around which the whole cosmos revolves.
	You are the cosmic energy from which everything evolves.
	O mother in you everything is truly harmonized.
	By your light every soul is fortified.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	In your time is motionless and immobile.
	Your cosmic energy makes every soul versatile.
	You are the still point in which everything is tranquil and quiet.
	Strengthen my soul with your cosmic might.
	Let your higher power take me beyond my mind.
	Destroy all my darkness and be kind.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	For eternity you have remained unmovable, unchanged and unaffected.
	Only by your light my darkness can be dissected.
	For eternity your power has remained constant and impermeable.
	In the whole cosmos you are the only infallible.
	In you is contained everything that has evolved in the field of time.
	You are the creator of the world sublime.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	With my eyes of limitation let me no more look at the world.
	Beyond the darkness lies your cosmic world.
	The lightening of your immortal glance shall open up my inner eye.
	My soul shall reside deep within your golden sky.
	You are the vibratory force that sustains every word and sound.
	The effect of your light on my dark world shall be profound.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	You are the sole witness in the abyss of the cosmic void.
	Your intense cosmic gaze no soul can avoid.
	The whole cosmos is sustained by your divine design.
	Before your cosmic world I surrender and resign.
	Let eternity enter into my every breath.
	Let your lightening force destroy all darkness and death.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	/Your lightening face of pure awareness every creature has seen.
	To your mystic bright world every soul has been.
	The luminescence of your sacred lightening is reflected in every soul.
	Let your eternity enter my being and make it whole.
	The dance of your pure lightening the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	The beauty of your pure energy my soul has accessed.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	Let me return to the mystic world where I lived before I was born.
	Let the lightening face of pure awareness every soul adorn.
	You cannot be limited to any form and design.
	With your pure energy every soul shall shine.
	In the whole cosmos you are the most powerful and blissful.
	In the entire universe you are the most resourceful.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	It is the beauty of your pure energy through which all forms move.
	The darkness from my soul only you can remove.
	Your benign grace you bestow to the whole world.
	Through your cosmic grace my mystic world shall be unfurled.
	I have seen the world that overflows with your bliss.
	I have already tasted your cosmic kiss.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	In pain, suffering and death let me find your bliss.
	Every creature shall experience your cosmic kiss.
	Let every soul participate in your greater dance of joy.
	Your cosmic grace let every creature employ.
	Let deep anguish and suffering not unsettle my soul.
	Beyond the fleeting moments let me witness my goal.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	Let your divine cosmic reality percolate my conscious state.
	To the dark world let me no more relate.
	Your dance of intense brilliance every creature has witnessed.
	All my shadows and darkness by your light has been addressed.
	With my heart strings let the dark shadows no more play.
	With baited breath every creature waits for your heavenly display.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	In meditative silence let me overcome all the ebb and tide.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride.
	The ultimate joy of knowing every soul shall have.
	The gift of your intense brilliance every soul shall have.
	You are the energy that gives power to all.
	In the void of the cosmos every creature shall hear your call.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	Through the mazes of darkness lead my soul.
	Let the delight of your happiness be my goal.
	The flush of your esoteric love my heart has witnessed.
	All my humiliation and suffering by your light has been addressed.
	Great has been the intensity of pain and joy.
	Your unknown bliss my soul shall employ.
	For long the smoky mist has blown! O giver of mist!
	Your Bright Golden Horse Let My Soul Ride! O Bestower of Kingdom!
	/Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	The joyous exhilaration of various births my soul has witnessed.
	All the phases of my heart’s dictates your grace has addressed.
	Calmly I have accepted my life’s myriad hues.
	Silently on my soul has settled your mystic dews.
	A deeper questioning in my soul has arisen.
	Your light has expanded my mortal horizon.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	O mother provide me the bliss of knowing the unknown.
	Let the evil darkness on me no more frown.
	My world is only a pawn in the hands of your ultimate power.
	Your dance of lightening my soul shall empower.
	In your presence my heart shall experience sheer ecstasy and pure delight.
	Let me loose all my forms and regain my mystic sight.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	The wave of your divine transformation has wept my world.
	Let your inner energy in my soul be unfurled.
	The aspect of your every dimensions let me completely embrace.
	Darkness from my soul let me erase.
	Liberate me from the bondages of form based existence.
	Before the darkness let me show resistance.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	O mother abide in the deeper recesses of my mind and heart.
	The deeper secrets of my world let me unearth.
	Let your grace still the flux and the unrest within.
	Let my mind not dwell in a state of darkness and sin.
	Inner quietness and tranquillity let in my soul prevail.
	Though assailed by darkness my soul shall never fail.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	Through meditation and silence let me harmonize with nature.
	Let tranquillity and calm enhance my soul’s stature.
	Let me be in deep sync with the abundance of the universe.
	In complete harmony with your world let me converse.
	Life’s eternal delight your grace can give.
	With a stilled mind and heart let me live.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	O mother give to my soul true inner stillness.
	The profoundness of silence shall help in my soul’s preparedness.
	With a calm meditating mind let me embrace this world.
	In the darkness let my soul not be hurled.
	Silence is the inner creative voice of my soul.
	With stillness and quietude let me reach my goal.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	My soul requires your constant nurturing.
	All your inner silence and beauty I shall be embracing.
	With your love I can realize the full potential of my being.
	True inner stillness for eternity I have been seeing.
	The beauty of all higher grace in your universe I can see.
	As the supreme mother of beatitude and bliss hear my plea.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	/Every mystic sunrise and sunset convinces my soul.
	Give me the full potential to realize my goal.
	You are the supreme mother of universal bliss.
	Let me enjoy the profoundness of your silence and kiss.
	Your grace shall help me become one with all.
	Silently my soul shall hear the heaven’s call.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	Bliss for the whole universe you create.
	Only with your energy this cosmos can procreate.
	Your inner sun in my being for eternity has shined.
	With the whole cosmos my soul has dined.
	Beyond the cycles of time I can see the mystic sunrise and sunset.
	O mother to my heart you are the closet.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	All forms of creation you hold within yourself.
	This whole universe is a manifestation of yourself.
	It is nature that binds my immortal soul to my mortal being.
	The divine passion and zeal for my soul for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let me not aim only for eternal enjoyments and gains.
	Gladly let me bear all the stress and strains.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	Between the boundaries of light and darkness let my soul be stable.
	Let me listen to the whispers that tell your divine fable.
	Directing your energy inwards shall restore my passion and zeal.
	To your higher levels of harmony and grace let my soul appeal.
	Help me discard away my violent and aggressive nature.
	Let dullness and insensitivity not reduce my soul’s stature.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	The transforming power of your higher force let me awaken.
	By the darkness let my world not be shaken.
	Let me move beyond love and hatred.
	Beyond good and evil lies your abode that is sacred.
	Take my mind beyond justice and injustice.
	Let the dark world not make my soul its apprentice.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	Beyond mere attachment let my soul rise.
	O mother help me claim your heavenly prize.
	Help me withstand your powerful flash of lightening.
	The powerful radical inner changes in me will no more be frightening.
	My mortal and emotional system your light shall strengthen.
	Brightly shall shine your divine lantern.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	Endowed with your passion and power my soul shall strike.
	It is only your bright world that my soul shall like.
	It is your divine passion that I carry in my nature.
	Let me join your great celebration and enhance my soul’s stature.
	The innate sacredness of every creature your grace shall enhance.
	In the dark waters of your sacred womb I shall find my romance.
	Your bright golden horse let my soul ride! O bestower of kingdom!
	Your World Is Sacred, Lovely and Vibrant! O Queen of World!
	/Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	O mother merge me into the consciousness of your absolute reality.
	Let me witness your undifferentiated divinity.
	Let my mortal ego loose its identity.
	Your dwelling spirit will provide to me a world of certainty.
	You are the goal of every liberated soul.
	You are the foundation of the cosmic whole.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	Let me understand the deeper essence of my being.
	For eternity your cosmic world I have been seeing.
	You are the divine power that manifests in time and space.
	You are the one that my darkness can erase.
	Make my deeper self sacred and immortal.
	Let my soul enter into your divine portal.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	O mother invite me to your sacred universe.
	Let me with the heavens converse.
	Your divine presence is deep within my being.
	Your sacred and immortal moments for eternity I have been seeing.
	O mother maintain the sanctity of spiritual heart.
	Allow not the darkness to exert.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	O mother lead me in my journey to the other world.
	On your dwelling place let my flag be unfurled.
	Give me a taste of your intoxicating wine.
	With your grace let my entire universe shine.
	You are creator of this vibrant, crazy and outrageous world.
	From my soul let the darkness be expelled.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	O mother bring me under the spell of your divine drunkenness.
	Let me overcome this world of madness.
	You are the sustainer of this entire universe.
	With you every creature shall converse.
	Let my soul drown in the flow of your joyful existence.
	O mother let me overcome this world of resistance.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	O mother silently listen to my soul’s calling.
	This dark world to me has been appalling.
	Let me bathe in your river of bliss.
	Give me a taste of your cosmic kiss.
	Let my heart flow with the intoxication of your sacred wine.
	On your table of eternity let my soul dine.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	Let my soul dissolve into the vast void of nature’s silence.
	Let my being discard all its violence.
	O mother enclose me into your amour of transformations.
	Let your blessings permeate my powerful vibrations.
	On my face shines the golden rays of the setting sun.
	The golden age has finally begun.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	Your grace governs all magical transportations.
	You are the invisible energy behind all my transitional moments.
	O mother my soul enter into your void.
	The darkness let my soul avoid.
	Let me overcome the power of darkness.
	Take me into your world of brightness.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	/You are the source of all the invisible energies.
	With you my soul will strike all the synergies.
	Illuminate my mind with your effulgent rays.
	I have understood this world’s dark ways.
	You are the power beyond the sun.
	By you the whole cosmos has been spun.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	O mother embrace me in the mystic night.
	You renew the light of light.
	You are the un-manifest and the formless.
	The world of your grace is boundless.
	You are the dark pupil of my eye that allows me to see.
	Reveal your visionary power to me.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	Your eyes are the source of primary light force.
	In this dark world you are my only resource.
	Your eyes project the ray of light.
	You are the visionary power of my sight.
	O mother you possess the dark power of seeing.
	Let your lightning strike my being.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	O mother transform my entire consciousness.
	Let the darkness not show its viciousness.
	It is you that look upon in moments of awe and anguish.
	All the darkness in my soul let me relinquish.
	Let my soul contemplate on your benevolent light.
	O mother you are the source of my sight.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	You are the origin of all creativity and knowledge.
	Your divine bliss the whole cosmos shall acknowledge.
	You transform light into darkness.
	Take me into your world of brightness.
	You are the dark blue ray of the sacred fire.
	With me let not the darkness conspire.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	You are the transforming power of time and light.
	You are the power behind my eyesight.
	You are the secret power behind the mystic sun.
	From your being this whole cosmos has been spun.
	You are the mystical moment of my sacred transformation.
	You are the source of my hearts palpitations.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	Let me move in harmony with your cosmic rhythms of time.
	With the heavens let my soul rhyme.
	Let my inner being rejoice in your song.
	With your rhythms and powerful beat let my soul get along.
	You have created all the seven worlds of consciousness.
	The darkness will no more show its viciousness.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	/I have witnessed your ultimate dance in the cosmic void.
	This world’s darkness let my soul avoid.
	Take me beyond all forms and manifestation.
	Let my soul dance with cosmic transformation.
	Let me understand the sacred meaning of time.
	With your cosmos let my soul rhyme.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	You are the sum total of all the universal energies.
	You are the cosmic power behind all my synergies.
	O mother harmonies my flow of vibrations.
	Silently quieten my heart’s palpitations.
	O mother let me witness your dance of lightening.
	This dark world has so far been frightening.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	You are the creator and preserver of all life.
	From me you can remove all the darkness and strife.
	O mother flood my heart with limitless grace.
	Let me see your cosmic face.
	You are the one that embraces all polarities.
	From this world remove all the disparities.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	You are the symbol of absolute divinity.
	Let me join your divine fraternity.
	You are the all-encompassing mother of this cosmos.
	From my soul remove all the dross.
	You are the sovereign mistress of this whole cosmic world.
	Let all my energies be unfurled.
	Your world is sacred, lovely and vibrant! O queen of world!
	Invite Me To Your Sacred Universe! O Mother Earth!
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	With cosmic élan you move through death.
	You create and preserve every breath.
	You can strike through the heart of darkness.
	O mother flood my soul with brightness.
	Remove all the apprehensions of my mind.
	To my world let the heavens be kind.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	/You are the only creator and preserver.
	You are the only destroyer.
	You exist where there is no time and space.
	The trace of the five elements only you can erase.
	You are the being behind all the casual form.
	With your light let this dark world reform.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	As mother of nature you are all encompassing.
	You are the absolute pilot on which my whole world is dancing.
	You are the ruler of all the three worlds of existence.
	Let my soul discard all its pretence.
	You are the world’s destroyer as well as the creator.
	Let my soul dance on your cosmic theatre.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	You are the primal power of this cosmos.
	From my soul remove all the dross.
	Within you resides and moves all my energies.
	Your grace provides me all the synergies.
	Only you can turn the cauldron of the cosmos.
	From my soul only you can remove the dross.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	Only you have the power to ripen every soul.
	Your eternal energy is my soul’s goal.
	Let me understand the mystique of your dark night.
	O mother enhance my cosmic sight.
	O mother usher in the cosmic dawn.
	Let the darkness no more frown.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	Unfold the divine possibilities within my being.
	For eternity your grace I have been seeing.
	You are the source of every evolution.
	Let the darkness not create any confusion.
	For death you prepare every soul.
	To take me to heaven is your only goal.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	Let my soul witness your cosmic play.
	Gradually shall unfold the bright day.
	Through sword cut through the inertia of my existence.
	To the darkness let me show my resistance.
	O mother offer me your deep insight.
	With the darkness let me fight.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	/This world is merely a pawn of your larger picture.
	You reveal the light through your dark feature.
	Let me witness your benevolent nature.
	In the cosmos supreme is your stature.
	Give me a glimpse of all your divine manifestations.
	I have seen enough of this world’s manipulations.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	Remove every trace of my ego.
	To your cosmic world let me go.
	Let me merge into your absolute godhead.
	Into my darkness let your light spread.
	Grant me the purest of wisdom.
	Give me a glimpse of your sacred fiefdom.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	You are the absolute indivisible reality of all existence.
	Remove from me every trace of resistance.
	O mother you are the queen of all queen.
	Armed with jewels and ornaments your shining body I have seen.
	In your eyes I have seen the fierceness and intensity.
	I have seen the gentleness of your womanly glory.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	O mother remove the illusion in my eye.
	Let me keep into your golden blue sky.
	Your form of beauty is the only thing worth desiring.
	Save me from this world that is constantly conspiring.
	In you I find all beauty, slenderness and delicacy.
	With your help I can overcome the darkness and its conspiracy.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	I have seen your garland shine with sacred games.
	I have seen the tinkle of your golden anklets.
	Awaken O mother at my calls.
	Let me see the personal expressions of your beauty before the darkness falls.
	Gold and peals adorn your supine neck.
	Awakens my inner eyes so that the darkness I can check.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	The garland in your neck shines with brilliance of the ancient sun.
	With your arrival the golden age has begun.
	Let my eyes capture the sweetness of your face.
	O mother hear the prayers of my inner soul with grace.
	Let me see your face that is eternally smiling.
	Save me from the world that is constantly conspiring.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	Let me be lost in the wilderness of your fervent locks of hair.
	From the darkness O mother my soul spare.
	You are the crowned queen of the whole world.
	Your benevolent face of divinity will soon be unfurled.
	From you originates the mysticism of all creation.
	You are the cause of all procreation.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	I have seen your shining crown of splendour.
	Before your beautiful dark long hair let my soul surrender.
	O mother grant us the eternal freedom.
	Let me explore the mysticism of your fiefdom.
	Let me overcome the impediments of my outer entanglements.
	Let me finish all my worldly engagements.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	/I haves seen the cosmic power in the sway of your hips.
	I have seen the heavenly beauty of your lips.
	In your gait I find all might and worldly movement.
	O mother fit my soul in the heavenly firmament.
	I have seen the cosmic sway of your heavenly waist.
	In the darkness let me not roam in haste.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	Every soul reaches to you for redemption.
	Let your grace mould my perception.
	You are the inner power of my hand.
	Let the darkness in me no more expand.
	My whole being works with your energy.
	To my soul you provide the synergy.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	With your hands you direct the whole cosmos.
	From my heart remove all the dross.
	Your sword is stained with the blood of all the mortal egos.
	In the relentless movement of time your grace flows.
	You give boons to all those who wish to receive.
	In the darkness O mother let me no more conceive.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	Your heart is sensitive, compassionate and ever sympathetic.
	The darkness of third world is pathetic.
	Let your benevolence guide me through all my suffering.
	Let the heavens accept my sacred offering.
	To you I turn for clemency and compassion.
	You are the source of my every passion.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	Remove from my soul all the turbulence, instability and unrest.
	O mother help me in my personal quest.
	O mother promptly answer my fervent appeals.
	It is only your grace that heals.
	Give me an answer to my fervent plea.
	Let me bathe in your golden sea.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	For eternity you have lead me with determination.
	In my every battle I have seen your participation.
	You have saved me from the mayhem of my worldly experience.
	Let my chaotic world show some obedience.
	My heart has been exhausted in my stream of tears.
	Your grace has removed all my fears.
	Invite me to your sacred universe! O mother earth!
	I Silently Watch the Ancient River Flow Down Your Mystic Valley! O Mother of Nature!
	/I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	To my own inner voice let me listen.
	To the godliness existing within me let me listen.
	No one has the right to treat me less than the divine.
	My soul has every right to shine.
	Let me learn to love and nurture others and myself.
	Let me invoke the godliness existing within myself.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	Without any conditions and expectations let me love.
	Without need to control let me love.
	Without attachments and material expectations let me love.
	Without fear and pain let me love.
	Your love shall unfold the wondrous state of my mind.
	To my soul the whole universe has been kind.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	To feel needed is my greatest need.
	Through me the whole existence fulfils its need.
	In my life soon your divine love shall blossom.
	Divine trust I have in the divine macrocosm.
	The whole existence needs my soul.
	Your love will blossom to seek my soul.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	On my side is the whole universe.
	Stepping outside of time with you let me converse.
	A better future let me make.
	The experience of the whole existence let me take.
	So far through the dark I have groped my way.
	My best role I have tried to play.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	To the harsh realities of the world my soul has grown up.
	Through the turbulence of the mortal discard my soul has grown up.
	My deep insecurities your light has addressed.
	The throb of deeper love my soul has witnessed.
	The darkness brings in its wake a surge of upheaval.
	Only you can steer me away from this mortal upheaval.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	In the throes of your divine romance I seek my happiness.
	In the throb of your deeper love I seek my happiness.
	The tragedy of the darkness shall no more pierce my heart.
	Cruel fate shall no more tear me apart.
	Let your grace draw out all my inner resources.
	Let me drink the magic potion made from your divine resources.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	Deeper answers I seek for the quest of my life.
	Through your inner guidance I shall overcome all the darkness and strife.
	Successfully I shall emerge from the dark confines of this mortal world.
	Only your grace can seal the fate of my mortal world.
	I shall let nature work out her magic.
	This dark world to my soul shall no more be tragic.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	Your flow of compassion has swept through my soul.
	All the traces of mortal fear has evaporated from my soul.
	Your benevolence shall fill my heart with joy.
	The flow of your love the whole cosmos shall enjoy.
	My entire being has surrendered to your will.
	This darkness my soul can no more kill.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	/To the confines of your divine privacy I shall leave my soul.
	In the deathly silence I shall search for my goal.
	No more I will be haunted by the fear of the unknown.
	My deep fears only your grace can answer.
	For my deep prayers only you have an answer.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	My pained eyes are searching for your divine truth.
	My prayer shall finally find your divine truth.
	A new divine strength has permeated my being.
	Into the throes of a divine slumber you have thrown my being.
	Your sacred space has comforted my soul.
	The blessings and the abundance of your universe has inundated my soul.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	All the shadows shall fail and linger no more.
	In the darkness I shall roam no more.
	Your divinity and serene calm my soul has witnessed.
	With zest and passion my soul you have addressed.
	In my subconscious mind your divine chanting has been embedded.
	In my darkness your light has been embedded.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	Your mystical experiences with my soul you continue to share.
	Your mesmerizing presence the whole universe continues to share.
	The flash of your divine adore I can see in every pair of eyes.
	I have seen your divine essence wafting through the skies.
	Prayer of hope I can see on every person’s lips.
	The deep colour of the red roses I can see on your lips.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	With folded hands before you I drop down to my knees.
	Your divine tranquillity shall fill my inner space and you shall answer all my pleas.
	Silently my soul waits for your divine acknowledgement.
	I have offered you incense, perfume, red roses and sweets and I wait for your acknowledgement.
	Your grace has sharpened the state of my awareness.
	The whole cosmos has helped in my soul’s preparedness.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	The aura of your mystic light shines through the golden sky.
	Into your mystic golden world let my soul fly.
	Only you have the ability to fulfil all my desire.
	Darkness against my soul can no more conspire.
	To you I have come with a wish in my heart.
	Only after fulfilment of my wish from you I shall depart.
	I silently watch the ancient river flow down your mystic valley! O mother of nature!
	The Hollow Thumping of the Hooded Serpent My Soul Has Witnessed! O Destroyer of All Demons!
	/The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	Reflections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake.
	Reflections of the alluring desert night stars I can see on the mystical lake.
	Your power of creativity works through every soul.
	Your power of identification enhances the awareness of every soul.
	Your nature of supreme peace every creature has seen.
	The lustre of pure gold on your face I have seen.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	Your divine radiant form the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	Your golden lotus my soul has witnessed.
	It is your force that keeps everything in harmony.
	It is your force that maintains the whole existence in harmony.
	Your are preserver of the cosmic order.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	Zillions of wild flowers in your mystic garden my soul has witnessed.
	Your shining star in the dark night my soul has witnessed.
	Let me reach out and handpick the stars that shine in the golden night.
	Your cosmic pulse of nature shall bless my mortal sight.
	From all the earthly ties only you can free my soul.
	To witness the truly ethereal moments you shall help my soul.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	Through the dark dense forest of this mortal world let my soul drive.
	Through your grace the wildest and the purest emotions in me shall survive.
	Let me throw every caution to the winds of heaven.
	The intense throbs of my deep meditation shall open the doors of heaven.
	In joys exuberance I shall open the doors of heaven.
	Along with my wildest and purest emotions I shall enter the doors of heaven.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	Arduous and unsafe is the journey to the heavens.
	Let the darkness no more close the gate of the heavens.
	From the heavens the call for my soul has come.
	Fearless and bold my soul has become.
	By my fervent prayers your immortal strength I seek.
	Your mystic moon with my soul plays hide and seek.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	My soul seeks shelter behind your magnanimous mountain peak.
	With my soul the darkness can no more play hide and seek.
	The force of the torrid currents of your mystic river shall wash away my soul.
	Trapped in the turbulent waters of the sea storm is my goal.
	Your mystic light shall show me the way.
	In the surreal night of grace my soul shall sway.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	The light from your mystic stars is the only light that shows me the way.
	In the night with eerie silence only you can show me the way.
	Let me enter the world surrounded only by ethereal souls.
	Your divine passionate fervour has gripped all the souls.
	To your mystic world let my heart soar.
	Your world free from darkness let my heart explore.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	/My soul is keen to romance the unknown.
	Let my soul burst out into the divine song of your world unknown.
	In the wild rush of the waters of your heavenly storm my soul shall drown.
	In the tempestuous waters of your mystic river my soul shall drown.
	Your eyes mesmerized me with its awesome magical wonder.
	Let my soul spread its wings to its grandeur.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	The sounds of a million waterfalls rushing down to earth my soul has heard.
	The chanting of a million sacred voices my soul has heard.
	My soul has no clue which direction to proceed in.
	Mesmerized by your grace my soul shall infinitely spin.
	The eyes of your mystic owl stares me in my face.
	My soul is prepared to take a chance with your grace.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	From the heavens my soul has received its directions.
	With a deep sense of nearness I have asked you the directions.
	Your nature of supreme peace I have witnessed.
	The lustre of gold on your face I have witnessed.
	I have seen your divine radiant form.
	Drinking from your golden chalice every soul shall reform.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	The golden lotus of your heart my soul has seen.
	The showers of gold bestowed from your hands my soul has seen.
	The sinking lotus arising out of your cosmic ocean I have seen.
	The source of my wealth, beauty, fertility, love and devotion you have been.
	The original power and the mother of all souls you have been.
	At your divine dwelling place every creature has been.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	Behind the close doors I have heard your whispered conversations.
	My soul is fully prepared to hear your divine conversations.
	I knock on your door emitting strains of faint light.
	I silently walk through the impregnable silence of the night.
	When your heavenly door opens my beautiful soul shall emerge.
	All the divine press in my soul shall converge.
	The hollow thumping of the hooded serpent my soul has witnessed! O destroyer of all demons!
	Perfections of the Full Moon I Can See in the Magical Waters of Your Mystic Lake! O Mother of the Full Moon!
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	Youthful virility in my aura your grace has infused.
	The strength of unknown sages in my being you have infused.
	The vermilion red shawl you have wrapped on my shoulders.
	The strength of your unknown world you have given to my shoulders.
	Before you I lower my eyes in reverence.
	Your divine calling I silently hear in reverence.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	My soul is taken aback with your grandeur.
	For eternity the whole cosmos has witnessed your grandeur.
	Into a deep slumber my soul has drifted.
	The waters of your mystic spring to my soul you have gifted.
	Your dark still night I have entered where chill rents are there.
	Your mystic world is beyond compare.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	/Your divine fragrance has permeated the crisp early morning air.
	Your tremendous sacred vibrations fill the mystic air.
	Your divine incense wafts through the ancient air.
	Remove the darkness and make my soul fair.
	With unshed tears you have filled my eyes.
	In my hands I hold up my heart towards your golden skies.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	You have given me the deep feeling of being blessed, happy and divine.
	Slowly allow my soul to step into your sunshine.
	I have seen the early morning rays romance the waters of your mystic river.
	In the darkness let my soul not shiver.
	The brilliant red sky brings a prayer on my lips.
	Smile and immense joy you bring on my lips.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	Beyond the days and the nights let my soul rise.
	All the chains that bind my soul you shall break with surprise.
	Only you can herald the down of my understanding.
	Only your light can clear all the misunderstanding.
	In the vast pasture land of your lush valley my soul shall graze.
	In the crystal clear waters of your mystic river my soul shall bath.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	Let my soul soar to the heights of your bliss.
	Let me have a taste of your heavenly kiss.
	The experience of the other world only you can provide.
	A taste of no mind only your grace can provide.
	Before my eyes you have walked past me into the cold autumn night.
	My pure consciousness and spirit shall fuse in your world that is bright.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	The sacred flames of your being singe my entire being.
	Fusion of the transcendental and my spirit for eternity I have been seeing.
	The vastness and beauty of your mystic valley my soul admires.
	The company of the celestial beings my soul desires.
	My soul has slid into the confines of your immortal world.
	The chilly winds that blow remind me of the other world.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	/The sacred moon light has entered deep into my soul.
	Your presence I take in with every breath of my soul.
	In the sacred down I wake up to the splendours of a beautiful day.
	In the mystic rays of the golden sun my soul shall sway.
	I have watched the spiritual and healing power that flows downward from the higher worlds.
	My soul has received the healing and rejuvenating forces that beam downwards from the higher worlds.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	The magical properties of the earth your grace brings out.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout.
	Silently your grace has flown to my soul.
	The vibrations from the heavens have revived my soul.
	The rays of your mystic sun has warmed up the walls of my soul.
	Climbing your ancient mountain I shall reach my goal.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	From your clear mountain spring my soul has drunk.
	The milk and honey flowing from your sacred world my soul has drunk.
	Only you can give a chance for my soul to live.
	By your grace my heart shall revive and manage to live.
	Your sheer humility has humbled my entire being.
	With the hot cosmic spring you have bathed my entire being.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	In the beautiful red silk and jewels I shall adorn your being.
	I have experienced the ecstasy of your mystic spring.
	My whole body quivers and shakes on seeing your face.
	My eyes have been brimming with tears on receiving your grace.
	As I step into your golden sunshine my eyes have welled up with joy.
	My soul shall leap into your golden skies and scream with joy.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	My hands and my entire being trembles as I look into your eyes.
	My soul grows numb as I watch your golden skies.
	The intense purification by your grace my soul has experienced.
	The hot water of your mystic spring my soul has experienced.
	I shall leap into your golden skies to reach my goal.
	I consider myself highly blessed as you seek for my soul.
	Perfections of the full moon I can see in the magical waters of your mystic lake! O mother of the full moon!
	With Our Creativity We Can Search the Right Cosmic Order! O Mother of Infinite Wealth!
	/With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	We have to have fierce determination to follow the path of creativity.
	Our inner god and enormous inner light is the source of all our creativity.
	The light which remains always around our souls is the source of all our creativity.
	We were not born out of mother’s womb but out of cosmic dust of creativity.
	Immensely pregnant and potent with potentialities was the cosmic dust of creativity.
	Our thoughts created symbols and gods through creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	We have demised the reality around us due to our creativity.
	Our being we can only divinize through our creativity.
	The original cosmic dust was full of spiritual potency and creativity.
	Our path of self transcendence is the path of creativity.
	From the cosmic dust we were born through creativity.
	The journey from the cosmic dust to images and reality of god was through creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	With our own symbols we can create realities because of our creativity.
	A coherent and holistic picture of our life is possible due to our creativity.
	Endlessly our souls have searched for creativity.
	For a coherent order in the cosmos we can search through our creativity.
	The dignity of being human we can only realize through our creativity.
	The whole evolving cosmos is moved and shaped by creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	One of the most powerful cosmic forces is creativity.
	Light is transformed into five dimensions through the forces of creativity.
	Into endless forms life proliferates through creativity.
	All forms of our thoughts and arts emerge out of creativity.
	Divinely cosmic is the force of creativity.
	Immense is its outreach is the force of creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	No truly comprehensive model of the cosmos can ignore creativity.
	The very nature of evolution is creativity.
	A continuous chain of miraculously executed steps leads to creativity.
	Upward and upward our souls are lead by creativity.
	All life of this universe is inherently creative.
	The entire evolution of this cosmos is inherently creative.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	To brute play of chance and necessity we cannot reduce creativity.
	The complete theory of evolution we can formulate only through creativity.
	Our genius of life can combat entropy through creativity.
	Order out of chaos we can create through creativity.
	On a higher level we can recognize our life through creativity.
	Our souls can be more alive and go upward through creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	Our deepest intuition concerning nature of life we get through creativity.
	Our view of the universe and evolution is formed by creativity.
	Our life has been shaped by forces of creativity.
	Our life has continuously resisted entropy through creativity.
	Our souls have marvellously transcended entropy through creativity.
	The serious nature of evolution we can understand through creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	/With respect and reverence we should treat evolution and creativity.
	The meaning of the universe and our lives reside in cosmic creativity.
	A thing of beauty and exquisite complexity is creativity.
	An awesome vehicle to redeem our soul is creativity.
	Our reason and understanding natures through creativity.
	Evolutionary paradigms of the universe we can understand through creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	Our life, meaning and our destiny is defined by creativity.
	Destiny of the entire cosmos is defined by creativity.
	A new perspective on nature of evolution we get through creativity.
	Continuous unfolding of increasing consciousness is creativity.
	We can overcome stagnation and crisis through our creativity.
	Deep and insightful is the world of creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	Ingenious and brilliant is the world of creativity.
	Entropy can be devoured by life enhancing structures of creativity.
	Through new sensitivities life articulates itself through creativity.
	Life becomes more resilient and more conscious through creativity.
	Aesthetic sensitivity we can develop through creativity.
	We can develop the sense of the sacred through creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	Sensitivity to the divine we can develop through creativity.
	The new vehicle through which we articulate ourselves is creativity.
	We deepen the reality around us through creativity.
	We can shape our own life into a phenomenon of beauty through creativity.
	We can make our world more beautiful through creativity.
	We can wonderfully enlarge the meaning of our life through creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	We can appreciate justice and fairness through creativity.
	Our souls become subtler and deeper through creativity.
	Our souls become less coarse and brutal through creativity.
	We can develop our ethical codes and moral principles through creativity.
	We are pertness in evolution through creativity.
	We are an inherent aspect of cooperative evolution through creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	Our souls are witness to the awesome unfolding of creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity.
	With awe and reverence we should view creativity.
	We pay respect to our sacred evolution through our creativity.
	A deeper understanding of the whole life process we get through our creativity.
	Evolution is dynamic process of unfolding of creativity.
	With our creativity we can search the right cosmic order! O mother of infinite wealth!
	Our Souls Are Witness to the Magnificent Flowering of Creativity! O Creator of Divinity!
	/Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	Evolution can make more of itself through us through creativity.
	We can open our eyes through creativity.
	We can witness the endless skies through creativity.
	The myriad of galaxies we can penetrate through creativity.
	The whole cosmos reverberates with fantastic energy of creativity.
	Eternal delight is the energy of creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	All the galaxies are filled with energy of creativity.
	The cosmic dust is filled with the light of creativity.
	Our shining eyes are filled with light of creativity.
	Simply unbelievable is the story of creativity.
	The only story worth believing is the story of creativity.
	Through our eyes and our mind we can comprehend the whole world of creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	Our life becomes extraordinary and stupendous through creativity.
	A stupendous wonderful transformation is creativity.
	Mystery shrouds the universe of creativity.
	Meaning of our life is shrouded is creativity.
	The transformation from the cosmic dust to our shining eyes is through creativity.
	We are made humble and open by creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	We are continuously surprised by creativity.
	A wonderful thing is the discovery of creativity.
	Joy forever is the continuous search of creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the stupendous evolutionary dance of creativity.
	Omnipresent in the universe is creativity.
	From beginning cosmos is filled with creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	The source and reason of the cosmic balance is creativity.
	In our vast stupendous stellar theatre balance is provided by creativity.
	The universe has always been just right and ripe for creativity.
	The composition of the various elements is just correct for creativity.
	Our souls are surprised and astonished by the world of creativity.
	Our cosmos can conceive life through creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	All through eternity our cosmos has witnessed creativity.
	To hold the structure of the universe together it requires extraordinary creativity.
	In balance and coherence the universe is held through creativity.
	New elements and their combination emerge out of life through creativity.
	A coherent and stable structure of the universe is possible through creativity.
	The development of the entire cosmos is governed by creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	Evolution is creative because of the cosmic creativity.
	Human consciousness is creative because of the cosmic creativity.
	Human art is creative because of the cosmic creativity.
	Our souls have witnessed the endless waves of cosmic creativity.
	The cosmological evolution and biological evolution are connected through cosmic creativity.
	Only creative thinking can connect the various stages of cosmic creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	/Smooth and continuous is the process of creativity.
	Our souls can see the whole panorama of creativity.
	In the unfolding of the universe we can see the process of creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the relentless cosmic creativity.
	All the tempestuous developments of the universe are filled with creativity.
	All organic and human evolution is filled with creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	The genius of life is all about cosmic creativity.
	Transcendence of our soul is only possible through creativity.
	Everywhere we can see the acts of cosmic creativity.
	The essence of the universe is cosmic creativity.
	We are the tentacles of cosmic creativity.
	We are creative because of the cosmic creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	We are part of the cosmic creativity.
	The greatest creator is the cosmos in this world of creativity.
	Our souls are not separate from cosmic creativity.
	Unique expression of the cosmic powers is our creativity.
	Insights unknown before our souls can get through cosmic creativity.
	A new understanding and empathy our souls can get through cosmic creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	It is not easy for the process of creativity.
	The cosmos itself as well as evolution and human beings have to improvise for their continued creativity.
	There is method of trial and error is involved in creativity.
	There is a process of continuous improvements is creativity.
	The method of trial and error does not mollify the meaning and validity of creativity.
	The method of trial and error and continuous improvements affirms creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	A glad song of joy is creativity.
	This cosmos always starts its own odyssey of creativity.
	Evolution flexes its wings and reflects itself through creativity.
	We cannot stay in lower forms and lower consciousness and stay happy with creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity.
	Continuously we need to transcend from here and enjoy creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	We continuously acquire more refined consciousness through creativity.
	Subtle and powerful sensitivities we acquire through creativity.
	Our reflective thought was born out of creativity.
	Our reflective thought started its own odyssey of creativity.
	All the biological forms started to articulate and express themselves through creativity.
	We can touch so many things which are beyond our souls reach through creativity.
	Our souls are witness to the magnificent flowering of creativity! O creator of divinity!
	Our Cosmos Pushes Our Soul to Transcend Continuously and Enjoy Creativity! O Provider of Joy!
	/Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	We can touch the stars through our creativity.
	The stars relate to our destiny through creativity.
	Whenever we touch anything with thought it is positive an act of creativity.
	In every positive thought there is awesome creativity.
	Through thought in our life there is continuous and constant creativity.
	If our thoughts are mundane and repetitive there is no creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	We create a pedestrian reality without creativity.
	We create a pedestrian life for us without creativity.
	Through our magnificent thoughts we can create magnificent reality and creativity.
	A greater life for us we can create through magnificent creativity.
	Through our thoughts we devise all the icons of creativity.
	Our icons we create in clay, wood and stone through our creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	Our beings become dwelling places of extraordinary images through creativity.
	In our beings can reside extraordinary power through creativity.
	Our beings are endowed with transcendent powers through creativity.
	We are uplifted, guided and enlightened by creativity.
	Our mind is endowed with wonderful creativity.
	Our cosmos grins with delight and express its creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	All the human symbols of divinity has been created through creativity.
	In a grain of sand we can see the universe through our creativity.
	In a shaft of light we can see glory of god through our creativity.
	All our theories of knowledge are product of our creativity.
	Science, philosophy and religion are product of creativity.
	We can see more clearly, widely and deeply through the refractive prison of creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	We receive liberating truth through creativity.
	We can see the beauty and grandeur of the universe through our creativity.
	Our universe is defined and controlled by creativity.
	Our souls are uplifted by creativity.
	Much of our identity is defined by creativity.
	Awesome power to our souls is given by creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	Our great cosmic potential in us we can achieve through creativity.
	The chaos, fractured existence and disintegration of our being we can avoid through creativity.
	Our transcendence and self realization is a product of our creativity.
	Sometimes disturbing and sometimes liberating is the process of creativity.
	The core of our existence is penetrated by creativity.
	We absorb and wrap into our being creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	To know and to understand we are encouraged by creativity.
	Our minds should know how to handle creativity.
	We should know how to shape our self through creativity.
	The identity of the individual is due to creativity.
	The whole reality around us is defined by creativity.
	A divine necessity for our souls is creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	/Our identity is shaped and defined by creativity.
	Our world is defined and controlled by our creativity.
	An important determining factor of our existence is creativity.
	Our visions and actions are controlled by creativity.
	We act in life as per our understanding of creativity.
	Our souls have to understand both the liberating and constraining aspects of creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	Through us the cosmos achieves all its creativity.
	We create because our souls are an outreach of the cosmic creativity.
	We create because of the cosmic creativity.
	All our puzzles, mysteries and agonies can be solved through our creativity.
	Our artistic creation is a part of the larger cosmic creativity.
	Our souls should understand the agonizing dilemma of creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	Our soul resorts to bold and sometimes bizarre experiments with creativity.
	Both music and visual arts are profound creations of creativity.
	Intriguing and fascinating results we can achieve through creativity.
	Our disturbing pathologies we can remove through creativity.
	Our life becomes impossible and even monstrous without creativity.
	Our world can go haywire without creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	Our beings become pathological vehicle without creativity.
	Our souls capitulate to the process of disintegration without creativity.
	Our souls are completely paralysed without creativity.
	There is no meaning of our life without creativity.
	Boundless and always positive is creativity.
	Our souls capitulate to pathologies and new absurdities without creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	A divine necessity for our soul is creativity.
	Shrouded in the veil of mystery is our creativity.
	Our life becomes more difficult but beautiful due to creativity.
	Our souls are in touch with the invisible forces through our creativity.
	The essence of the human species is defined by creativity.
	Our aspirations are raised through creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	The very meaning if the existence of human race is provided by creativity.
	All the inspired visionaries and seekers are products of creativity.
	A pale shadow of its potency is our soul without creativity.
	All the shamans, prophets and artists are products of creativity.
	A part of our deepest nature is creativity.
	Every soul is entrusted with a mission defined by creativity.
	Our cosmos pushes our soul to transcend continuously and enjoy creativity! O provider of joy!
	I Have Enjoyed The Mystical Energies of the Abyss! O Creative Energy!
	/I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Deepest blue hue of the mystic oceans I have witnessed.
	My dark world you have accused.
	Finally I have understood the emptiness of space.
	O mother fill my world with your grace.
	My soul has seen the blue of the great void.
	The deafening noise of this world let my ear avoid.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Let there be all pervading peace in my universe.
	With your bright world let me converse.
	The tranquillizing effect of your grace I have seen.
	To your mystic world my soul has been.
	Give me the knowledge of the undifferentiated self.
	Kill all my desire of power and pelf.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Both your benevolent and wrathful forms I have seen.
	Manifestations of your different energies I have seen.
	O mother completely liberate my soul.
	Let me reach my comic goal.
	O mother unravel your effervescent and vivacious nature and grace.
	The myriad colours of the rainbow I can see on your face.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Let my soul feel your lightening force.
	Even your side glance can remove all my remorse.
	Draw my consciousness into your deepening blue ocean water.
	Make sure my soul does not falter.
	Let me dive deep into the whirling blue vortex of your mystic ocean.
	You are the source of energy of every emotion.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Only you can take me to a heightened peak of experience.
	To you the whole cosmos shows it obedience.
	Every creature has witnessed your delightful dance.
	My soul has tasted your cosmic romance.
	Let me delve into the infinite space of my consciousness.
	Let me enter into your world of brightness.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Let my soul merge into the absolute and great void.
	The web of darkness let my soul avoid.
	Liberate my soul from the web of illusion and delusion.
	O mother remove my soul’s confusion.
	Let my heart be the mystic centre.
	In the interior space of divinity let me enter.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	The truth of your being is the cause of everything.
	Your truth is ever existing and all prevailing.
	You are the eternal mother of all the worlds.
	Free my soul from all worldly conditioning through your words.
	O mother draw me into your cosmic void.
	The ultimate union let my soul not avoid.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	I have dive deep into the mystic depths of the blue ocean.
	I have witnessed the vastness beyond any human emotion.
	Your supreme transcendent energy has existed for perpetuity.
	Only your grace can give me the maturity.
	Let me deeply realize your ultimate truth and your magical world.
	You are the primordial force that has changed my world.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	/Let me understand your ultimate reality of bliss and wisdom.
	The whole cosmos works under your fiefdom.
	Let me seek and hold on to your mystic truth.
	Let each plane of my consciousness experience its own truth.
	O mother hear the deep yearnings of my soul.
	My spiritual evolution leading to your higher truth is my only goal.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Let your bright world spell its magic.
	Let me leave this dark world that is tragic.
	Let me have a taste of infinity and time without end.
	Your supreme transcendent energy to my soul you have send.
	Let the light of your wisdom permeate my emptiness.
	My being shall be filled with the pure light of your consciousness.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Only you can give me the space to falter and vacillate.
	My worldly journey by your grace you can facilitate.
	Successful shall be my search for the eventual light of light.
	Fill me with the consciousness of your pure light.
	Let your energy move into the emptiness of my soul.
	To be in the throe of your pure bliss is my goal.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Let my soul bask under your gentle maternal gaze.
	Let me tread successful through your mystic haze.
	A sense of beatitude you have created in my being.
	Your heavenly mysticism has lured my being.
	Your mystic aura has calmed my soul.
	The early dawn has brought with it your divine blessing and made me whole.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	My soul has been mesmerized by your pure shades of mystic light.
	Your grace has restored my native sight.
	Let me delve deep into the darkness of the hour of dawn.
	Let the darkness on my soul no more frown.
	O mother create in me the sense of beatitude.
	Fill my soul with gratitude.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Let my heart be the ultimate offering at your lotus feet.
	At your feet the whole cosmos shall meet.
	Every corner of existence feels your presence.
	I have finally understood your mysticism and essence.
	O mother whisper the sweet prophecies in my ear.
	Remove me from the world of darkness and fear.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	You have given me a foresight of your transformative world.
	Into the darkness let my soul not be hurled.
	Let me witness the serene beauty and spiritual vibrations of your mystic world.
	Let your flag of divinity be unfurled.
	Your mystical energy permeates the surrounding trees, thrubs and foliage.
	O mother let me silently live in your hermitage.
	I have enjoyed the mystical energies of the abyss! O creative energy!
	Silently Whisper The Sweet Prophesies In My Ear! O Mother of All Devotees!
	/Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Let my soul be tended by your gentle touch and grace.
	Let deep divinity, love and compassion show on my face.
	Let my soul enter into your exclusive chamber of divinity.
	O mother provide me a world of certainty.
	In loving devotion I fall on my knees to pray.
	In your presence I have nothing to say.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Tenderness of your emotions shall linger in my eyes.
	Vibrations with me shall rise to subtler level in the skies.
	You have carved gently my soul from your pure white light.
	Your grace has given my soul the unceasing delight.
	I have felt the never ending flow of subtle sensations.
	To the subtler levels has risen my vibrations.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Your mystic energy led me into a devotional fervour.
	Of your grace I have been a silent observer.
	Your heavenly tears have flooded my eyes.
	My soul has flown into your golden skies.
	Within me finally I have felt the heightened and finely tuned awareness.
	There has been an alert responsiveness in my deeper consciousness.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Let my perception move to the wider fields of divinity.
	Let me prepare for any eventuality.
	Transport my soul to a higher vibratory level of existence.
	In my deeper consciousness let there not be any resistance.
	O mother draw my soul into your eternal quest.
	Let me sleep in your heavenly nest.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	I have found the world tremendously deep within my soul.
	In your being is hidden my goal.
	Let me wakefully appreciate my everyday existence.
	Deep within me remove all the resistance.
	I have sailed on the deep blue waves of your mystic ocean.
	Let the world not draw me into the whirlpool of emotion.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Push me into the blue void of your mystic space.
	Let my heart open up to your blessings and grace.
	Free my consciousness from all thoughts, reservations and uncertainty.
	O mother show me the ultimate reality.
	Let there be end of all sound.
	Let me move into your world that is profound.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	O mother create in me the inner resonance.
	Show me the world of permanence.
	Let there be a state of awakened consciousness in every changing moment.
	You are the supreme ruler of the divine firmament.
	Give my soul childlike naiveté and innocence.
	Let my soul feel your inner resonance.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Let me not roam in the darkness of the night.
	Let my soul be lit by your ray of light.
	The evolution of your shadowy path of mystery I have seen.
	To your enchanted world I have been.
	Your luminosity is hidden from those whose inner eyes are closed.
	Make sure that for me your doors are not closed.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	/I have discovered your supreme transcendence in the all consuming darkness.
	Let your shadowy path of mystery lead to the world of brightness.
	The darkness in my world mirrors my own lack of inner light.
	Bless me with the pure consciousness of your world that is bright.
	Let me leave the world of darkness and ignorance.
	Your light has given me the divine assurance.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Your eyes reflect a depth of sensuality and power.
	Let my whole being be wet in your mystic shower.
	I have seen your lightning that emanates from the darkest rain cloud.
	The copious showers of your mystic rain shall make my soul proud.
	Your darkness has its own play of mystic light.
	The stars shall shine the brightest in your dark night.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	In your darkness is hidden the infinitude and the boundless.
	In your cavernous darkness let not my efforts be useless.
	Unfathomable inner reality is hidden in your darkness.
	I have witnessed your world that is infinite and boundless.
	Let me see the inner light that dwells deep within.
	Let your mystic light destroy my darkness and sin.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	O mother you are the queen of all darkness.
	Let me witness all the hues of your infinite space and brightness.
	In you all duality shall dissipate.
	In your mystic world my soul shall resonate.
	I have found my true nature in all pervasive oneness of your supreme consciousness.
	For eternity I have been attracted and fascinated by your world of brightness.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	You are the only source of true delight.
	Let your supreme consciousness give me the mystic insight.
	O mother only you can give me unconditional abundance and prosperity.
	Let me explore your mystic world with sincerity.
	You are the bestower of all virtue and grace.
	Let me explore the deep darkness of your space.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Let me understand the great mysteries of the mystic moon.
	With your grace the whole cosmos shall swoon.
	In you I have found purity of love, beauty and enchantment.
	Free me from this world of darkness and resentment.
	I have seen the mystic play of the night sky.
	You are the secret light of the bright blue sky.
	Silently whisper the sweet prophesies in my ear! O mother of all devotees!
	Let Me Understand The Secrets of Your Dark World! O Secretive Remover of Darkness!
	/Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	O woman! O divine mother! O beloved!
	Regenerate my spirit through your world.
	Reconnect me to your deeper feminine energy.
	Let me understand the cosmic synergy.
	Let me witness you in my being and in nature.
	Let your deep energy my soul nurture.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	O woman! Your various aspects I do not know.
	Your dark forms you do not show.
	What is the key to your secret and power.
	When will you bathe me with the divine shower.
	When will you connect me to the astern and the night.
	When will I witness the cosmic magic and transformation of my sight.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	O woman! What holds the secret to your fertility.
	What is the source of your mystery.
	Let me understand your dark forms.
	Let me face the dark storms.
	Why am I afraid of your saving grace.
	Why can’t I gaze at your face.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	O woman! Enlighten my awareness.
	Aid my inner growth and preparedness.
	The whole cosmos views you with reverence.
	Infinite is your perseverance.
	Why are you mysterious and enigmatic.
	In your many dark forms you appear fanatic.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Reveal before me all your primeval glory.
	Tell me your ancient story.
	Show me your all conquering power.
	Let me take shelter in your tower.
	Let me understand the inner reality.
	Let me uncover the meaning of immortality.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	O woman! Your deep secret world let me encounter.
	Your inner world let me enter.
	Why are you most misunderstood and wrongly portrayed.
	Why wrong message from you is conveyed.
	Why this extensive sensation, drama and distortion.
	Why this dark world that leads to exhaustion.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Show me your side that is refined and beautiful.
	Let my interaction with you be fruitful.
	Show me your aesthetic and philosophical side.
	Why do you in the darkness hide.
	Why by the heavens you are not clearly portrayed.
	Why mystery shrouds your dark face.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	What is your ancient origin.
	When did your creation begin.
	How deep is your cosmic root.
	What is source of your fruit.
	Let me witness your deep blue flame.
	Why do you hide in shame.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	/O woman! You hold all the synergy of life and death.
	Why do you hold my breath.
	Let me journey to the absolute beyond time and space.
	Let your breath my darkness erase.
	Why are you a subject of much confusion.
	Why do you hide the cosmic fusion.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Let me peep into the dark pupil of your eye.
	Let me search you in the golden sky.
	Grand is your ability to see.
	O woman hear my soul’s plea.
	Connect me to the forces of nature.
	Let me understand your dark feature.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Electrically charge my life and perception.
	Remove the grand deception.
	Why is your power been seldom noted.
	Why in the dark clouds you have floated.
	Why do you hide your cosmic role.
	Infinite space and eternal time lies in your soul.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Who projects only your creaturely dimensions.
	Who creates the dissentions.
	The cosmos has given you a preeminent place.
	Inner power is shown in your face.
	Help me return to my divine source.
	Provide me all the resource.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	O woman! Address my heart in a meaningful way.
	Let in the breeze of your love my soul sway.
	Let me witness your energy, beauty and majesty.
	Let me recognize my cosmic duty.
	Why show the fierce image of your outer form.
	Let your transcendental light my soul reform.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Let me not dwell on your dark power.
	Let me take refuge in your tower.
	Why do I project in you my superstition and suppressed emotion.
	Why don’t you prevent my heart’s palpitations.
	Take me beyond ignorance and sorrow.
	Why do I the primitive impulse borrow.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Let the world see the expression of your spiritual mystery.
	O woman! Ancient is your history.
	Let me see you with my inner heart and inner eye.
	Let me search you in the golden sky.
	Take me beyond the worldly limitations.
	Let me witness all your creations.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	/Help me dig into my deeper awareness.
	Help in my preparedness.
	Provide me the keys, tools and the inspiration.
	Provide me the inner intuitive vision.
	Give me a unique approach of reality.
	Let me discard a world that is faulty.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Let me directly experience your being.
	Clear all the confusion and distortion I am seeing.
	Silently show me your inner reality.
	Let my vision not be faulty.
	Let me delve into your deeper nature.
	Reveal to me your real feature.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Reveal to me your gentle face and your beautiful form.
	Let me reject the darkness and my limitations and reform.
	Let me delve into the continuous spiral of deep meditation.
	Let me discard the darkness without hesitation.
	O women your world is magical and awesome.
	Let me drink from your cosmic bosom.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	The whole cosmos is your brief expression.
	I bow down in reverence to your emotion.
	Why are you kind to my soul but painful to my ego.
	Why don’t you help me the darkness to forego.
	Let darkness not restrict or delay my soul’s enfoldment.
	Let me submit to your secret commandment.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	My soul awaits for the silent creation and transformation.
	Destroy my negativity to complete my purification.
	Destroy all my limitation and sorrow.
	Light from your soul let me borrow.
	Look beyond the boundaries of death, suffering and ego.
	Let my inner reality not be touched by the dark shadow.
	Let me understand the secrets of your dark world! O secretive remover of darkness!
	Your Deep Secret World Let Me Encounter! O Protector of the Three Worlds!
	/Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	O woman you are the beginning and end of everything.
	From you arises every fountain spring.
	O beloved! You have the first and the last world.
	You are the primal essence of the divine world.
	Without you no life the cosmos can afford.
	You are the wielder of the cosmic sword.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	You stand before and after, below and above.
	You are the source of all the cosmic love.
	The whole cosmos waits for your descent.
	Let me hear your cosmic ascent.
	All time you hold in your power.
	On every being your grace you shower.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	I have seen the reflections of your lightening force.
	Help me the darkness to divorce.
	Link all my being into the cosmic whole.
	My darkness you have stole.
	Inject into me the dynamic unity.
	You are witness to the divine trinity.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	Your lightening force is transformative and overflowing.
	Your creature every creature is knowing.
	You are the deepest flame of the burning bush.
	You can give my soul a divine push.
	You are the supreme space of awareness.
	O dark mother my soul harness.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	Your light has no boundary and gives grace to all.
	Why do you wait for the darkness to fall.
	Show me your forms pure and white.
	Let me peep into your mystic light.
	You are the divine breath, word and thought.
	Perceptions of the ancient world you have brought.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	You are the blood of light.
	Let me see through your ancient sight.
	Your light pervades through all creatures and all worlds.
	Let my body, life and mind be projected into your secret worlds.
	You have no name as forms.
	Your world has no norms.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	Your presence and power embraces me on every side.
	Let darkness not on my soul preside.
	Let me witness your formless space beyond every representation.
	Let me seek you through deeper inner meditation.
	Meaningless are the outer rituals and rites.
	Soon will be seen the mystic lights.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	/Every mortal form reveals your beauty.
	Beyond all manifestation is your duty.
	O beloved expand my horizon.
	Darkness for me is a poison.
	You are the unbounded energy behind my world.
	Let your sacred flag be unfurled.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	Show me the clear horizon beyond this world of darkness.
	Take me to a world of brightness.
	Let my heart hold all time and space.
	All my history and evolution I can see in your face.
	Smile on my soul o goddess.
	Your single flash of lightening let my soul poses.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	Divine is the lotus in your heart.
	O mystic woman give my soul a divine start.
	Make this very moment of life transformational.
	Let me pass the world that is transitional.
	You move in my every breath.
	You give to my life meaning and depth.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	You are in my every heart beat and cry.
	My mystic pond shall no more dry.
	Sensitivity and feeling you provide.
	Your light surrounds me on every side.
	Take me life’s experience to a crescendo at death.
	Let your divine flame give me birth.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	You are space and energy in which I function.
	You are the hidden source of every injunction.
	Lead me through and beyond all time.
	Let me understand the cosmic rhyme.
	Silently I surrender to your transforming power.
	Let me bathe in your divine shower.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	Take me into the depth of your mystic darkness.
	Let me witness the cosmic brightness.
	Move me beyond all division, suffering and pain.
	In the dark world I cannot gain.
	Let me witness the unifying power.
	Let me take shelter under your tower.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	O goddess speak and work through me.
	Let me your cosmic secrets see.
	Silently guide the movement of my life.
	Remove me from all the darkness and strife.
	Let your grace enter into my life and take residence in my heart.
	Let your mercy give me a divine start.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	Awaken your power within me.
	Core of my being let me see.
	Let me witness the inner resurgence.
	Let me taste the cosmic abundance.
	You are the source of my being.
	You are the closet companion I have been seeing.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	/Mould the attitude of my heart.
	Give my world a divine start.
	You are beyond any person or form.
	Only your grace can transform.
	Let me drink your pure essence.
	Let darkness not be a pretence.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	O goddess be live and stir within me.
	My inner energies let me see.
	Let there not be any distortion.
	Let there not be any secondary interpretation.
	Let me witness the magic beyond human mind.
	Let this dark world to us be kind.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	Revitalize my deeper feeling and perception.
	The angels are waiting to give me a reception.
	Bring all your energy into my world and psychology.
	Let me witness the cosmic trilogy.
	Let me cross the barrier of death and darkness.
	Let me enter the higher realm of brightness.
	Your deep secret world let me encounter! O protector of the three worlds!
	For A Starry Fiesta The Heavens Are Preparing! O Mother of Prowess!
	/For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	In the silence of the midnight hour I shall drive into your world.
	A deep excitement in my soul by you shall be unfurled.
	All my earthly desires I shall raise to the higher level of your mystic world.
	I shall not fail to pick up the signals of your esoteric world.
	Finally shall be answered my silent prayers.
	With exclamation of joy I shall say my prayers.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	Through the piercing silence of the night quietly roams my soul.
	To catch the falling star is my goal.
	The wonders of your cosmic energies shall fully play out.
	The exuberance of my soul shall fully play out.
	The crescendo of your divine exuberance has rendered me breathless.
	Your cosmic night has made my soul breathless.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	Your universe is a wonderful display of sound and light.
	Your cosmic magic shall fill my mortal sight.
	The shadows of the approaching dark clouds can no more hide my soul.
	To witness the fierce flames of your sacred fire is my goal.
	Your luminous golden glow lights up the dark sky.
	The rush of adrenalin in my being is very high.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	My soul is in sheer awe of your dancing flame.
	Every creature is stung by the exhilarating luminescence of your dancing flame.
	Pour the sweet nectar of your grace into the depths of my heart.
	Over the darkness of this world let my soul assert.
	The life giving energy of the mystic moon I shall receive.
	It is your creative force that my soul shall conceive.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	Under the direct glow of the mystic moonlight my soul shall bask.
	The life giving energy of the mystic moon from you I ask.
	The moons energy affects my imaginative and reflective power.
	My intuitive and subconscious being the light of your moon can empower.
	Sensitivity and sentimentality is granted by the light of the mystic moon.
	In the hushed silence of the night I shall meet you soon.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	The luminous crystals of the moon filter the sunrays enhancing their hues of light.
	My face brightly shines in the glow of the moonlight.
	In the vastness of the heavens I have seen the stars been scattered.
	Throughout the cosmos I have seen your grace being scattered.
	In abundance on me you shower your blessings.
	By taking me to your higher realms you shower your blessings.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	With more divine zest fill my life.
	Remove all my darkness and strife.
	My face and bear arms are cooled by the gentle drops of your mystic rain.
	Raise my soul to your higher realms again.
	With the softness of your love and blessings warm my being.
	A childlike curiosity for your esoteric realm for eternity I have been seeing.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	The glinting eyes of your magnificent wild owls I have seen.
	Your presence amongst the magnificent owls I have seen.
	All my obstacles you have removed so many times.
	I have successfully passed your tests so many times.
	Everything is a challenge on this mortal path.
	Only your grace can give me the immortal bath.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	/With the rough tide I have tried to flow.
	In this fast world I have tried to go slow.
	With sheer abandonment your mystic waves I ride.
	In your divine grace the whole cosmos takes pride.
	Across the ocean of turbulences only you can take us.
	With your beautiful grace you can guide us.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	On my creative path only you can guide.
	Unending divine protection only you can provide.
	You have the power that can destroy all my obstacles and difficulties.
	Only you can carry my soul beyond my mortal faculties.
	Ferry my soul beyond this mortal world.
	Let me rise to the higher echelons of your immortal world.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	All my heart’s aspirations only you can fulfil.
	With sheer abandonment you embrace me still.
	To every creature you bring peace.
	Your blessings to the whole cosmos brings peace.
	The downpours of the mystic meteors in the dark night sky I have seen.
	The shine of your bright moon my soul has seen.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	My soul you have ripened for eternity.
	Your celestial world has provided me certainty.
	The time of maturation of my soul has come.
	The time to make offerings to the higher powers has come.
	The balmy night sky of the waning moon I have seen.
	Your divine phenomenon in the cosmos I have seen.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	A deep excitement stirs within my soul.
	The earthly desires cannot hide my goal.
	In the open expanse of your mystic universe freely I roam.
	Into the deep darkness of this world fearlessly I roam.
	My silent prayers by the heavens have been answered.
	By the wonders of your cosmic energies all my questions have been answered.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	A long deep love affair with you I have had.
	A deep sacred communication with you I have had.
	From your very heart flows all my grace.
	It is your faith that shall all my darkness erase.
	Your caressing and nurturing nature my soul has seen.
	To your beautiful esoteric world my soul has been.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	Sanctity and respect from every creature you command.
	A deep love from every soul you demand.
	The mystic river I have seen burst forth from your icy womb.
	The whole cosmos shall finally take refuge in your immortal womb.
	Every creature seeks shelter of your divine grace.
	From every soul the darkness only you can erase.
	For a starry fiesta the heavens are preparing! O mother of prowess!
	The Space Around You Vibrates With Mystic Lightening! O Mother of the Lightening!
	/The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	O mother awaken my own inner fire.
	Let me take care of my sacred desire.
	You are the golden voice of bliss and light.
	Let me get a glimpse of your sacred night.
	By merging into your being I have experienced intense beatitude.
	The whole cosmos acknowledges your gratitude.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	You are the solar splendour emanating from the cosmic void.
	The world of darkness let my soul avoid.
	Let me understand the essence of your most sacred sound.
	The effect of your golden rays on my soul is profound.
	O mother transport my soul to its golden dream state.
	To the world of darkness I can no more relate.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	O mother show me the way to unite with the supreme.
	Let me discard this dark world that is extreme.
	O mother bring down the light from your heavenly abode.
	Let my subtle body with your grace explode.
	You are the power behind both creation and enlightenment.
	You are the creator of my divine firmament.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	O mother you provide the aura to my being.
	Your cosmic seed of creation for eternity I been seeing.
	Soon your universal splendour shall come into existence.
	To the world of darkness let me develop resistance.
	My soul has been born from your golden womb.
	Let your matrix of light surround my tomb.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	O mother I have seen your golden yellow hue.
	The darkness of this world I can no more pursue.
	Your golden splendour overwhelms all my worldly grandeur, beauty and joyousness.
	For me awaits your world of brightness.
	The mystic voices I have heard from your golden tongue.
	By the whole cosmos your praise shall be sung.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	You are the subtle energy behind every speech.
	Death and destruction my soul can no more reach.
	You are the colour of my every word and sound.
	Your subtle energies in the cosmos are profound.
	Let me witness the diverse colours of the divine.
	In my dark world let your light shine.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	The darkness of this world shows the impermanence of all things.
	Death and destruction is what darkness brings.
	O mother transform all things transient into your eternal essence.
	Take me soul to higher state of existence.
	Help my soul to develop, ripen and transform.
	Only your light my dark world can reform.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	O mother carry me beyond all darkness to immortality.
	You are the one that makes my fate and destiny.
	The darkness is not negative but evolutionary.
	Your light for my dark world is transformatory.
	In your darkness the realities of the day get dissolved.
	By your light my every problem can be solved.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	/In this dark universe you pave the way for diverse new life form and creation.
	You are the power behind all procreation.
	You are the force that brings life to death.
	You are the force behind my every breath.
	Take us out from death to a new life.
	Remove from my heart all the darkness and strife.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	The darkness shall no more create a fearful state.
	To your mystic world let my soul relate.
	Your night gives birth to new light.
	O mother give my soul the eternal sight.
	It is your power that initiates the sacred dawn.
	The darkness on my soul can no more frown.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	You are not merely one phase of time.
	For the whole existence you are power of time.
	You create all the changes and transformation.
	Your light is the power behind all transformation.
	Your grace is inherent in every phase of time.
	Let my ears hear the heavenly bells rhyme.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	You are the power that moves from light to darkness.
	You are also the power that moves from darkness to brightness.
	Shower on me the eternal day beyond all darkness.
	Give me a glimpse of your world of brightness.
	You are the secret evolutionary force hidden deep in my soul.
	To see the light of your new world is my goal.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	O mother take my soul through the darkness of the night.
	In my world usher in your mystic light.
	Let me witness the transformative power of your light.
	You are the one that turns my day into night.
	O mother take my awareness and energy to a higher level.
	Let your mystic world before me unravel.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	The transitional moments of nature carry your great vital energy.
	Let your grace give my soul all the synergy.
	Only you can see in the auspicious junctures of sunrise, noon and sunset.
	O mother let your light make my darkness its target.
	Let my soul follow the movement of the mystic sun.
	The sacred dawn has already begun.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	You are the force of the cloudburst that sends forth the gushing flood.
	You are the force behind my rushing blood.
	You are the force behind every procreation.
	You are the force behind every moment of transition.
	Between the inhalation and exhalation you are the space between.
	You are between the seer and the seen.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	The whole cosmos has witnessed the transformative power of time.
	/I have heard the heavenly bells chime.
	You are the mystery behind the new, half and full moons.
	You are the great vital energy behind all the transitional moments.
	You are the energy of the seed that burst as a sprout through the earth.
	You are the force of the moment that defines death and birth.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	You are between the subject and the object in my mind.
	Between the lover and the beloved only you I can find.
	O mother give me a glimpse of your mystical moment.
	Let me experience the intense energy in your divine firmament.
	You are the force behind all transition in time.
	It is your force that makes the heavenly bells chime.
	The space around you vibrates with mystic lightening! O mother of the lightening!
	In My World Usher In Your Mystic Light! O Mother of Light!
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	You represent the different junctures and points in the movement of time.
	You represent the different vortexes and matrixes in the movement of time.
	You divide time into various section and segment.
	You are the force behind all nature’s experiment.
	You are the force behind every wave and vibration.
	You are the force behind every destruction and termination.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	/You are the circle that circumscribes all existence.
	Your light removes all the resistance.
	You are the creative and transformative face of time.
	In my both outer and inner world I can hear your heavenly bells chime.
	You represent the various energies, planes and the states of time.
	You are the force behind every movement of time.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	O mother reveal all your mystic power that is veiled and concealed.
	Let your secret world to me be revealed.
	Let me penetrate into the boundaries of your eternal existence.
	To the pain and anguish let my soul show resistance.
	You are the point of balance from which great energy arises.
	From you all great transformation arises.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	You are the transitional moment between the day and the night.
	You are the space between the dark and the bright.
	You are the junction between my in breath and out breath.
	You are connection between life and death.
	You are the still point of universal balance.
	O mother from my world remove all the imbalance.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	Carry my soul beyond the disturbances of the world.
	Let your energy seep into my inner world.
	Let there be a sudden influx of your grace.
	Let me see your mystic face.
	Carry me beyond the outer movements of time.
	Let me hear the heavenly bells that chime.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	O mother carry me into your inner world.
	Let your flag of divinity be unfurled.
	The whole cosmos has seen your power of light.
	Nothing is beyond your mystic sight.
	It is the heat of your light that ripens all things.
	It is your praise that every bird sings.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	The grains in the fields ripen with your mystic light.
	The whole cosmos has witnessed the transformative power of your sight.
	O mother take us beyond the cycle of birth and death.
	Ripen my soul’s wisdom and breath.
	You are the energy, vitality and striving of my soul.
	Let me achieve my cosmic goal.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	/You are the driving force of my soul’s aspirations.
	You are the force behind my heart’s palpitations.
	It is your energy that drives all my passions and fears.
	It is your grace that wipes away all my tears.
	You are the force behind all my hopes and desire.
	Against me let not the darkness conspire.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	Take me beyond the outer world and its limitations.
	Remove all my darkness and frustrations.
	Let me understand the duality of existence.
	To fear and pain let my soul develop resistance.
	Let my soul merge into the light of the mystic sun.
	My journey to your abode has already begun.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	O mother carry me beyond the darkness of rebirth.
	From my world all the darkness unearth.
	You are the secret power of light.
	With my darkness only you can fight.
	You are the inner sun that ripens my soul.
	To achieve your immortal and infinite truth is my goal.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	Let my soul return to the immortal life of divinity.
	You provide the energy for my soul’s fertility.
	Guide my soul through its mortal journey.
	Let the heavens give me a power of attorney.
	Align my soul with the higher powers of the cosmos.
	From my heart remove all the dross.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	Awaken my soul’s power of action.
	Let your cosmic wisdom be my soul’s attraction.
	O mother you are the tongue of the sacred fire.
	Only you can consume all my mortal desire.
	Let my soul rise upward into the sacred realms of light.
	Of your secret world give me an insight.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	Let your sacred fire consume all my offerings.
	Let your light put an end to all my sufferings.
	O mother accept the offering of my soul.
	Your world of pure light is my goal.
	Let me travel into your solar realm of infinite light.
	Give me a glimpse of your mystic sight.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	O mother show me your golden tongue.
	For ages your praise has been sung.
	Enthrall my soul with your golden hue.
	O mother provide me the heavenly clue.
	Take me back to your supreme light.
	From darkness let me move into your world that is bright.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	/You are the force that can take us beyond all darkness.
	You are the source of sun’s brightness.
	Take me beyond the shadows of darkness.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness.
	Carry me beyond death and suffering.
	O mother accept my soul’s offering.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	Take me beyond the shore of the darkness and pain.
	Let me enter your heavenly world again.
	Let me see your truth, beauty and delight.
	Of your realms of bliss let me have an insight.
	You hold every phase of time in your eternal embrace.
	Let your secret light shine on my face.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	Ferry my soul to the state of cosmic unity.
	O mother unite all my duality.
	I am a witness to your endless transformation and expansion.
	O mother take me to your heavenly mansion.
	You embrace every aspect of my dark night.
	O mother give me glimpse of the full moon night.
	In my world usher in your mystic light! O mother of light!
	With Sheer Abandonment The Currents of Your Mystic River I Ride! O Protector of Travellers!
	/With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	Powerful yet gentle is your deposition that I have witnessed.
	Each wave and ripple of the deep flowing icy waters I have witnessed.
	I have watched the beautiful butterflies that flit around.
	I have watched the beautiful butterflies perch on my naked shoulders when I am around.
	How to completely surrender your mystic river has taught me.
	Newer revelations of perfect harmony your mystic river has taught me.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	In the vast expanses of the open valleys filled with your grace I have roamed.
	In the tiers of terraced fields shining with the colours of yellow, green, burgundy and gold I have roamed.
	Perfect harmony in solitude my soul seeks.
	Enriching my life with your grace my soul seeks.
	From your icy womb your river of faith bursts forth with grace.
	The sacred currents that unravel the stream of life’s energies my soul shall trace.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	Your mystic river through undulating and calm on the surface is deep and powerful beneath.
	Powerful currents of your divine energy your mystic river arises beneath.
	To the flow of your mystic river my soul has grown accustomed.
	To the nectar and mood of your mystic river my soul has got accustomed.
	Sensuously divine is your mystic river that flows.
	With tumultuous passion the mystic river moves wherever it flows.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	In the stones strewn round I have felt your beautiful energy and pulsating vibration.
	The deep secret hidden within the stones has enhanced my heart’s palpitation.
	The magical stones bring in its wake a silent healing for my soul.
	To bathe in your mystic river of life and death is my goal.
	For every soul your mystic river is the nectar of life and source of deep inspiration.
	Through your mystic river I have felt your awesome timeless dimension.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	Quickly lift my spirit into your gentle embrace.
	Your trees and golden sunset emblazoning the mystic sky let me embrace.
	Only you can understand every human heart and soul.
	To be aware of power and magic is my goal.
	All my pain, sorrow and deep anguish only you can absorb.
	The pure quality of love and light from you my soul shall absorb.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	In the cold shadows of the huge rocks silently to you I pray.
	To draw your divine attention to you I pray.
	Very intelligent and serene your grace has made me.
	In the vibrations of your divinity you will bathe me.
	Your cosmic energies have played strange games with my soul.
	To silently take in your divine cosmic energy is my goal.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	Into the depths of your tumultuous swirl of grace my soul is drawn inwards.
	A strange powerful feeling has gripped me inwards.
	Your light has drawn my soul into the whirlpool of your grace.
	Deeply and swiftly flows the river of your grace.
	Silently I wade into the crystal waters of your mystic river.
	A strange and powerful feeling grips me when I roam around your mystic river.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	/I shall draw myself out of this whirlpool of ignorance.
	I shall swim out of the deep and swift currents of ignorance.
	You tap my arm to bring me back to my present moment.
	All my anguishes and pain I have forgotten at this present moment.
	All my wishes I shall immerse into the holy waters of your mystic river.
	My soul is aware of the power and magic of your mystic river.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	Your divine energy shall enable my soul to get to its feet.
	On the golden sands of your sacred river with you I shall meet.
	Many of my deep emotions your grace has brought to the surface.
	The vibrant air has brought all my feelings to the surface.
	I walk down the wide alabaster steps that lead down to the shore of your mystic river.
	While basking in the glow of the setting sun I shall meditate on your mystic river.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	In the crescendo of the divine chanting I shall drown my soul.
	In the flaming colours of the evening sun brilliantly shall shine my soul.
	Your fiery eyes emanates a deep gentle glow.
	Searching the depths of your eternity my soul shall know.
	All other mortal sounds are blanked out by the silence of your grace.
	My soul has understood the magnitude of your divine message.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	Your grace has simply spelt magic in my life.
	In your rapturous moment I have forgotten all my darkness and strife.
	It is your divine silence that speaks beyond words.
	The glow of your sacred face is beyond any words.
	In solitude I have felt your beautiful vibrations.
	Your divine charm has enhanced my heart’s palpitations.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	Chirping of the birds from the branches of your sacred tree I have heard.
	Your beautiful words of wisdom my soul has heard.
	A much deeper insight you have given to my faith.
	Your sacred knowledge you have given to my faith.
	On the silvery sand beaches of your mystic river I shall heal my soul.
	With the gentle vibrations of the universe I shall rejuvenate my soul.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	I see your fiery eyes search the depth of my soul.
	Your beautiful voice has sent forth deep love through my soul.
	Several storms my soul has weathered to see your mystic charm.
	Your pure dedication and love has kept my soul warm.
	Catching my eye silently you whisper in my ear.
	Only you can free me of all my mortal fear.
	With sheer abandonment the currents of your mystic river I ride! O protector of travellers!
	My Soul Is Wet With the Drizzle from the Mystic Cloud! O Provider of Cloud!
	/My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	Let my deep pent up frustrations not disturb my soul.
	Experiencing the higher level of consciousness is my goal.
	Unending disillusionment in relationships I have seen.
	Away from the contact of cosmic consciousness I have been.
	Let nothing stand in the way of my meaningful and happy life.
	Keep way my soul from darkness and strife.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	Nothing I shall allow to stand in my way.
	In your mystic wind my heart shall sway.
	My circumstances can never be improved through worry.
	Away from the darkness let me hurry.
	Futile are all conversations and arguments.
	A lot of energy I have spent in useless arguments.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	In vain I try to rationalize all my actions.
	Help me understand my mindset and my reactions.
	The easier way of dealing with my own mindset let me take.
	All the darkness in my soul let me forsake.
	The cause of pain within me let me search.
	My deep rooted psyche let me research.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	Blaming the surrounding world has not been of any use.
	Only my prayers and your divine powers are of actual use.
	To change myself give me the power and intelligence.
	Help my soul in its resurgence.
	From the present painful moment help me move on to happier time.
	Help me detach from negative situations.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	Through visualizations and affirmations help me lift my soul.
	To forgive my own follies and of other is my goal.
	The continuous path of self-growth let me discover.
	Let the darkness remove its cover.
	Let me love and nurture my heart and soul within.
	Take me away from this world of darkness and sin.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	The honesty of understanding my own mistakes let me have.
	The gentleness of purpose let me have.
	Help me view the larger picture of your divinity.
	From destruction, hatred, intrigue and conflict take me to your world of certainty.
	Let me understand that nothing is truly negative.
	Within your creation everything is ultimately positive.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	With your creation darkness has its own function.
	Every negative event and happening has its own function.
	Help me deal with the effects of the evil devious dark forces of my life.
	Remove anger, hatred and cruelty from my life.
	Of this world of duality the dark forces are an integral part.
	Darkness can never be completely eliminated from one’s heart.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	A false sense of self contentment let me not have.
	A false sense of self-imposed peaceful existence let me not have.
	With your cosmic consciousness let me harmonize my inner soul.
	With the power of forgiveness let me harmonize my soul.
	To my past actions let my soul not be bound.
	Finally your world of divinity I have found.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	/Help me free my soul from all worldly reactions.
	Help me forgive others for all their negative reactions.
	Let me not keep my negative experiences alive.
	In my subconscious mind let not the darkness survive.
	All the acts of violence of others let me forgive.
	In the traumatic experiences of the past let me no more live.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	Forgiveness shall give me the choice to free myself from all worldly reactions.
	I will not allow the darkness to bind me to my past actions.
	The darkness in my soul I have carried from one lifetime to another.
	This load of pain and misery I can no more carry further.
	Your light shall make irrelevant my emotions of hate and revenge.
	With the world of darkness help my soul take its revenge.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	From the bondage of darkness free my soul.
	Forgiving through your divine love is my goal.
	Let me not judge the cause or the reason for other’s negative reactions.
	Let me no more seek explanations for good or evil that comes into actions.
	In external circumstances let me no more seek satisfaction.
	Let me not seek reason for every actions.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	All situations of darkness let me boldly face.
	All negativity of my heart help me erase.
	The power of forgiveness is truly divine.
	I have made the choice to enter your world sublime.
	Help my soul to let go of its pain.
	Help me overcome all the resentment and pain.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	From all the resentment and darkness there is nothing to gain.
	By seeing myself as a victim there is nothing to gain.
	Your light can help me let go of my pain.
	Your world of divinity let me regain.
	By choice let me forgive.
	In your world of light let me live.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	For me forgiveness is the most spiritually rewarding choice.
	Through forgiveness I shall truly rejoice.
	I am willing to release all my anger and forgive.
	In the world of past hurtful actions and words I will no more live.
	Help me free myself from anger and pain.
	Your world of light let me regain.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	Help me increase my capacity to love.
	Restore my trust and faith in your world above.
	Through compassion let me detach from the power of negativity.
	Let me no more surrender to the forces of negativity.
	Hating and cursing only enhances the forces of darkness.
	Equanimity and equipoise I seek in your world of brightness.
	My soul is wet the drizzle from your mystic clouds above! O provider of cloud!
	Your Mystic Sun Plays Hide and Seek With My Soul! O Mother of the Rising Sun!
	/Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	The darkness of this world can no more seduce my soul.
	Only through compassion I can reach my goal.
	With your light help me create an inner awareness.
	Self realization shall help in my soul’s preparedness.
	My lot in life let me gladly accept.
	The power of true forgiveness let me gladly accept.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	Only you can awaken the higher energies within.
	Only you can heal the deeper levels of my soul within.
	Everything let me do in a serene state and with concentration.
	Let your light calm all my frustration.
	Balance, repose and peace in me only you can create.
	The silence in my inner self only you can create.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	Let the experiences of my longing deepen with time.
	Eroticism I have experienced in relation to your world divine.
	Let your love be the nourishment of my soul.
	Search for the inner spirit is my only goal.
	To greater heights my soul shall walk.
	With your greater wisdom my soul shall talk.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	It is your love that heals, comforts and renews every heart.
	It is your grace that inspires and empowers every heart.
	Only through real love I can search for my inner spirit.
	The world of brightness only you can make me inherit.
	For no reason at all my love shall be an expression of gratitude, thankfulness and celebration.
	For eternity I have experienced your divine love and compassion.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	The spiritual power of your unconditional love I have seen.
	Your divine love and compassion for eternity I have seen.
	Sublimity and calmness into my existence only your awareness can bring.
	Divine love and compassion only your grace can bring.
	To your higher forces of consciousness let me connect.
	With the help of your grace let my soul resurrect.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	All physical beauty and material things are of temporary nature.
	Only you can relieve my soul from all its past and future.
	From the threat of duality only you can release my soul.
	To seek comfort in the presence of your eternal love is my goal.
	Love and integrity in my life only you can bring.
	In divine harmony every soul shall sing.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	Beyond mere physical cravings let me reach.
	Deep into your holistic consciousness let me reach.
	Deep inner fulfilment of love let me experience.
	Fear, insecurity and envy let me no more experience.
	I have experienced the unraveling of the mysteries within my heart.
	Only your love can heal and comfort my heart.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	With you I have had a bond of true commitment.
	Create in me absolute trust and remove all my resentment.
	With you as beloved I shall share all my truth.
	A deeper meaning to our relationship shall be given by my commitment and truth.
	The joyous sharing of love let me experience.
	Releasing of all my past guilt let me experience.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	/It is your presence that brings meaning to my life.
	It is your touch that gives beautiful meaning to my life.
	Experiencing temporary gratification always ends in a void of discontent.
	Claiming to know this dark world I shall never pretend.
	Create in me the sacred space so that I can overcome life’s turbulences.
	Your light shall help me discard all my pretences.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	My innermost feelings with you I shall share.
	A mystic bond of trust with you I share.
	Surrounded by your mystic universe I will open up my heart.
	With you a lasting bond of commitment I have in my heart.
	To the higher dimensions of love I shall reach in my exalted state.
	Only your true love shall my heart motivate.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	A lasting bond of commitment with you I have established.
	Long term loving relationships with you I have established.
	The wealth of sheer joy and fulfilment your grace shall give.
	In your divine passion and ardour my soul shall live.
	The sublimity of your divine love has showered untold blessings upon my soul.
	The hold steadily within me your love is my goal.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	The ultimate nature of the universe is nothing but your divine love.
	With your grace I shall reach the heights of ecstasy above.
	The winds of heaven shall dance with my soul.
	Creating absolute trust in you is my goal.
	All the aspects of your deeper higher love I have understood.
	Your divine beauty and wisdom I have finally understood.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	To your higher spiritual levels take my soul.
	To understand your deeper higher love is my goal.
	Let me approach with reverence your world of divinity.
	Show me the path of liberation that shall lead me to a world of certainty.
	Show me the way to connect to my divinity within.
	Free me from the world of darkness and sin.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	Your magical love can fulfil all my deep desires and raise my level of energy.
	In your altar of joy and bliss my soul shall find all its synergy.
	I have had the ultimate experience of your cosmic ecstasy.
	Only you can fulfil all my deep desire and fantasy.
	In the temple of my body it is you that I worship.
	Only you can raise the level of energy and friendship.
	Your mystic sun plays hide and seek with my soul! O mother of the rising sun!
	The Winds of Heaven Shall Dance With My Soul! O Mother of the Celestials!
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	For you I have kept my heart beautiful and pure.
	Your magical world I shall reach for sure.
	My body I shall convert into an altar of joy and bliss.
	Cosmic ecstasy I shall experience on receiving your divine kiss.
	The awareness of the higher inner self in me you have created.
	All the aspects of my emotions and intellect you have satiated.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	/Show me the doorway to my ecstatic mind of great inner bliss.
	Enrich my being with your deep divine kiss.
	Let me truly enjoy all the powers of my senses.
	Only you can help me put up all my defences.
	My soul is aware of all its subtle cosmic fields.
	Only you can raise the energy of all my subtle cosmic fields.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	My body I shall keep beautiful, pure, harmonious and healthy.
	To your divinity I shall silently connect and make my soul wealthy.
	Remove the deep seated agitation and anger that resides in my being.
	Remove the deep fear of poor performance from my being.
	Let a deep distrust in the universe not create in me the inability to love.
	Let the negative thought waves not sap away the desire for love.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	Let there not be a split between my head and my heart.
	Let the immense psychic disunity not tear me apart.
	Pleasure without love or feeling let me no more seek.
	The divine state of clarity from you I seek.
	Remove the negative emotions that cloud my relationships.
	A state of clarity let me bring about in my relationships.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	My mental attitude I shall resolve and strengthen through inner self examination.
	To travel on the evolutionary path of love I shall make the necessary preparation.
	Your divine consciousness I shall turn inwards.
	Silently I shall peep into my soul inwards.
	On my hidden psychic impediments I shall honestly reflect.
	Your grace shall remove all my deep seated defeat.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	Negative habits in the long run have dulled all my senses.
	Deep anger and resentment in me has been created by blindly catering to my senses.
	Only you can throw light on the erratic events of my life.
	Let there be no lack of emotional fulfilment in my life.
	Let the vital forces between you and me blend.
	Let both yours and mine destinies blend.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	The exchange of divine harmonies between you and me shall take place.
	A positive exchange of energy between you and me shall take place.
	You are the one who I truly love.
	To your higher states of consciousness I shall raise my heart above.
	Let the darkness not lead my astray.
	Let your light show me the way.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	Let me work out consciously all my desires and master my own destiny.
	Against the darkness let me start the mutiny.
	Into the future help me embark on a more positive and fulfilling journey.
	Only your grace can help me master my own destiny.
	You are the only true witness to the unfolding of my life.
	Only you can truly view the highs and lows of my life.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	Only you can truly reach out to my weary soul.
	Raising a toast to your divine sunshine is my only goal.
	You are witness to all the love and anguish that resides in my soul.
	To master my own destiny is my only goal.
	In the house of tomorrow let my soul not dwell.
	With your grace and mercy let my heart swell.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	/Accepting my failure shall bring about an acceptance at a deeper level.
	The cause of failure of my relationships I shall soon unravel.
	In future let me not repeat the same mistakes.
	Let me understand the real cause of my mistakes.
	The real healing process in my soul only you can initiate.
	From the darkness my being only you can differentiate.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	In your mystic river flows the powerful undercurrents of your divine energy.
	Only you can create the magical spell and the divine synergy.
	Spellbound I have silently travelled into your other world.
	With a magical spell all your blessings shall be unfurled.
	In the early morning hours your blessings you shower.
	With your magical spell my soul you empower.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	On a wild white horse I shall ride into the wilderness.
	Under the starlit skies I shall sleep in the wilderness.
	With the trees I shall silently engage in conversation.
	With the flowers and bees I shall have an intimate relation.
	In the divine setting of your mystic garden I shall spend my time.
	Silently I shall interact with your world sublime.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	To the wonders of your story I have lost my soul.
	Overwhelmed with excitement I shall reach my goal.
	The stories of my soul’s escapades the whole cosmos has heard.
	Your magical spell on my whole being has spread.
	Free me from the burden of knowledge and experience.
	With open mind let me your world experience.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	The innocence of the wilderness has seeped into my soul.
	Unfolding the abundance of your love is my only goal.
	Purity, trust and happiness to my soul in abundance you shall provide.
	In this dark world with only you I shall confide.
	The butterflies of your unknown world my soul shall chase.
	All the darkness from my soul only you can erase.
	The winds of heaves shall dance with my soul! O mother of the celestials!
	Remove The Mystic Veil that Surrounds My Soul! O Vanquisher of Ailments!
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	In the unfathomable darkness of the night for you I search.
	For the old world charm of you mystic world my soul shall research.
	My soul has sensed the air of grandeur.
	To your mystic world my soul you shall lure.
	The wafting cool breeze from your flowing mystic stream my soul has felt.
	In your mystic heat my whole world shall melt.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	Your grand charisma pervades the entire cosmic space.
	Let me invoke the energies of bewitchment and fascination with the help of your grace.
	Your oomph and power for eternity has allured my soul.
	To witness the cosmic alchemy is my soul’s goal.
	My deep inner sensualities only your grace can invoke.
	My dark silent world only your light can provoke.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	/The divine magic of your cosmic alchemy the whole world has seen.
	In the city of the dreadful night every creature has been.
	Behind the veil of darkness lies your sweet world.
	Let your dark secrets before me unfold.
	Your legendary reality I have seen behind the veil of darkness.
	My deep inner sensualities shall be invoked by your world of brightness.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	For long I have tolerated the squalor and the stench of this mortal world.
	In the world without hope let my soul no more be hurled.
	In the entirely noxious atmosphere of the dark world my soul shall no more stay.
	Let your bright world show me the way.
	Let my soul catch your divine whiff of scent.
	In the stench of the dark world let my soul not be sent.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	The mystic air holds the heaviness of your grace.
	All my grief and strife your mercy shall erase.
	This whole cosmos is your own mirror image.
	Your divine words are written on my soul’s every page.
	Behind the veil of dark revelations let me see your bright world.
	From grinding poverty and tumultuous emotions free my world.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	The gentle lyrics of your cosmic whispers my soul has heard.
	Your light in my dark world has spread.
	The memories of your poetic world is still alive.
	Only with your grace my soul can survive.
	In the wild throes of joyous excitement I have entered into your world.
	Maneuvering with adroit let me negotiate with this mortal world.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	Let your light lure my soul out of the darkness.
	Let me silently enter into your world of brightness.
	Your mystic winds have kicked up a riot in my soul.
	Taming this world of darkness is my soul’s goal.
	I silently wait for a deeper and more intense excitement.
	Let my inner energies penetrate your divine firmament.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	From your golden tongue I have heard the divine whisper.
	Your mystical magic shall help my soul prosper.
	The brightness of your golden light my soul has seen.
	To your mystical and magical world every creature has been.
	You have held me captive by your beautiful bight light.
	Your grace has restored my immortal sight.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	I have been held captive by your divine grace.
	Every creature has witnessed the mystical magic of your divine face.
	The rise of the golden sun has sent my blood rushing.
	In your bright golden attire my soul you have been dressing.
	Before you in silent prayers I close my eyes.
	To lure my soul the heavens have thrown the dice.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	Away from my worldly sojourn to your mystic world I shall go.
	All your resplendent magical delight to my soul you shall show.
	Your golden tongue popping out of your mystic face I have seen.
	Deep into your magical world my soul has been.
	I have seen your grace inching its way till my heart.
	The darkness in my soul shall no more assert.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	/In blood red attire my soul you have dressed.
	The darkness of my world your light has addressed.
	The subtle nuances of this world let me negotiate.
	With your astute wisdom my soul you shall initiate.
	With the gullibility of a child let me view your world.
	In your bright and intense world let my soul be hurled.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	The energies of your secret world my soul has carried.
	With your mystic world every creature has married.
	To your sacred places I shall go to gather your divine energy.
	Your astute wisdom shall provide me the divine synergy.
	The magnificent vision of your deep blue self I have seen.
	To your alluring mystic world I have been.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	Open my eyes and remove all the illusions of my soul.
	To see the dazzling resplendence of your being is my goal.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear.
	With the help of your grace I shall discard all my fear.
	The deeper meaning of your divine brilliance let me understand.
	This dark world let my soul withstand.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	It is your grace that ignites the search engine of mind and heart.
	Only your light on my dark world can assert.
	Beauteous and extraordinary is the demeanour of your face.
	The whole cosmos has witnessed the magical display of your grace.
	I have understood the deeper meaning and the hidden strain behind your magical display.
	Remove all the illusions as I travel on your way.
	Remove the mystic veil that surrounds my soul! O vanquisher of ailments!
	The Whispers of Your Quivering Golden Tongue My Soul Shall Hear! O Eternal Mother of Great Time!
	/The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	The crescendo of your mystical magic my soul has seen.
	The luminosity of your mystic moon the whole cosmos has seen.
	My very presence is drowned by your effulgence.
	My soul has discarded all its pretence.
	The rush of the milling crowds cannot distract me from my goal.
	The crescendo of your mystical magic I have felt in my soul.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	While waiting to see you my breath has quickened in sheer excitement.
	There is nervousness in my step to see your divine firmament.
	The sacred breeze has picked up the scent of your mystic flowers.
	My soul has worn the intricately woven garlands of your mystic flowers.
	The bright and beautiful garden is a tribute to your glory.
	The whole cosmos silently waits to hear your story.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	My soul has risen above the rush of human sounds in animated fervour.
	In the whole cosmos my soul has become a silent observer.
	Your divine appearance has raced through my mind’s eye.
	In throes of anticipation I look towards the golden sky.
	My hands laden with offerings shall touch your feet.
	All time shall stand still when you meet.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	Let my feet be rooted to the sacred earth below.
	All the sounds of human reminiscence shall be lost in your show.
	The flashes of your divine appearance every creature has seen.
	Supreme mother of the whole cosmos you have been.
	The luminosity of the sacred moon has been reflected on my soul.
	To capture the wonder of every moment is my goal.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	Your manifold forms the whole cosmos has seen.
	The ethereal temptress of the whole cosmos you have been.
	It is your radiance that ripens every soul.
	It is your eye that reveals the cosmos whole.
	It is your consciousness that makes every soul conscious.
	It is your grace that has made my world precious.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	Your wild and wanton being has always entranced my soul.
	To reach the sacred cavern of your heart is my goal.
	I have seen the boundless sea lightened up by your grace.
	The whole cosmos is entranced by your wild and wanton face.
	You are the dark and beautiful temptress of the cosmic night.
	It is your serpent that shall restore my cosmic sight.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	In this world of dreams there is nothing that I can seek.
	Your grace shall only enter in the soul that is meek.
	Unbounded primordial yearning for you I have felt in the caverns of my heart.
	The lightening of the boundless sea by your flash of lightening shall start.
	In the your wild stream of transformation every soul blindly swims in faith.
	The secret caverns of every heart shall be opened in your faith.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	/Every creature has been transfixed by the glitter of your dance.
	Beyond all remembrance is your divine romance.
	In your mystic stream of life and death every soul shall come and go.
	In your divine remembrance the sacred winds shall blow.
	Forsaking this world my soul has sought you.
	For eternity my soul has known you.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	It is your being that encompasses all space.
	In my mind being I have felt your grace.
	Every creature silently seeks your elusive embrace.
	The darkness of every soul only you can erase.
	On drinking your divine nectar my soul shall never thirst again.
	Your elusive embrace my soul shall regain.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	Every creature’s life is a shadow of your light.
	You are the divine temptress of the cosmic night.
	In the secret fire of your being every soul shall burn.
	To your esoteric world every creature shall turn.
	Being quenched by your grace no creature shall thirst again.
	It is your mercy that shall take away all my pain.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	In death every creature shall return to you again.
	By your light all the darkness shall be satin.
	To wash your divine feet I pour out my blood.
	Soon my soul shall submerge in your cosmic flood.
	Your all-consuming will no soul can deny.
	Your divine commandment no creature can defy.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	There is no form that I can find in your perfect love.
	My every moment and every breath shall be celebrated by the heavens above.
	You shall hear the cry of freedom that comes from every creature.
	Your beauty and grace shall enhance my soul’s stature.
	In your ears shall reach the innocent laughter of my soul.
	To conform to your all-consuming will is my soul’s goal.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	Your mercy shall carry me across all the worlds.
	Your all-consuming will shall define all my worlds.
	Your grace has accompanied me in my birth and death.
	I have remembered the heavens in my every breath.
	Let me drink once more to never thirst again.
	The world of nothingness let my soul regain.
	The whispers of your quivering golden tongue my soul shall hear! O eternal mother of great time!
	The Ethereal Glow of Your Mystic Rocks Takes My Soul Directly to Heaven! O Mother of the Abode of the Ethereal Universe!
	/The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	The rocks that are gradually weathered into sediments contain your cosmic fire.
	The sediments that are active and evolving of your rock contain your cosmic fire.
	Through the soul mother earth touches you cosmic world.
	For millions of years the soil has been evolving in this world.
	The soil carries the nutritive essence that is the basis of all life in this world.
	The fertile valleys and the great plains carry the cosmic fire of your mystic world.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	If we want to flourish and flower we have to honour the sacred rocks and the soil.
	The ultimate evolutionary product of the rocks and the sediments is the sacred soil.
	The basis of all life is the sacred soil.
	The nutritive aspect of the planet is carried by the sacred soil.
	The sacred rock pillars carry your sacred fire.
	The sacred ring stones, altars and basins carry your sacred fire.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	The large pillar shaped crystals contain your sacred fire.
	The large sacred pillars carry your sacred fire.
	The towering peaks and cliffs of rocks contain your sacred fire.
	The mountain lakes and the old glacial valleys contain your cosmic fire.
	The mountain ranges with many sharp formations carry your cosmic fire.
	The formations in the rocky mountains carry your cosmic fire.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	Through the rocks the whole divinity speaks.
	Through the stones the whole eternity speaks.
	The rocks and the stones echo the first words of creation.
	Through the graveyard stone speaks the whole creation.
	Through the graveyard stone death is honoured.
	The rock that sustains our soul by whole cosmos is honoured.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	The pillars, columns and domes carry your cosmic fire.
	The monumental style stone buildings carry your cosmic fire.
	The stones are an expression of permanent meaning and duration of our life.
	The stones are the last testimony and epitaph of our life.
	The words inscribed on the stones are our last word.
	Through the stones eternity echoes its first word.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	Into wonderful forms of beauty eternity has sculpted the rocks.
	For eternity your grace has been hidden in the rocks.
	The message of divinity is carried in the rocks.
	The powerful expression and sentiment of the whole cosmos is carried in the rocks.
	Your grace makes the marble stone images alive.
	The images moulded in stone with your grace become alive.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	/Your marble stone images carry the power and sanctity of the heavens.
	Your sacred images of clay carry the message of the heavens.
	In the stones and the rocks I can feel your strong spiritual presence.
	In the clay of the soil I can feel your strong spiritual presence.
	The deity latent in the earth comes out alive in your sacred image of clay.
	The power and sanctity of the whole cosmos comes out alive in your sacred image of clay.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	Your great metallic bronze images carry your sacred fire.
	Your great sacred and artistic metal images carry your sacred fire.
	The enduring secret of my soul is revealed through your metal image.
	The magnetic force of your spirit is carried through your metal image.
	The rocks and the mountains represent your timeless presence.
	Your beautiful metal images represent your timeless essence.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	This whole creation is your divine reflection.
	The mountains and the rocks are nothing but your divine reflection.
	Your power of grace is held by the metal, earth and the rock.
	Your sacred image is contained in the rock.
	The rocks and the mountains are a special spiritual gift to us by mother earth.
	The sacred forms of the valleys and the hills are a special gift to us from mother earth.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	Millions of years of the cosmos has been captured in the rocks and the mountains.
	My soul can read the geological time of the rocks and the mountains.
	The native wisdom of the rocks and the mountains let me honour.
	The sacred presence of the rocks and the mountains let me honour.
	We are a recent and fleeting manifestation of the rocks and the mountains.
	We can discover our true being in the rocks and the mountains.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	I have discovered the consciousness of your sacred being in the rocks and the mountains.
	The cosmic intelligence from the greater universe beyond is hidden in the rocks and the mountains.
	Divine influences the sacred earth has on my soul.
	Through rocks and the mountains all your cosmic energies stream into my soul.
	From different direction of space radiates your grace.
	The influence of your sacred fire my soul cannot erase.
	The ethereal glow of your mystic rocks takes my soul directly to heaven! O mother of the abode of the ethereal universe!
	Your Shining Rocks and the Mountains Open the Secret Doorways to Heaven! O Mother of Mystic Fire!
	/Your shining rocks and the mountains open the secret doorways to heaven! O mother of mystic fire!
	Your powerful cosmic sentiments hidden in the stones and rocks I have seen.
	Your ethereal form of beauty in the stones and rocks I have seen.
	Your message of eternity hidden in the rocks and stones I have seen.
	The very rocks and the mountains turning alive with your grace I have seen.
	Your sacred images moulded rocks and the stones I have seen.
	The divine sanctity of the stone images my soul has been seen.
	Your shining rocks and the mountains open the secret doorways to heaven! O mother of mystic fire!
	Your strong spiritual presence in the rocks and the mountains I have seen.
	In the clay of the soil moulded into yours sacred images your grace I have seen.
	The deity latent in mother earth my soul has seen.
	Your diving influence entering into my spatial world through the rocks and mountains I have seen.
	The excitement of my native soul in discovering the beautiful gem hidden in the cave I have seen.
	The excitement of finding a vein of gold in the cave by my native soul I have seen.
	Your shining rocks and the mountains open the secret doorways to heaven! O mother of mystic fire!
	The art and science of alchemy to every soul you have taught.
	The way to transform my bodily ego into pure gold of the enlightened being you have taught.
	The vain of the body and earth will be transformed into gold of the consciousness and heaven.
	The evolution of life from the mineral kingdom has been witnessed by my soul.
	The inner fire of meditation has transformed my soul.
	Your shining rocks and the mountains open the secret doorways to heaven! O mother of mystic fire!
	/The alchemical transformation of matter into life my soul has seen.
	New forms of life and intelligence arising out of unconscious matter my soul has seen.
	Unfolding of your secret consciousness I have seen.
	The evolution of both the universe and the human being my soul has seen.
	The gross making way to the subtle my soul has seen.
	The transformation of the deeper level of brain I have seen.
	Your shining rocks and the mountains open the secret doorways to heaven! O mother of mystic fire!
	You cosmic intelligence hidden in the mountains, plains, rivers and the seas I have seen.
	The inner landscape of dreams my soul has seen.
	With my inner eye your whole world I have seen.
	The wondrous landscapes, great mountains, forests and seas of your cosmic world my soul has seen.
	On the paradise of your cosmic world my soul has meditated.
	On the great landscapes of the mother earth my soul has meditated.
	Your shining rocks and the mountains open the secret doorways to heaven! O mother of mystic fire!
	The vast landscape of the earth is a part of the fabric of my own nature.
	As majestic as mother earth is the internal landscape of my own nature.
	The great mountain ranges of my soul let me discover.
	The great powerful sacred rivers of my soul let me discover.
	At leisure let me travel from one cosmic mystery to another.
	Within me let me travel from the landscape of mother earth to another.
	Your shining rocks and the mountains open the secret doorways to heaven! O mother of mystic fire!
	To its inner landscape after death my soul will travel.
	From the outer grounds to its own sacred ground my soul will travel.
	The outer landscape is a reflection of the inner landscape of my heart.
	From the outer world let me return to the own sacred ground of my heart.
	With my higher wishes and aspirations let me create a richer inner earth.
	Within my soul let me hold all the landscape of earth.
	Your shining rocks and the mountains open the secret doorways to heaven! O mother of mystic fire!
	In the Waters of Your Mystic Spring My Soul Shall Sprout! O Giver of First Rain Drop!
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	Let me love myself just the way I was born.
	Let natural harmony and grace my soul adorn.
	Let me be more sensitive and be more aware in the use of my senses.
	Let your spirit unfold in the temple of my body and boost my defences.
	Your grace links my soul to the entire world of nature.
	Let divine harmony and grace seep into my nature.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	/From tension, hunger and sensibility of my body let me get the message.
	Let me carefully listen to my body’s message.
	Let me learn to speak to my body.
	Let me gentle with my soul and body.
	The fire of aspiration forever burns in my heart.
	Your divine grace which is the origin of all creation resides in my heart.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	To my every thought let my every cell respond.
	With reverence let me to my body respond.
	It is me that creates all the illness that happens to my body.
	All my beliefs are a mirror image of my body.
	My body is a sacred vehicle that is not worth abusing.
	For the pleasures of this mortal world my body and soul I have been abusing.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	By the power of time and grace all my thoughts and beliefs have crystallized into my body.
	Let me not commit the blasphemy of spoiling the sacred vehicle of my body.
	To harness all my inner energies and forces of nature I shall learn.
	In the flame of the sacred fire my soul shall burn.
	From the depths of darkness to the heights of bliss let my soul rise.
	With a single point aspiration to the heavens my soul shall rise.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	It is your transcendental force that dissolves all my phenomenal limitations.
	It is your creative force that generates all my heart’s palpitations.
	You preserve and protect what has been created.
	All things in the physical, psychological and spiritual world by you have been created.
	Your grace manifests in every level of my existence.
	Against your magical forces there will no more be any resistance.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	Let your being be my objet of concentration and meditation.
	Beyond duality let my soul travel without hesitation.
	With anticipation I have looked up into the brilliant night sky.
	Your powerful shooting star I have seen coming through the floodlit sky.
	My soul is awestruck by the sheer brilliance of your divine world.
	Your brilliant shooting star has left a trail blaze in my dark mortal world.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	To the fiery passions of nature’s energies let my soul connect.
	Your sacred flames rising to magnificent heights my soul shall resurrect.
	To the surrounding ethereal world I have lost myself.
	Time has carried me to another space where I have lost myself.
	Your world that I aspire is simply magical.
	Dragging me out of my slumber is your world that is magical.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	Your ineffable truth let me directly experience.
	Transcending all concepts and beliefs your truth let me directly experience.
	My own personal answers I have found to most of my soul’s questions.
	Your ineffable truth has been revealed by my deep questions.
	In me I have created an awareness that this mortal world cannot take away.
	In your bright world let my soul sway.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	Your entire divine truth belongs to my soul.
	To light the lamp within me is my goal.
	Let me light the lamp and then travel without fear.
	Let me finally learn to challenge my fear.
	All the darkness and fear shall finally melt away.
	Perfection I have discovered in my soul every day.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	/You whisper in my ears to remind me that I am already perfect.
	You have helped me discover the world that is perfect.
	Your divine vibration I have felt racing through my being.
	The vastness of the earth and the heavens for eternity I have been seeing.
	Your grace draws my soul into your powerful fold.
	Your mystic light draws my soul to your city of gold.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	Anxiety, nervousness and excitement has gripped my soul.
	The emotional upheavals shall not upset my goal.
	The darkness can no more abruptly cut off your mystic voice.
	Release me from all fear and let my soul rejoice.
	Out of the cesspool of happiness, sorrow, love and anguish let my soul rise.
	Out of the hold of mother earth let my soul rise.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	The tall palms and bamboos of your mystic forest has calmed my senses.
	Your grace has enhanced my soul’s defences.
	Steadily and relentlessly flows your mystic river.
	In the cold dark winter my soul shall no more shiver.
	Wafting through the breeze is the orange flame of your mystic flower.
	In your beautiful lush little island I have seen the blossoming of your sacred flower.
	In the waters of your mystic spring my soul shall sprout! O giver of first rain drop!
	Caress My Tender Branches that Quiver in the Sun! O Provider of Sunshine!
	/Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	Through the dark foliage your ancient hidden citadel I can see.
	The flush of sheer joy in my soul I can see.
	In cream and gold you have sheathed my being.
	Celestial blessings you have provided to my being.
	Wash away all the traces of my nervousness and anxiety.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	All my soul’s earthly residue I shall wash away in your holy pond.
	To your bright world my soul shall respond.
	Through calm and composure I shall transform my whole being.
	Arrival of the whole cosmos at your lotus feet I have seen.
	Safely lead me into the darkness of your cave like womb.
	Let my soul find refuge in your immortal womb.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	From the confines of the worldly darkness remove my soul.
	Let the mortal darkness not penetrate my soul.
	The sound of the gently flowing waters of your mystic river my soul has heard.
	The sound of the flow of the very essence of life my soul has heard.
	Through me flows your mystic stream of compassion and gentle strength.
	To resurrect my soul you shall go to any length.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	A crystal clear clarity you bring within the deeper recesses of my subtle consciousness.
	In humility I shall kneel on my knees to imbibe your divine consciousness.
	I place my hands in your mystic stream that flows with life.
	Only you can remove from my soul all the darkness and strife.
	Let your divine incense impregnate the stillness of the mortal air.
	Let your grace impart to my heart the immortal fair.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	With your supreme activity fill my mind and heart.
	From your bright world let my soul no more depart.
	In deep reverence I worship you with flowers of various hues.
	The mystic wind has brought the heavenly news.
	Your pure unbroken and continuous lightening force shoots through my heart.
	Your ancient light on my darkness shall assert.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	With your grace you render still all my mortal world.
	You have reduced to servitude the whole cosmic world.
	None in the cosmos can challenge your divine being.
	Beyond the realm of strife and sorrow you shall carry my being.
	On seeing your beauty all my heart beat has stopped.
	On seeing your light the arrival of all the darkness has stopped.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	In the stillness of your deeper silence let my soul meditate.
	To kill my darkness within let me not hesitate.
	Deep in your manifold blessings my soul has been lost.
	Arrest the oncoming flow of my darkness at any cost.
	I have heard the answers arising from my heart.
	To create a happier and peaceful world let my soul assert.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	/The incessant flow of pilgrims to your mystic world I have seen.
	Your all pervasive benevolence my soul has seen.
	In silence and reverence I bow to your manifold magnitude.
	Let me content with my own reality and attitude.
	Time shall reveal the truth of your mystic voices.
	Your grace shall unravel all my immortal choices.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	Your mystic voice is a manifestation of my deeper thought.
	Closer to the heavens my soul you have brought.
	Only time can unravel the truth of your cosmic voice.
	In revered silence let my soul rejoice.
	To pay you obeisance my soul wanders through the narrow world.
	My soul is drawn by the call of your unknown world.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	The whirlpool of your mystic pond draws my soul into its swirling depths.
	Let my soul dive deep into your mystic depths.
	A divine strange feeling has filled my inner being.
	Transparency of your divine wisdom for eternity I have been seeing.
	Your bright eyes stare into the depths of my soul.
	Entering through the concentric circles of your divine energy I shall reach my goal.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity.
	Only your grace can confirm my soul’s authenticity.
	In your eyes I have seen total transparency.
	Roaming through the vast expanse of nature I shall reach the world of certainty.
	Only with you I can share the ecstasy of my experience.
	Your divine reassurance and blessings my soul shall experience.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun! O provider of sunshine!
	Your Immortal Eyes Have Haunted My Soul For Eternity! O Eternal Bliss!
	/Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	Surpassing all time and space with you I shall enter into a divine conversation.
	The ecstasy of your being shall remove all my frustration.
	In the guise of a butterfly my soul flies into your mystic world.
	In the form of a butterfly my soul searches for a new incarnation in your mystic world.
	Take my soul to your dwelling place of great mystery.
	Let me witness the splendour of your ancient down and its divine mystery.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	As I follow you in silence my heart has begun to flutter.
	The intoxication of your divine energy shall remove from my soul all the clutter.
	In the confines of your deep cave my soul has entered.
	Around your heavy presence my soul is centered.
	No more fear shall creep into my being.
	No more fear of life and death I shall be seeing.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	Your divine cosmic play has unfolded before my soul.
	To be drawn into your dark deep recess is my soul’s goal.
	Let your grace lead me to your magical self.
	Allow me into the deeper confines of yourself.
	By your awesome energy my whole being is embraced.
	To the doors of eternity my soul has been traced.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	The timing of my resurrection shall be worked out by your magical clock.
	The darkness can no more your light block.
	Around your very presence I stand alone rooted to mother earth.
	Darkness from my soul only you can unearth.
	The butterflies from the heavens gently alight on my soul.
	Tingling of your beautiful energy I can feel in my soul.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	Lovingly acknowledge and accept me into your imminent fold.
	The sound of the flutter of death has made my soul bold.
	With a distinct eeriness your darkness renders the air.
	Your light the whole cosmos shall share.
	From the flame of your mystic lamp I shall not move away my gaze.
	In stoic silence in your heavenly fields I shall graze.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	I have deeply sensed your impending call for sacrifice.
	At your lotus feet I offer myself for a sacrifice.
	In the brilliance of red I have seen the flowers write its passion.
	Your magical embrace shall enhance my soul’s passion.
	In the space within my heart you have placed both earth and heaven.
	The light breeze wafting over my soul has calmed the heaven.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	Both the sun and the moon lie within my heart.
	Both the lightening and stars lie within my heart.
	Both the fire and the air lie within my heart.
	Both heaven and earth lie within my heart.
	Only your grace can pull the strings of my heart.
	The night of darkness on my soul can no more assert.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	/The pure surge of complete surrender I have felt in my soul.
	The silent wave of the mystic sea I have felt in my soul.
	The immortal transcendental lovers both you and me have been.
	A silent prayer rising to my lips from the depths of my heart I have seen.
	Through your glance alone you fulfil all my deepest desires.
	For your happiness and blessings let me discard all my desires.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	Carry my soul forward into another world and another life.
	Let my soul no more hide from the darkness and strife.
	With the contentment of a zillion blessings my soul shall sleep.
	Your grace has lulled my soul into a deep sleep.
	Into the deeper recesses of my heart I draw your blessings.
	In the down of the new moon I have seen the magic of your wonder and blessings.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	There is lot of unfinished work to do with your transformative energy.
	The first rays of the mystic sun shall provide my soul the divine synergy.
	The divine influence of your primordial force permeates the mother earth.
	Your love wish written on the immortal stone my soul shall unearth.
	The silent wave carries my heart beat across the mystic ocean.
	Your grace has caused in my soul a divine transformation.
	Your immortal eyes have haunted my soul for eternity! O eternal bliss!
	The Innocence of Divine Wilderness Has Seeped Into My Soul! O Mother of Politeness!
	/The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	Through powerful manifestations of nature I worship mother earth.
	Through nature deeper levels of my soul let me unearth.
	To me true divinity only you can show.
	Only you can purify and pacify my mind and body and let it glow.
	Let me feel and understand the vibrations of nature and appreciate its hues.
	Let my being be covered with your mystic dews.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	Let me learn to know nature and understand its various hues.
	Only you can help me understand the cosmos and its mysterious clues.
	Direct experience of nature is the golden key to your kingdom.
	Only you can give me the master key that will open the locks of your divine fiefdom.
	All the mysterious ways of nature only through your grace I can know.
	Deeper levels of my soul only through you I can know.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	The throb and the vibration of universal resonance my soul has heard.
	The explosion in your mystic world my soul has heard.
	Your divine movements in the cosmos every creature has followed.
	With trembling hands from you everything I have borrowed.
	The arising of your mystic world my soul shall witness.
	Ultimate unfolding of my soul the whole cosmos shall witness.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	The reflection of your divinity I have seen in my soul.
	The expansion of your grace I have seen in my soul.
	Physical reality is only one part of the entire matrix of your energy pulsation.
	It is your divine energy that permeates the universe during its process of evolution.
	Your grace is the ceaseless force from which all existence evolves.
	You are the supreme universal energy around which everything revolves.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	Ecstasy, joy and sorrow are all manifestations of your divine energy.
	Only you can remove my anguish and pain and provide me the divine synergy.
	The dynamic aspect of your transcendental reality my soul has witnessed.
	The darkness of my soul by your light has been addressed.
	The incompleteness of my mortal consciousness let me witness.
	Un-objectified desire of my native soul let me witness.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	Let me witness the first stage of awareness before crystalizing of the reasoning process.
	Through introspection let me experience the dynamic process.
	The inner rhythm of aesthetic spiritual experience only you can provide.
	The divine flash of thought and an inner perception only you can provide.
	The first flutter your pure consciousness let my soul hear.
	The subtler vibrations of your super consciousness let my soul hear.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	With nature and all its beauty let my soul connect.
	With positive and healthy minded souls let me connect.
	The varying levels of intensity of your grace my soul has witnessed.
	The flowing currents of your mystic river my soul has witnessed.
	Healing vibrations are carried by the flowing currents of your grace.
	The vibrations of your sacred forests all my darkness shall erase.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	/The intense vibrations carried by the ancient trees my soul has felt.
	Gentle currents passing through my body I have felt.
	The subtle vibrations emanating from the flower in the wilderness I have felt.
	Bestowal of your grace in my soul I have felt.
	The mystic wind blows pleasantly for my soul.
	The sunshine shines warmly for my soul.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	The lightning shines and roars for my soul.
	The mystic clouds give graceful rain for my soul.
	To you I reach out with both heart and soul.
	To connect with my inner self is my goal.
	To realize the self nature is the purest and surest means.
	To guide me to realize the self nature is the surest means.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	From the gross to the subtler experiences let my soul move.
	In a state of deep mediations let my soul move.
	A divine state of connectivity you have given to my soul.
	Identifying myself with nature is my goal.
	The state of no mind help me achieve.
	The darkness of my soul help me perceive.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	Above the macro levels of enjoyments let me rise.
	For the darkness I have already paid the price.
	The fragrance of your immortal flowers have reached my soul.
	The energies and auras of the ancient trees have reached my soul.
	The exuberance of your mystic breeze has engulfed my being.
	The mystic dewdrops has softened my being.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	To the buzzing sound of the bees I have attuned my ears.
	Your beauty and gentleness has driven away all my fears.
	With open arms let me embrace mother earth.
	The balm and healing of your powerful magic let me unearth.
	Mother earth is my point of connection with the whole cosmos.
	From my soul mother earth can remove all the dross.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	Mother earth is the source which nurtures every creature.
	Let your soft sensual embrace enhance my soul’s stature.
	In my being let me take in the sunshine and the volatile sea.
	Deep curiosity for the unknown let me see.
	My soul brims over with a wild and zestful curiosity for life’s explanation.
	I have searched out the deeper questions that needs explanations.
	The innocence of divine wilderness has seeped into my soul! O mother of politeness!
	Into Your Womb of Eternity Shall Grow My Soul’s Roots! O Mother of the Beginning!
	/Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	You are the supreme source of all the secret knowledge.
	My soul’s presence let the heavens acknowledge.
	Only you can satiate my heavenly desire.
	Against me let not the darkness conspire.
	Let my soul be moistened by the flowing waters of your eternal spring.
	Deep in the cosmos I have heard the heavenly bells ring.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	In the deep cave like recesses of eternity let my soul dwell.
	With your mystic grace let my heart swell.
	I submit before the powerful reverberations of your divine grace.
	In silence let me spend time in your sacred place.
	Your transformative force shall purify my inner and outer being.
	The essence of your benign grace for eternity I have been seeing.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	O mother lift me beyond all duality and sorrow.
	Your magical experience let my soul borrow.
	Only you can lead me into the gateway of eternity.
	O mother provide me a world of certainty.
	Let my soul be lost in the mist of your mystic energy.
	Fill my being with your sweet synergy.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	You are the supreme force and bearer of all energy.
	From you arises all my synergy.
	You are the ground of all substance from which everything arises.
	Your womb is the source of all my surprises.
	You are the mystic power inherent in the transcendental reality.
	You are the bearer of all the cosmic energy.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	In you lies the origin of the whole world.
	Let the flag of divinity be unfurled.
	You are all pervading and not born of any womb.
	My soul cannot be confined in any tomb.
	Within the vortex of the spiralling energy you are the point of detachment.
	O mother cut off all the roots of my soul’s attachment.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	Your womb is the source of all material manifestation.
	In me let your veil of smoke not produce any frustration.
	Your divine energy permeates every nuance of existence.
	To the darkness let my soul show resistance.
	You are behind all the processes of creation preservation and dissolution.
	You are the source of all cosmic vibration.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	You are the womb of space in which all worlds are held, conceived and nourished.
	Only by your grace this cosmos has flourished.
	In the folds of your cosmic womb every creature shall return.
	The wealth of your cosmic energy let my soul earn.
	Let my mind expand into your mystic horizon.
	With your bright world there is no comparison.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	/O mother the whole universe you hold in your sacred womb.
	Let not the darkness settle on my tomb.
	Your grace penetrates the farthest reaches of space.
	Smile of eternal bliss I can see on your face.
	Let my soul enter into your mystic realm.
	Let not the darkness my soul overwhelm.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	Let me travel beyond the galaxies into the farthest reaches of space.
	O mother from my soul all the darkness erase.
	Help my mind to expand into the most distant horizon.
	With your light let my dark world brighten.
	Let me silently touch your womb of infinity.
	O mother show me your world of certainty.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	In you resides the absolute void.
	This world of darkness let my soul avoid.
	In you resides the great womb of time.
	With your cosmic world let my soul rhyme.
	Infinite, limitless and unrestricted is your divine energy.
	To my soul you provide all the synergy.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	In you every creature takes birth, lives and returns to eternity.
	Only you can provide a world of certainty.
	Time destroys everything that this cosmos creates.
	Only by your grace this world procreates.
	Sense of time has made my soul discriminatory and limited.
	From your awe inspiring world let my soul not be prohibited.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	O mother as a creatrix you are reassuring in your blessing.
	For your bright world my soul will be canvassing.
	O mother for the whole cosmos you are the initiator and the universal originator.
	For this whole world you are the ultimate benefactor.
	No more I shall suffer from any genuine fear and dread.
	In my dark world let your bright light spread.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	O mother grant the boons of good fortune and grace.
	Let my soul see your bright face.
	You can fulfil my deepest desire.
	Only your bright light my soul can inspire.
	You are all prevailing, potent and powerful.
	With you special powers you are forever resourceful.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	The life force within me with intensity you can renew.
	Your bright world my soul can view.
	Let the darkness of this world not violate my sacred creative purpose and goal.
	Let your life force renew my soul.
	Let me not use your life force for destructive purpose.
	Let my soul fulfil your sacred creative purpose.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots! O mother of the beginning!
	In You Resides The Absolute Void! O Mother of the Vedas!
	/In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	In your cosmic world let my soul move and gather nourishment.
	Let the darkness not be my punishment.
	With your life force the planets, stars and nebulae revolve.
	With the help of your great circular forces of nature this whole cosmos shall evolve.
	Let me use your force for balance and transformation.
	Let my whole world move in sacred unison.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	O mother confine my soul in your sacred circle.
	Let your bright light my dark world encircle.
	Without your consent no higher creation can come into being.
	Your bright world for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let my energy move upward in sacred unison.
	Let me move away from the world of darkness and treason.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	It is your power that pierces every sacred space.
	You are an embodiment of beauty and grace.
	O mother you rule the inner caverns of my heart and soul.
	Let expansion of my awareness be my goal.
	Within your sacred circumference is my deep centre.
	In your sacred space let me enter.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	O mother teach me the law of spiritual growth.
	Let my soul abide by its sacred oath.
	Through intense meditation let me experience your divine reality.
	Let your grace transform my personality.
	Let my soul absorb all your energies and resonances.
	Only with the help of your grace this whole cosmos advances.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	My whole world you control from within.
	Your light shall save me from darkness and sin.
	Within your wide circumference lies my deep sacred centre.
	In your bright world let me enter.
	Your pure love and light flows through all forms.
	Only by your light this dark world reforms.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	Let in my soul reside your supreme spirit and eternal being.
	You are the highest reality I have been seeing.
	You are the essential truth of all my pursuits.
	Only with your grace I can enjoy the fruits.
	You are the eternal being that reaches beyond all forms, names and worldly endeavours.
	The whole cosmos silently seeks your favours.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	As pure consciousness you are the manifest primal being.
	Your pure love and light in me is flowering.
	In all forms you exist as infinite intelligence and power.
	Let my soul bathe in your cosmic shower.
	Soon my soul shall reach your highest state.
	To your formless and space less realms my soul shall relate.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	O mother you are the essence of my true nature.
	Let your eternal light enhance my soul’s feature.
	Let my heart mirror the brilliance of your supreme light.
	O mother how brilliant is your sight.
	O mother be the conduct of my self-revelation.
	In you lies the source of all worldly creation.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	/Let me reach to your world beyond.
	To your pure essence and grace let me respond.
	Through you I draw all my power.
	Through the cosmic play my soul you empower.
	O mother express your sovereignty through my will power.
	Let me bathe in your cosmic shower.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	Let my soul be enthralled by your intoxicating movements.
	Through your light will be all my improvements.
	In you the whole creation dissolves.
	Around you the whole cosmos revolves.
	Only in you I can witness complacency and containment.
	Your light is the source of all my soul’s refinement.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	O mother you are the light and I am the lightening.
	The dark world is no more frightening.
	The electrifying brilliance of your light in me will be absorbed.
	My whole cosmos in you will be dissolved.
	O mother help me reveal my true nature.
	Through you shall be revealed my cosmic future.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	O mother give me the final experience of your beatitude.
	Fill my heart with gratitude.
	You are the beautiful goddess of benediction.
	Only you can make my soul’s prediction.
	Only you can grant all the boons and the cosmic grace.
	The gestures of fearlessness I can see on your face.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	You are the source of my great courage and daring.
	This dark world I shall no more be fearing.
	In you resides the bliss of my spiritual consciousness.
	My soul has witnessed the gesture of your fearlessness.
	Through your gestures my soul has got the divine reassurance.
	Through your light I can overcome all resistance.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	Through the nature of your pure being in the whole cosmos you bestow peace.
	From the grip of this dark world my soul you can release.
	You are the only balm for my soul’s restlessness.
	You are the only source of my soul’s brightness.
	Help me decode your heavenly secrets.
	From this mortal world let me have no regrets.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	I have witnessed the secrets of your healing powers.
	For eternity I have bathed in your cosmic showers.
	Let me have a taste of your deep curative mysticism.
	No more my soul shall suffer from pessimism.
	Let me enter your divine abode of heavenly bliss.
	Let my soul have a taste of your cosmic kiss.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	From you emerges the luminescent white light.
	Let your grace restore my sight.
	O mother provide me the restorative healing experience.
	Draw my soul into your powerful energy and ambience.
	Let my soul drink from your mystic lake.
	With your divine energy let my world shake.
	In you resides the absolute void! O mother of the vedas!
	You Are The Conduct of All Divine Revelation! O Graceful Lady!
	/You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	Let me travel through your astral space.
	O mother from my world all the darkness erase.
	Let me walk amongst the rock and sacred waters of your mystic world.
	Into your bright light let my soul be hurled.
	In your cosmic lake I have witnessed the celestial swan.
	With your cosmic splendour fill every man.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	Fill my soul with untold blessings and energies.
	Provide my world with your divine synergies.
	Let my soul seek the deeper truth.
	Provide me the higher intelligence of your divine truth.
	Your divinity I have seen in all its manifestations.
	O mother deepen my cosmic relations.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	Let my soul carry the lustier of your purity.
	Let your divine energy give me the eternal surety.
	Let your lotus blossom in the muddy waters of my mortal world.
	Hurl my soul into your cosmic word.
	Let your energy create for me a divine life.
	Free my soul from all darkness and strife.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	You are the bestower of all love and delight.
	With your humour and wit let me this dark world fight.
	You are the source of all enjoyment amusement and delight.
	O mother restore my native sight.
	Let me drink from the river that flows down from the mystic mountain.
	Let my soul bathe in your cosmic fountain.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	I have witnessed the zestful flow of your grace.
	My soul has witnessed your smiling face.
	In you I can see the delight of liberation.
	In my heart I can feel the flush of sweet sensation.
	O mother to your will I completely surrender.
	Let me not suffer from darkness and blunder.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	Only you can pave the way for the divine occurrence.
	Let me witness the unceasing flow of your benevolence.
	I can feel the mystic wind that blows through the blue spruce forest.
	In my heart and soul let me be honest.
	O mother let me witness all your diverse forms.
	In my dark world carry out all the reforms.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	I can hear your gentle football behind me.
	The resonance of your mystic sound I can hear within me.
	My whole being has tasted your heavenly delight.
	I have seen you draped in gold and pristine while.
	I have seen you flowing in your ethereal wonder.
	I have seen the darkness before you surrender.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	/Within my soul I can feel the flush of your sweet sensation.
	Within me let there be your divine revelation.
	Let my being reverberate with nature’s abundance.
	Only in your world there is permanence.
	Let your divine abundance permeate my mortal world.
	Into your mystic world let my soul be hurled.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	I have witnessed your mystic mountains that are pristine and pure.
	My heart shall reverberate with nature’s abundance for sure.
	Only your grace can give me the premonitions of the unknown.
	Let me not fear the dark world that is unknown.
	Let me be in company with the supreme beings of divinity.
	Remove the surprise elements and give me a world of certainty.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	Remove my darkness accumulated from earlier lifetime.
	Let me enter into your world sublime.
	I have seen the design of your cosmic creativity.
	Let me join your divine fraternity.
	Let your bright world take me by utter surprise.
	Let me watch the ancient sun from the darkness arise.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	Let me seek your divine mystery in every corner of my existence.
	Towards the dark world let me show resistance.
	O mother you have been in my consciousness for eternity.
	Always I have been part of your divine fraternity.
	Let me appreciate and enjoy your energy through everything.
	Let me hear the heavenly bells ring.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	I have witnessed you in the softer shades of pure white.
	With your blessings you have filled my mortal sight.
	You are the epitome of all learning and wisdom.
	Flushed with blessings is your fiefdom.
	You are the essence of all my intuitive perception.
	Your mystic world is waiting to give me a divine reception.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	O mother in me create a backdrop of celestial poise and splendour.
	Before you let all my darkness surrender.
	I have tasted the silent grace of your mystic flower.
	O mother finally I have climbed your heavenly tower.
	Let me drink from the crystal clear waters of your mystic pond.
	To your esoteric world let my soul respond.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	In me flows the river of heavenly aspirations.
	O mother you are the source of all my intuitive perceptions.
	I have seen the magic manifested in the white petal blades of your mystic lotus.
	Let your world of divinity be my focus.
	I have tasted the moments of deep seated concentration.
	My soul is filled with the waves of blissful contemplation.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	You are the joy of supreme consciousness and elation.
	You are the conduit for all the divine revelation.
	You are the essence of the entire cosmic creation.
	Without you there can be no procreation.
	You are the goddess who is made of everything.
	In my ears let your heavenly bells ring.
	You are the conduit of all divine revelation! O graceful lady!
	Every Soul Has Drunk The Divine Sap of Your Cosmic Tree! O Spirit of Dreams!
	/Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	You colour my experiences of both inner and outer world.
	Let your immense power and energy before me be unfurled.
	Let the darkness no more stir my carnal desires and wishful thinking.
	Let the darkness no more limit the awareness of my inner being.
	Through the cosmic play your true nature is veiled.
	Before your light the world of darkness has always failed.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	Let the darkness not distort the perception of my reality.
	Let no soul be trapped in this world of fatality.
	Soon my soul shall enter your sacred cave.
	The darkness my soul can no more enslave.
	You provide the platform on which the life drama of every creature is enacted.
	My fight with the darkness has been long and protracted.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	The lightening dance of your cosmic play the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	Your supreme spiritual energy by every soul can be accused.
	Your ultimate reality is both transcendental and immanent.
	Your universal consciousness is the only thing that is permanent.
	In the cosmos you convey your messages through various modes of expression.
	Soon my soul shall see the creative aspect of your deeper manifestation.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	It is your grace that forms the very core of every being.
	You reside in the spiritual heart of every being.
	Silently my soul has witnessed your grandeur, power and beauty.
	Through the whole cosmic world you express your creativity.
	The venom of the mortal world shall not go down my throat.
	In your ocean of infinity let my soul float.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	Your divine energy let me awaken within.
	Unfold the magic of your world devoid of sin.
	Your wild dance of lightening the whole cosmos has witnessed.
	Complete tranquil and equipoise every soul has experienced.
	Through my being you play out your expression of dance and creation.
	Your bright world let me enter without hesitation.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	O mother you are the great bestower of beneficence and infinite blessing.
	To seek your attention every creature has been canvassing.
	O mother lure my soul out of its magical trance.
	Let me not be distracted away from your cosmic romance.
	Let me transform my own awareness into your divine consciousness.
	Let my soul drown in your pure awareness.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	This whole world is destroyed by the mere glance of your third eye.
	I have seen the golden lotus flower blossom in your golden sky.
	In the marshy sullied waters let my lotus flower blossom.
	For eternity my soul has survived and flourished in your microcosm.
	My soul remains unaffected by the taint of this mortal world.
	Let me survive and flourish in the darkness of this world.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	/O mother humbly I bow and ask for your great boon.
	All my fears, uncertainties and worldly worries you shall remove soon.
	You are the conqueror of death and darkness.
	Help me see the ultimate truth and your world of brightness.
	Help me overcome death and suffering.
	All my adversity and obstacles to you I am offering.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	Only you possess the power to conquer death.
	O mother you control my every breath.
	Draw my inert attention towards your ultimate truth and bliss.
	Give me a taste of your heavenly kiss.
	O mother facilitate the mastering of my soul in every lifetime.
	Silently take me to your world sublime.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	O mother silently slay all my worldly and carnal pleasures.
	To worship your inner being let me take all the measures.
	After death my life force shall seek another soul.
	To achieve your pure inner being is my only goal.
	It is my ego that causes me to wander in the unreal world.
	Let me not end up in the whirlpools of sorrow and anguish of this mortal world.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	The possessions that I seek are irrelevant to my happiness.
	Let me not roam in the unreal world of pain and sadness.
	My ego is the main opponent of my happiness.
	Let your light bring a deeper awareness.
	The path to divinity I shall search with my inner intuitive eye.
	Silently everything I shall witness in your golden sky.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	O mother give me the skills to hone this material world.
	With a deeper awareness let me face this mortal world.
	O mother this whole universe is your playground.
	Let the triumph of my soul be profound.
	No more shall I pursue the dream of achieving and acquiring.
	With balance and equipoise I shall pursue my soul searching.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	In me let there be complete defeat of death, ignorance and darkness.
	Let there be supreme victory of your world of brightens.
	The heavens shall arrange for the triumph of my soul.
	Within me resurrection of your divine self is my goal.
	O mother relieve me from all the worldly strife and sorrow.
	This world of symbolism let me no more borrow.
	Every soul has drunk the divine sap of your cosmic tree! O spirit of dreams!
	The Winds From Your Cosmic Mountains Carry Pure Exhilaration! O Possessor of Ultimate Wisdom!
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	Let my being move into my higher self and put my mind to rest.
	Let your grace and mercy fill my mortal chest.
	O mother enrichen my inner experience.
	Fulfil my desire of beauty, prosperity and happiness.
	Let me leave behind all the names and forms.
	Without your consent and concurrence no creature in the cosmos performs.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	/O mother let my thought waves mature with your grace.
	Intense is the shine on your face.
	Guide my soul through its cycle of existence.
	Guide me through the cosmic mirage of dream, illusion, darkness and resistance.
	From the bedlam of human incarnations carry me to the ultimate reality.
	Take me to a world filled with certainty.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	O mother you are beyond all duality.
	Give me the freedom of choice and enhance my personality.
	Let me rise above my sensual carnal delight.
	With the forces of darkness let my soul fight.
	Watch my soul with your ever watchful eye.
	Let my soul roam freely in your golden sky.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	With your boons and blessings let me choose the higher truth and experience.
	Let me rise above my worldly experience.
	Let your light and grace trap all my negativities.
	Under your ever watchful eye guide all my activities.
	Let my soul not be lured by darkness.
	Freedom of choice I shall get in your world of brightness.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	Let me not see the terrifying face of death and destruction.
	With your light help my soul in its resurrection.
	In your school of intense discipline help me achieve the non-dual state.
	To your esoteric world let my soul relate.
	Guide me to the higher values conducive to love and peace.
	With your grace and light you can put my world ease.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	O mother help me integrate all my duality.
	Let my soul take on the mantle of your divine personality.
	Use your sword to cut me away from the world of darkness and sin.
	Let me not deviate from your true path and let the world of light begin.
	Your material nature I have seen in all its abundant grace.
	Concentrated bliss I can see on your cosmic face.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	It is your secret power through which nature works.
	Through the power of your consciousness the whole cosmos works.
	O mother unfold my soul’s highest potential and carry me beyond my boundaries.
	Take my soul beyond all dualities.
	Let my soul relate to your cosmic energy with devotion.
	Let me move beyond all human notion.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	Let my soul move into your cosmic void.
	Your wrath and anger let my soul avoid.
	Let me be receptive to your energy and grace.
	Let me move cut of my self-image.
	Let outer forms not represent my faith.
	In your love and peaceful benevolence let me keep faith.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	/Through the power of consciousness the liberation of my soul I shall realize.
	O mother confine me into your world that is concise.
	You are the originator of infinite space and eternal time.
	Take my soul into your world sublime.
	Your formless energy is manifested in the shape of the entire universe.
	With your bright world let my soul converse.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	With your essential truth let me evolve into higher fields of consciousness.
	The wonder of my being let me discover and discard all my restlessness.
	Your ever new light my soul has seen.
	In your world of absolute truth my soul has been.
	Only you can provide the inner knowledge to exist for all time and in every form.
	In your infinite grace let my soul reform.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	Before your absolute truth let me unfold my nakedness.
	Let my soul evolve into your higher fields of consciousness.
	In you I shall find the sacred delight and abounding peace.
	Only you can put my soul at ease.
	Let my soul dance in your steps of sheer abandonment.
	Take my soul into a world that is permanent.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	Your grace shall fill the boundless space of the cosmic void.
	Let me discover your dance in the cosmic void.
	In your empty space there is no face or form.
	In your joy and happiness let my soul reform.
	Let me relax my hold on all that I wish to control or possess.
	Let my soul celebrate with joy and happiness.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	Help me achieve the state of clarity, balance and grace.
	The blessings of the absolute I can see in your face.
	Let me rise above all emotional reactions of love and hate.
	Let pleasure and pain not determine my fate.
	O mother you possess all that is most auspicious.
	Detach me from this world that is suspicious.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	Help me forget all that I presume to know and understand.
	Help me feel the experience of your magical band.
	The blessings of the absolute in my cosmos only you can unfold.
	With your grace your magical world I can behold.
	Let your spontaneous expression flow from my heart.
	In the world of darkness let my soul assert.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	The paradox and mystery of your world let my soul understand.
	Give me the delight of your magical band.
	My soul is delighted by your captivating enchantment.
	Let me overcome the world of darkness and resentment.
	O mother help me unravel your deep secrets.
	Let my soul not have any regrets.
	The winds from your cosmic mountains carry pure exhilaration! O possessor of ultimate wisdom!
	I Have Discovered Your Dance in the Cosmic Void! O Giver of Happiness!
	/I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	O mother no words can describe your effervescence.
	Help me achieve your world of permanence.
	Let me witness your magical power and mystical space.
	The great cosmic prowess I can see on your face.
	Let me rise above the limitations of thought and perception.
	Your enchanting world shall give my soul a divine reception.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Help me understand your language of spiritual symbolism.
	Help me overcome the darkness and pessimism.
	O mother you are the one who can draw life in death.
	You can draw the infinite in my finite breath.
	You can draw the eternal in my transient being.
	Your beauty beyond all duality I have been seeing.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Let me paint my harsh realities of life on your canvas of eternity.
	O mother provide me a world of certainty.
	It is your grace that beautifies all existence.
	O mother from my soul remove all the resistance.
	Let your beauty encompass every aspect of my life.
	Let me overcome all the suffering, misfortune and strife.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Let my soul drink from your life spring of beauty.
	Let me show empathy and tenderness while performing my duty.
	Through a deeper awareness unfold my life’s drama.
	Only your grace can help me overcome life’s deep trauma.
	Help me understand the meaning of my existence.
	To death and darkness let my soul show resistance.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Your grace shall give me the ability to evolve spiritually.
	Your inner power shall enable every soul to exist mutually.
	Your manifold form I approach with deep respect and reverence.
	Final I have understood your energies of beauty, sheer, delight and awareness.
	I shall allow your grace to flow through my being.
	Through your vision this world for eternity I have been seeing.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Let me view life through spirit of joy and abundance.
	Let me not be limited to time, place, or any circumstance.
	O mother draw back my soul into your transcendent nature.
	Through my own eyes I have seen your divine feature.
	In every creature let your mystic energy reside.
	To every soul a bright world you can provide.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	You are the power behind all light and darkness.
	Beyond the light and shadow lies your divine consciousness.
	The whole cosmos has witnessed your flashes of lightening.
	Help me overcome this world that is frightening.
	Your light shall uncover my deepest desire.
	This dark world shall no more conspire.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	The beauty of your winter night’s snowstorm I have seen.
	Amongst your flowering shrubs and blossoming tress my soul has been.
	I have witnessed the shifting sands of your desert sand dunes.
	You weave together the incessant threads of life’s triumphs and misfortunes.
	To my life you give the eternal meaning of rapturous delight.
	Only your grace can restore my native sight.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	/Uncover the traces of my mind lying in the subconscious world.
	Let the flow of your spiritually submerge my mortal world.
	O mother you are the life of all life.
	Only you can end my mortal strife.
	O mother you are the death of all death.
	You are the one that controls my every breath.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Let my soul not be conditioned by malice and fear.
	The sounds of the drums of eternity let my soul hear.
	Fill my child like soul with purity and innocent delight.
	Like a divine warrior with the darkness let my soul fight.
	You play the role of the warrior, the ascetic, the wife and the mother.
	You possess the spirit of the matriarch and the grandmother.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	You are the eternal woman and other half of the absolute sovereign.
	Over my innocent heart and mind establish your immortal reign.
	Help me search out my inner essence, vitality and joyousness.
	Let me silently enter into your world of brightness.
	O mother help me to remove the veil of darkness.
	Let me discover the unfathomable treasures of mystic world of brightness.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Let my soul not be ensnared in the web of worldly existence.
	Let me break all the fetters and bondages of darkness and remove all resistance.
	O mother reveal to me the true picture of my inner world.
	Let me pass through the doorway of more existence into the bright outer world.
	Show me your esoteric world that remains hidden behind the mist of smoke and cloud.
	Show me the bright world hidden behind your veil and shroud.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Show me your creative and transformative force.
	Let me rise above all regrets and remorse.
	Let the mortal smoke not obscure my immortal vision.
	Let my heart overcome all darkness and treason.
	The lightning of your grace links the whole cosmos.
	The rainfall of your mercy shall descend upon my soul and remove all the dross.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Your blue lotus flower hides the clear blue skies of my mystic space.
	Let my heart absorb all your energy and race.
	From you emanates the light of all light.
	Let your pure white light fill my mortal sight.
	The innate power of the whole cosmos is held the myriad petals or your blue white lotus.
	Absorbing the energies of all the flowers in your universe should be my soul’s focus.
	I have discovered your dance in the cosmic void! O giver of happiness!
	Into the Sea of Ecstasy I Will Submerge My Soul! O Mother of the Seas!
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	We cannot buy or produce externally true happiness.
	From inside our being comes true happiness.
	Positive energy and contentment within our hearts and minds is true happiness.
	Not from outside but from within comes true happiness.
	A subtle internal flow of grace is true happiness.
	Our awareness and independence is heightened by true happiness.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	/Dependency and addiction is not bred by true happiness.
	Ever fascinating, engaging and uplifting is true happiness.
	We are not agitated, bored or depleted by true happiness.
	Our inner integrity is sustained by true happiness.
	A much deeper transformative power is possessed by true happiness.
	In an inorganic manner we are invigorated by internal happiness.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	Energy and true motivation is brought to us by true happiness.
	Spiritually we can awaken through true happiness.
	Into a life of conscious awareness we can enter through true happiness.
	Nectar of bliss we can drink through true happiness.
	Our inner being can be satiated through true happiness.
	Flow of bliss, peace and cooling delight we can experience through true happiness.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	The true spiritual alchemy we can witness through true happiness.
	The light of awareness hidden in our own hearts is true happiness.
	Deeper inner contentment, detachment, peace and bliss are manifestations of true happiness.
	Movement of cosmic joy is true happiness.
	Being spiritual and creative is true happiness.
	Our eternal being can emerge through true happiness.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	In the dramatic storms of sunsets my happiness I have found.
	In the subtle hues of the moss, lichen and rocks my happiness I have found.
	In the varied coloured texture of mother earth my happiness I have found.
	In the greater conscious universe my happiness I have found.
	Through integration of nature and spirituality my happiness I have found.
	By deeply searching my inner world my happiness I have found.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	In honouring the sacred nature of all life my happiness I have found.
	In the unbounded expansion of beneficence and grace my happiness I have found.
	By connecting my undying aspiration to the internal and the infinite my happiness I have found.
	In expanding the sense of my divine love my happiness I have found.
	In expanding the sense of awareness and higher perception my happiness I have found.
	Through change of attitude and value in life my happiness I have found.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	In rain of higher knowledge my happiness I have found.
	Through mystical experiences and unity consciousness my happiness I have found.
	Through the inner currents of bliss of my inner being my happiness I have found.
	In my inherent capacity of peace, happiness, creativity, love and spirituality my happiness I have found.
	In using my inner energy wisely my happiness I have found.
	In discarding my transient and trivial pursuits my happiness I have found.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	In my power of awareness my happiness I have found.
	By entering into our body of bliss my true immortality and happiness I have found.
	Our very true nature is happiness.
	The core of our being is bliss and happiness.
	On our physical longevity does not depend our happiness.
	There is no correlation between longevity and happiness.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	/In my innate happiness, curiosity and will to live my happiness I have found.
	In my own soul treasure of immortality of happiness I have found.
	In my rejuvenation of mind and body my happiness I have found.
	In awakening of my spirit my happiness I have found.
	In creation of my new inner body of bliss my happiness I have found.
	By making my heart a receptacle of love, compassion and delight my happiness I have found.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	By connecting to the bliss within I have discovered my happiness.
	By discovering the truth of my inner being I have found my happiness.
	In the fulfilment of my soul I have found my happiness.
	In discarding my passions beyond their normal or natural span I have found my happiness.
	In discontinuing my selfish and sensate drives I have found my happiness.
	In strengthening my connection with the supreme I have found my happiness.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	In my healthy and harmonious physical rejuvenation I have found my happiness.
	In developing and strengthening my physical and vital energy I have found my happiness.
	In rejuvenation of my mind I have found happiness.
	In search of universal love, joy and compassion I have found happiness.
	In search of the immortality of my spirit I have found happiness.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	By nourishment through a higher quality of energy I have found happiness.
	Through strengthening of my body and mind I have found happiness.
	Through nourishment and revitalization of my mind and senses I have found happiness.
	Through the sights and sounds born of nature and spiritual aspirations I have found happiness.
	By turning within and slowing down I have found happiness.
	Through rest, relaxation, deep sleep, stillness, silence and spacing I have found happiness.
	Into the sea of ecstasy I will submerge my soul! O mother of the seas!
	Spiritually We Can Awaken Through True Happiness! O Giver of Comfort!
	/Spiritually we can awaken through true happiness! O giver of comfort!
	By learning to hold and conserve our energy within I can find my true happiness.
	Through calming and deepening my breath and vital force I have found true happiness.
	Through spiritual visualizations, thoughts and affirmations I have found true happiness.
	By unfolding the deepest bliss my awareness I have found true happiness.
	Through spiritual emotions, devotion and association I have found true happiness.
	By uncovering the inner immortality of my true self I have found true happiness.
	Spiritually we can awaken through true happiness! O giver of comfort!
	In holding and carrying higher forms of energy I have found true happiness.
	In discarding my dirty and broken vessel I have found true happiness.
	By storing the nectar of grace in my heart I have found true happiness.
	In giving up my old personality and memory I have found true happiness.
	In embracing my cosmic being I have found true happiness.
	By purifying and detoxication of my body and mind I have found true happiness.
	Spiritually we can awaken through true happiness! O giver of comfort!
	By letting go of all my thoughts and aspirations I have found true happiness.
	Through the awakening of my higher perception I have found true happiness.
	By lifting my soul out of the shadowy human world I have found true happiness.
	By entering into the divine realm of light I have found true happiness.
	Through discovering the true holy grail of my being I have found true happiness.
	Only by going beyond death and sorrow I can found true happiness.
	Spiritually we can awaken through true happiness! O giver of comfort!
	By suffering and sacrificing my life to the higher powers I have found true happiness.
	By myself becoming the immortal nectar which the gods can drink I have found true happiness.
	By refining my nature to its essence I have found true happiness.
	By extracting the deepest motivation of my soul I have found true happiness.
	By rising above my base desires and expectations I have found true happiness.
	By making my life movement an alchemy of the divine energy I have found true happiness.
	Spiritually we can awaken through true happiness! O giver of comfort!
	By honouring the universal immortality I have found true happiness.
	By imbibing the nectar of immortality in my being I have found true happiness.
	By drinking the beverage of the gods I have found true happiness.
	By drinking the immortal juice of the gods I have found true happiness.
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